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Untersuchung der Photophysik und Stabilita¨t von organischer Pho-
tovoltaik mithilfe von Ultrakurzzeit-Spektroskopie
Ungeachtet enormer Fortschritte in der Leistungssteigerung organischer So-
larzellen vergangener Jahre, sind grundlegende Prozesse der Ladungstra¨ger-
erzeugung weiterhin ungelo¨st. Ferner ist die Umweltstabilita¨t organischer So-
larzellen eine wesentliche Grundvoraussetzung fu¨r den erfolgreichen U¨bergang
vom Labor in die Praxis, welche oftmals nur ungenu¨gend charakterisiert ist.
Die vorliegende Arbeit widmet sich diesen dringenden und komplexen Heraus-
forderungen, indem die Photophysik und die Langzeitstabilita¨t in zwei mod-
ernen Materialsystemen mittels Ultrakurzzeit-Spektroskopie untersucht wird.
Zuna¨chst wird die Ladungstra¨gererzeugung in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM analysiert,
welches als Modellsystem fu¨r eine neuartige Klasse von Solarzellenmaterialien
gilt. Es zeigt sich, dass die Trennung von Elektron-Loch-Paaren feldabha¨ngig
ist, was weitreichende Folgen fu¨r die Erforschung organischer Solarzellen hat.
Auf dieser Grundlage befasst sich der zweite Teil der Arbeit mit der Umwelt-
stabilita¨t der zuvor genannten Materialien, welche ungewo¨hnlich stark unter
dem Einfluss von Sauerstoff leiden. Hierbei wird gezeigt, dass dieses Ver-
halten durch p-Dotierung der aktiven Schicht hervorgerufen wird, welches zu
einem schnellen Verlust der Solarzellenleistung fu¨hrt. Zuletzt werden die pho-
tophysikalischen Eigenschaften und die Stabilita¨t des Moleku¨ls DRCN5T, stel-
lvertretend fu¨r einen neuen Trend in der Solarzellenforschung, charakterisiert.
Dieses System zeigt erstaunliche Resistenzen gegen Umwelteinflu¨sse, was auf
einen effizienten Energietransfer von den instabilen zu den stabilen Kompo-
nenten zuru¨ckzufu¨hren ist. Dieses Ergebnis hat das Potenzial die Erforschung
organischer Solarzellen nachhaltig zu beeinflussen. Somit leistet diese Arbeit
einen substanziellen Beitrag zum Versta¨ndnis der Physik auf kurzen Zeitskalen
und der Stabilita¨t organischer Komponenten, mit enormer Relevanz fu¨r das
Forschungsfeld.
Investigating the Photophysics and Stability of Organic Photovoltaics
Using Ultrafast Spectroscopy
Despite recent advances leading to unprecedented performance in organic pho-
tovoltaic devices, the underlying processes of charge generation in these semi-
conductors are still unclear. Furthermore, the operational stability of organic
solar cells – a key requirement for successful application outside the labora-
tory – is often neglected. This thesis addresses these urgent and complex
challenges by investigating the photophysics and degradation mechanisms of
two high-efficiency material systems by employing ultrafast transient spec-
troscopy. The first part is devoted to the understanding of charge generation
in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM which acts as a model system for a new class of
organic photovoltaic materials. It is unambiguously shown that the separation
of electron-hole pairs is field-dependent, with significant implications for the
research of novel combinations of materials with low energy offsets. Based
on these results, the second part of this thesis focuses on the environmental
stability of the aforementioned system which is shown to be exceptionally sen-
sitive to the influence of oxygen. The observed results can be comprehended by
oxygen-induced p-doping of the active layer, resulting in rapid deterioration of
the device properties. Finally, the photophysics and degradation of solar cells
based on the small molecule donor DRCN5T, representative of a new trend
in solar cell design, are addressed. These devices display remarkable stability
which is accredited to an ultrafast energy transfer from the unstable to the sta-
ble components. This insight can potentially influence design rules for future
research on organic solar cells. Therefore, this work contributes substantially
to the understanding of the photophysics at short timescales and the stability
of organic solar cells with high relevance for the field.
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“When you have eliminated all which
is impossible, then whatever remains,
however improbable, must be the truth.”
– Sherlock Holmes

Part I
Introduction

Introduction
The global energy demand is steadily rising. In 2018, the primary energy
consumption reached ∼166,000 TWh which is expected to increase by 27%
until the year 2040.1,2 This evolution is substantially driven by growing energy
requirements in developing countries, including China and India. Currently,
80% of this energy is provided by combustion of fossil fuels and, consequently,
the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere reached average values of 407 ppm
(parts per million) today - the highest it has been in at least 800,000 years.3–5
A continued emission of CO2 and other greenhouse gases will have devastating
consequences for our planet.6–11 Limiting the global warming to 1.5◦C above
pre-industrial levels is required to mitigate these changes, according to IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) climate models.12 Therefore,
arguably the greatest challenge the global community is facing today is to
reduce the impact of climate change on the planet.13–15 A possible way to
mitigate emissions is an increased use of renewable energy sources.12,16,17
Among the various possible renewable energy technologies, photovoltaics
are the fastest growing and most promising concepts for a scalable and decen-
tralised power generation in the future.1,2,18 The sun is a vast source of energy,
with almost 90,000 TW of solar power reaching the earth’s surface.19 This is
more energy every two hours than the global energy demand in the entire year
2018.1 Thus, immense research has been dedicated during the last decades to
bring the efficiency of photovoltaic devices to the theoretical limit (see Figure
1).20 The most widespread technologies today include crystalline silicon (Si),
cadmium telluride (CdTe), or copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) solar
cells, providing around 480 GW of worldwide photovoltaic capacity.21 These
conventional devices exhibit high efficiencies and long lifetimes, and their pro-
duction benefits from existing semiconductor industries.22 However, their fab-
rication requires expensive and energy-intensive processes for crystal growth,
e.g. the Czochralski method. Furthermore, traditional solar cells are often
incompatible with modern applications like transparent, flexible, or wearable
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Figure 1: Highest confirmed conversion efficiencies for research cells for a range
of photovoltaic technologies, plotted from 1976 to the present. Organic photo-
voltaics show a remarkable trend in the last years. Figure courtesy of NREL.34
devices.23
In the last two decades, the field of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) has
emerged as an alternative technology, presenting an enormous variety of new
compounds for solar cell research due to the chemical tunability of their prop-
erties.24–26 This approach uses the semiconducting properties of polymers and
small molecules which, due to their high absorption coefficients, can be used for
thin film applications, offering low-cost, high-throughput fabrication (solution-
processable, no high-temperature steps required, using roll-to-roll manufactur-
ing27–29) and novel applications (semi-transparent and flexible devices,30–32 ef-
ficient operation at low light intensities33). Within the next few years, OPV
modules are expected to be fabricated at lower prices per Watt than commer-
cially available technologies.27
The research on organic electronics has progressed at a remarkable rate.
The first organic solar cells consisted of a simple metal/organic/metal struc-
ture.35,36 However, these devices exhibited extremely low efficiencies, as they
relied only on the built-in electric field provided by the potential difference of
the electrodes to separate the electron-hole pairs, which typically have much
larger binding energies.37 This limitation was overcome by the introduction
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of the donor:acceptor heterojunction, in which the energetic offset between
the energy levels of two adjacent materials drives dissociation of the bound
pair. This major breakthrough enabled the first organic solar cells with a
power conversion efficiency (PCE) over 1%.38 The development of the bulk
heterojunction (BHJ), in which the active materials are intimately mixed, was
a further milestone in the progress of organic solar cells and is an essential
concept for modern-day organic devices.39 Early research focussed on PPV
derivatives and later shifted to poly-thiophenes, most notably P3HT, with ef-
ficiencies over 5%.40 The usage of donor-acceptor co-polymers, such as PTB7,
PTB7-Th, or PffBT4T-2OD, lead to impressive performances with efficiencies
of more than 10%.40–43 Todays’ high-performance systems convert more than
16% of the sunlight into electrical power.44
Traditionally, fullerene derivatives such as PC60BM and PC70BM have been
used as acceptor molecules in OPVs, due to their unique electron accepting
properties enabling efficient charge generation.45,46 However, these molecules
do not exhibit strong absorption in the visible part of the solar spectrum,
and, therefore, efficiencies of devices based on fullerene acceptors are limited.
More recently, the class of non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs), which are used in
current record devices, emerged as a new alternative to overcome those limita-
tions.44,47–49 Modern research also focusses on more complex structures, such
as ternary blends50–52 or tandem cells53–55, to boost performance by harvest-
ing a broader spectrum of the sunlight. Simultaneously to organic solar cells
based on polymers or small molecules, the development of perovskite materi-
als progresses in an unprecedented form, already surpassing some conventional
technologies.56–58
Unsurprisingly, most research has focussed on improving the efficiency of
organic solar cells, leading to a remarkable increase in performance from 12%
to over 16% in the past 3 years.44 While these efficiencies are approaching
the range of conventional consumer modules59, the upscaling of lab-sized cells
(typically ∼1 cm2) to large-area modules is still a challenge.60–62 Furthermore,
while efficiencies are rising, the environmental stability, which limits the life-
time of polymer- and small molecule-based solar cells, remains a problem that
is still insufficiently addressed. Understanding the processes involved in the
device degradation, therefore, is of paramount importance for the transition
from laboratory cells to commercial applications.63
This thesis addresses this urgent topic by investigating the operational sta-
bility of two high-efficiency OPV systems in ambient conditions. Particular
focus is given to the photophysics on the picosecond (ps) timescales during
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which the relevant processes of charge generation occur. An improved compre-
hension of the early charge carrier dynamics of novel material systems not only
provides valuable information for the research on more efficient compounds;
it also gives important insights into how these processes are affected during
degradation which is a prerequisite for the development of efficient mitigation
strategies. The ultrafast physics of such systems is investigated by transient
absorption (TA) spectroscopy which is based on femtosecond (fs) laser pulses
and has led to a range of remarkable discoveries.64,65
This thesis starts with a brief introduction into the physical principles of
organic solar cells (Chapter 1), followed by a review of the processes occur-
ring during device degradation (Chapter 2), and the fundamentals of ultra-
fast laser spectroscopy (Chapter 3). Following necessary details on the used
materials and methods (Chapters 4 and 5), the unusual photophysics of the
polymer:fullerene system PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM is investigated (Chapter 6).
In Chapter 7 the stability of this material system under light and oxygen ex-
posure is studied, and, subsequently, results of the investigation of the small
molecule DRCN5T are presented in Chapter 8. Finally, the obtained results
are concluded in the context of the development of novel high-efficiency and
stable devices for future research and application.
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Part II
Theoretical Background

Chapter 1
Organic solar cells
A better understanding of the working principle of organic photovoltaics (OPVs)
can help to develop novel devices with optimised performance and longer life-
times. Therefore, in this chapter the principles of OPVs are presented, intro-
ducing the concept of the bulk heterojunction (BHJ), the device structure, and
the current-voltage characteristics (Section 1.1). Particular focus is given to
the specific processes which lead to generation of free charges in the devices
(Section 1.2).
1.1 Organic photovoltaics
1.1.1 Active layer
In an OPV device, incident photons are converted into charge carriers which
can be extracted by electrodes and then used to power an external circuit. The
elemental processes leading to charge generation are illustrated in Figure 1.1.
In contrast to inorganic solar cells, in which free charge carriers are directly
created and separated in a pn-junction, strongly bound electron-hole pairs
(excitons) are formed after light absorption in organic films. Those excitons do
not readily dissociate in a single organic semiconductor at room temperatures,
as their Coulomb attraction is on the order of several hundred meV.1,2 Instead a
second material with different electron affinity or ionisation potential is needed
to separate the pairs at an interface through charge transfer between the two
components which are referred to as donor and acceptor. Absorption of light
and subsequent charge transfer between the components occurs in both, the
donor and the acceptor materials.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic represen-
tation of the BHJ and the pro-
cesses involved in charge gener-
ation. After light absorption an
exciton is create which diffuses
through the active layer. After
arriving at an interface to the ac-
ceptor charge transfer dissociates
the exciton into free charges. Re-
produced with permission from
Ref.3 Copyright 2018, The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
Since the exciton has a limited lifetime and thus a certain diffusion length
(typically on the order of ∼10 nm4–7), an optimal morphology provides inter-
faces for exciton dissociation on the nanometer scale. Furthermore, continuous
percolation pathways for the separated charges to the extracting electrodes
must exist. The best practical solution to these conditions is a blend mixture
of the two active components in a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) which provides
both crystalline domains and pathways for charge transport, and intimately
mixed regions for efficient charge separation.
1.1.2 Device structure
In order to extract and use the charges which are created in the above men-
tioned active layer, the BHJ of an OPV is sandwiched between several layers
and contacts (Figure 1.2). After separation of the exciton, the charges are
transported energetically downwards through the layers and extracted at the
electrodes (Figure 1.2b). One contact is transparent and permits the light to
enter the device through this side, while the other contact is highly reflective
to increase the optical path through the BHJ and ensure efficient absorption.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Typical device architecture with the active layer sandwiched
between the transport layers and the electrodes. (b) Energy level diagram of
a typical inverted OPV cell. Indicated are the formation of excitons, exciton
diffusion to an interface, charge transfer, and subsequent transport through
the charge-transport layers and extraction at the electrodes. Absorption of
photons can occur in both active layer materials.
The common choice for the transmissive electrode are conductive oxides, such
as indium tin oxide (ITO). ITO has a work function of 4.8 ± 0.5 eV which
makes it suitable for charge extraction or injection at the metal-semiconductor
interface. Depending on the specific device architecture aluminium, silver, or
gold is used as reflective back contact. OPVs can be fabricated in the nor-
mal (standard) geometry or in the inverted geometry. In the former, light
enters through the transparent anode, while the reflective back contact serves
as the cathode. This architecture is commonly used for high-efficiency devices,
however, the low work function metal electrodes have several disadvantages
concerning ease of fabrication and device stability which will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 2.8,9 In the inverted architecture, light enters through the
transparent cathode and is reflected at the high work function anode.
To spatially separate electrons and holes after exciton dissociation and to
reduce recombination at the electrodes, additional blocking layers are inserted
that promote transport of one charge type, but block the other. Common
hole-transport/electron-blocking layers hole transport layers (HTLs) are PE-
DOT:PSS, molybdenum trioxide (MoO3), or tungsten trioxide (WO3), whereas
zinc oxide (ZnO) or titanium dioxide (TiO2) are often used as electron-transport/
hole-blocking layer electron transport layer (ETL). Another purpose is to block
the excitons at the interface which prevents them from reaching the electrode
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where they can recombine.10
1.1.3 Current-voltage characteristics
Organic solar cells (OSCs) follow the characteristics of diodes with additional
photocurrent (Figure 1.3a). When the above-mentioned stack is operated un-
der reverse-bias conditions (i.e. the anode is at a negative potential with re-
spect to the cathode), photogenerated charges are extracted from the device by
the increased built-in electric field, which is provided by the Fermi levels of the
electrodes. This region is marked by a quasi-voltage-independent, negative cur-
rent (electrons flow towards the cathode, while hole drift towards the anode).
Under forward-bias conditions, the applied voltage reduces the magnitude of
the built-in electric field. Consequently, current flow in the opposite direction
is promoted which increases exponentially with increasing forward-bias.
In order to generate electrical power Pout, the charges must be extracted
from the solar cell with a potential difference, according to Pout = J ·V , where
J is the current density and V the voltage. This power is generated when the
product of current density and voltage is negative, i.e. when the J-V curve
passes through quadrant IV in Figure 1.3a. An analytical expression for J(V )
in the sense of the Shockley equation for pn-junctions is difficult to obtain
for organic solar cells, due to the fundamentally different working principle
and conditions concerning charge carrier density, mobility, or diffusivity, and is
indeed a current topic of research. An approximation for a bi-layer device at low
biases, neglecting geminate recombination, leakage, and charge accumulation
is reported by Giebink et al.11
J = JS
[
exp
(
eV
kBT
)
− kd
kd,thermal
]
− eηdJex (1.1)
where kd,thermal is the exciton dissociation rate in the absence of bias or illu-
mination, ηd = kd/(kd + kf ) the probability of exciton dissociation with the
recombination rate kf , JS the dark saturation current, and Jex the flux of
exciton diffusion towards a donor-acceptor interface.
The most important metric describing the performance of a solar cell is the
power conversion efficiency (PCE) which is given by the maximum electrical
power Pout,max divided by the incident light power Pin
PCE =
Pout,max
Pin
(1.2)
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Figure 1.3: (a) Schematic JV-curve and power output of an inverted solar cell.
Included are short-circuit current (JSC) and open-circuit voltage (VOC) (here
denoted as EOC). The JV-curve dictates the maximum power point (MPP),
where the generated power is maximal. Figure courtesy of Gamry Instruments.
(b) Example EQE spectrum of a perovskite solar cell. Integrating the curve
over the solar spectrum yields the photo-current which can be extracted. Re-
produced with permission from Ref.14 Copyright 2016, SPIE.
The maximum achievable power conversion efficiency of a general solar cell is
given by the Shockley-Queisser limit which was derived in 1961 for inorganic
pn-junctions.12 It states that the PCE depends on the optical bandgap of the
material and has a maximal value of 33.7% for a single junction device, based
on the assumptions that photons below the bandgap are not absorbed and
excess energy from high-frequency photons is lost by rapid conversion to heat.
In organic solar cells the efficiency limit depends also on the exciton binding
energy which can be neglected for inorganic semiconductors. Consequently,
the maximum PCE is reduced to <30% in organic devices.13
From the JV-characteristics in Equation 1.1 follows that Pout,max assumes
a maximum (the maximum power point (MPP)) between open-circuit condi-
tions, where the current flow is zero, and short-circuit conditions, where the
voltage is zero. The corresponding maximum photocurrent and photovoltage
values are denoted short-circuit current (JSC) and open-circuit voltage (VOC),
respectively. These values define the fill factor (FF) which is a geometrical
factor, given by the ratio of the maximum electrical power of the device and
the theoretical power determined by JSC and VOC
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FF =
Pout,max
JSC · VOC (1.3)
The FF is a measure for how ‘rectangular’ the J-V curve looks in quadrant IV.
With this definition the power conversion efficiency assumes the simple and
common form
PCE =
JSC · VOC · FF
Pin
(1.4)
The characteristic solar cell parameters JSC, VOC and FF allow a practical
description of the solar cell performance. The JSC is related to the amount of
charges that are extracted and is thus influenced by the absorption properties
of the materials, the charge generation process, transport to the electrodes, and
recombination during these steps. The VOC is determined by the energy levels
of the materials and recombination losses, while the FF is, among others, influ-
enced by transport properties in the bulk and at the interfaces. For improved
solar cell operation, all three of these parameters need to be increased.
Since the efficiency is a function of the wavelength of the incident light,
the PCE(λ) has to be integrated over the entire spectrum of the light source.
To ensure comparability between different laboratories, standard conditions
have been defined, which fix the temperature (25◦C), the intensity (100 mW
cm−2), and spectral profile (air mass factor (AM) 1.5) of the light. The lat-
ter corresponds to the emission spectrum of the sun after passing the earth’s
atmosphere 1.5 times (i.e. incident at an angle of 48.2◦ with respect to the
vertical). Those conditions are referred to as 1 sun illumination.
To quantify the wavelength-dependent efficiency of the OPV, the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) is measured which is given by the ratio of charge
pairs that are extracted je and the incident photon flux fph per wavelength
(Figure 1.3b). It can be calculated by measuring the JSC and light intensity I
at every wavelength.
EQE =
je
jph
=
JSC(λ)
I(λ)
hc
λe
(1.5)
where h is Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, and e the elementary charge.
From the spectrum one can infer which parts of the material system efficiently
contribute to the photocurrent generation. The overall photocurrent that the
cell produces is given by the integral of the quantum efficiency over the entire
spectrum.
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JSC =
e
hc
∫
EQE(λ) · S(λ) · λ dλ (1.6)
with the solar spectrum S(λ) in units of Wm−2nm−1. The integrated photocur-
rent from Equation 1.6 is usually larger than the actual JSC measured under
1 sun conditions, due to non-linear intensity dependences of the devices (see
next Section for details). This intensity dependence leads to optimal operation
in low intensity environments which makes this technology suitable for indoor
applications.15,16 The EQE is limited by the absorption of photons and re-
combination losses. Note that through multiple exciton generation processes,
such as singlet fission, the EQE for high energy photons can surpass 100%,
meaning that more than one charge pair is created and collected per incident
photon.17,18
1.2 Charge generation
In this section the processes of charge generation are explained in detail which
will be a basis for the results of this thesis. The principle processes are the
formation of a tightly bound exciton upon light absorption, subsequent diffu-
sion to a donor:acceptor interface, charge transfer to form a meta-stable charge
transfer (CT) state, and dissociation of this state to yield free charge carriers
that can be extracted by the electrodes (Figure 1.4).
1.2.1 Exciton creation and diffusion
When light is absorbed in an organic semiconductor usually singlet excited
states are created. The excitation can occur by absorption of a single photon,
the sequential absorption of multiple photons, or the simultaneous absorption
of multiple photons where for the last case high intensities are required. The
resulting electron-hole pair is localised (Frenkel exciton) and tightly bound by
the Coulomb attraction with potential
V =
e2
4pir0r
(1.7)
where e is the elementary charge,  the dielectric constant, and r the electron-
hole separation. Due to the low dielectric constant of organic materials (r =
2−4) compared to inorganic matter (e.g. r = 11 for GaAs) the binding energy
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Figure 1.4: (a) Band diagram and (b) free-energy state diagram of a typical
OPV system. Singlet, CT (lowest-lying CT0; band states, CTn) and separated-
charges (SC) states are shown. Adapted with permission from Ref.19 Copyright
2012, American Association for the Advancement of Science.
of the exciton (Eb ∼0.5 - 1 eV) is much larger than the thermal energy at room
temperature, and thus it is not easily dissociated.
During its lifetime the exciton diffuses through the rough energy landscape
of the disordered semiconductor by thermally activated hopping. The sim-
plest treatment uses a random-walk model of hopping events to describe this
diffusion.20 This hopping is facilitated by Dexter energy transfer and Fo¨rster
resonant energy transfer (FRET) by which the exciton is transferred from one
molecule to another molecule (Figure 1.5). In the former process, electrons
are exchanged and it thus requires an overlap of the molecular orbitals of
neighbouring molecules. Dexter energy transfer therefore dominates for short
distances (kDexter ∼ e−r) and triplet states. The FRET mechanism relies on
dipole-dipole interactions and prevails for singlet states and distances exceed-
ing 1 nm.5,21–23 Energy transfer requires a spectral overlap between emission
of the donating molecule and absorption of the accepting molecule. For the
approximation of point dipoles, the energy transfer rate can be expressed by
kFo¨rster =
1
τ
(
R0
r
)6
(1.8)
with the lifetime of the donor in the absence of an acceptor τ , the Fo¨rster radius
R0, and the separation between donor and acceptor r. The Fo¨rster radius
depends mainly on the spectral overlap between emission and absorption of
the two components, and is usually in the range of 1 - 10 nm.5,22–24 Equation
1.8 is valid for the assumption of dipole-dipole interactions; for dipole-sheet
or dipole-bulk interactions, which are more realistic conditions in a BHJ, the
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of two energy transfer processes. (a) Dipole-dipole
interaction facilitates Fo¨rster resonant energy transfer (FRET) over long dis-
tances. (b) Electron-exchange interactions lead to Dexter-type energy transfer
for short distances. Reproduced with permission from Ref.26 Copyright 2011,
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
separation-dependence changes to ∼ r−4 and ∼ r−3, respectively.25
For nearest neighbour interactions, these nanoscopic energy transfer rates
relate to mesoscopic transport via the diffusion coefficient D
D = Ar2kET (1.9)
where r is the distance between the two hopping sites, A is a factor accounting
for the disorder in the film, and kET the energy transfer rate.
5,27 The exciton
diffusion length in the usually reported one-dimensional case then depends on
its lifetime τ and its diffusion coefficient D by
L =
√
Dτ (1.10)
It is typically determined by measuring the photoluminescence (PL) quenching
or micro-wave conductivity, and is in the range of L ≈ 10 - 30 nm.4,5 Improving
the crystallinity of the materials, for example by thermal annealing, increases
the exciton diffusivity.6,28 The diffusion length is therefore an upper limit for
the optimal nano-morphology of the BHJ, since the charge pairs must diffuse to
an interface with an acceptor within their lifetime before they decay. The dif-
fusive motion of the excitons after generation is then described by the diffusion
equation
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Figure 1.6: (a) Exciton diffusion process at low and room temperatures. The
excitonic Gaussian density of states is represented by the distribution of the
excitonic energies. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2008, American
Chemical Society. (b) Schematic illustration of the processes in organic semi-
conductors after light absorption with typical timescales. Reproduced with
permission from Ref.5 Copyright 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
dn
dt
= D∇2n− n
τ
(1.11)
Here n is the exciton concentration. Figure 1.6a shows the diffusion of excitons
at different temperature regimes. At room temperature, thermally activated
jumps are promoted; the equilibrium energy for excitons is proportional to the
temperature.
The decay of singlet excitons proceeds via non-radiative (internal conver-
sion (IC), intersystem crossing (ICS)) or radiative (photoluminescence) tran-
sitions (schematic Jablonski diagram in Figure 1.6b). The latter leads to a
mono-exponential decay to the ground state which can be measured with time-
resolved techniques, such as time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC).
A notable case of ICS is the singlet-fission process in which a singlet state
with sufficient energy decays into two triplet states. This process is of great
interest for OPVs as it can in principle double the number of charge carri-
ers per absorbed photon.17,18,30 At high exciton concentrations, for example
in pump-probe experiments involving pulsed lasers with high intensities, two
singlet excitons can collide which leads to singlet-singlet-annihilation and fast
initial decay. If the concentration of triplet excitons is high, for example due
to singlet-fission or in OLEDs, additional bimolecular triplet-annihilation pro-
cesses occur.
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1.2.2 Charge transfer to acceptor
When an exciton is able to reach an interface between the two materials in
the BHJ, it can dissociate by transferring a charge between the molecules. In
traditional OPVs, the excitons are mainly created on the polymer or small
molecule with lower electron affinity, and charge transfer proceeds by donating
an electron from its lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level to the
LUMO level of the more electronegative molecule, e.g. a fullerene derivative.
Simultaneously, the hole transfer between the highest occupied molecular or-
bital (HOMO) levels is possible, particularly in OPVs employing non-fullerene
acceptors where light is strongly absorbed in both components. Alternatively
to the diffusion of the donor exciton and subsequent charge transfer to the
acceptor, long range Fo¨rster-type energy transfer according to Equation 1.8
can directly excite the acceptor, followed by charge transfer from acceptor to
donor.31–33
The resulting meta-stable state is called charge transfer (CT) state or gemi-
nate pair. Its energy is lower than the excited states of either donor or acceptor,
hence its absorption and emission are red-shifted with respect to the individ-
ual components.34,35 The charge transfer itself typically occurs on the sub-ps
timescale and can be observed with time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy
(see Chapter 3).36–39 In systems with enhanced phase separation between the
donor and acceptor domains, formation of CT states is thus determined by ul-
trafast charge transfer from excitons created in close proximity to an interface
and by a diffusion-limited component, usually in the ps-regime.40 The rate of
charge transfer is often considered with classical Marcus theory,41 which en-
tails an optimum driving force ∆G0 between the energy of the relaxed donor
exciton and the CT state which is typically in the range of 0.3 - 0.6 eV.42 In
this formalism the rate kCT for charge transfer between donor and acceptor is
of the form
kCT =
H2DA
h¯
√
pi
λkBT
exp
[
−(λ+ ∆G
0)2
4λkBT
]
(1.12)
with the electronic coupling between donor and acceptor HDA and the reor-
ganisation energy λ. Both HDA and λ depend on the distance between donor
and acceptor molecule.43–45 Figure 1.7 shows the driving force dependence of
the electron transfer rate which gives rise to three distinct regimes. In the
normal region kET increases with increasing driving force by lowering of the
activation barrier which forms at small energy offsets. The activationless re-
gion is characterised by a temperature- and field-independent charge transfer,
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Figure 1.7: (a) The driving force in Equation 1.12 gives rise to three separate
charge transfer regimes: normal, activationless, and inverted region. (b) The
dependence of the electron transfer rate on the driving force provided by the
energy offsets of excited and CT state. Adapted with permission from Ref.48
Copyright 2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
due to the vanishing potential barrier between excited state and CT state.
Increasing ∆G0 further leads to the re-appearance of an activation barrier in
the inverted region. The latter, though predicted by theory, was only much
later unambiguously verified.46,47 For his work on electron transfer in chemical
reactions, Marcus was awarded with the Nobel prize for Chemistry in 1992.
The electron and hole remain bound across the interface by the Coulomb
potential (Equation 1.7), with binding energies of 0.1 - 0.5 eV.49–51 The excited
(‘hot’) CT state (CTn) undergoes electronic relaxation and vibrational cooling
to the groundstate (CT1) in ≈ 1 ps.38,52 The dissociation of the CT exciton
into free charges competes with several loss mechanisms. If electron-hole pairs
cannot escape their mutual Coulomb attraction, they eventually recombine and
decay radiatively or non-radiatively to the groundstate which is referred to as
geminate recombination. It can be identified by pump-probe measurements as
an intensity-independent decay.53,54 Depending on the energy levels of donor
and acceptor, thermally activated back transfer to the singlet exciton is pos-
sible in a process called exciton-recycling.55 In systems with large electrical
gap containing PC60BM, energy transfer can lead to triplet formation on the
fullerene.56 However, if the electron-hole pair is spatially separated and loosely
bound, it can dissociate into free, unbound charges, which will be discussed in
the next section.
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1.2.3 Charge separation
The separation of bound CT states into free charge carriers can be observed
with ultrafast pump-probe techniques. In the model system P3HT:PC60BM
free charges are generated after a few ps54,57, in PTB7:PC70BM between 100 -
300 fs,58 and in PCPDTBT:PC60BM films after 50 fs.
37
The mechanisms behind the dissociation of bound CT states into free charge
carriers are still actively debated (Figure 1.8). It has been suggested that the
excess energy of hot CT states after charge transfer leads to ultrafast dissocia-
tion of the electron-hole pair if it can outcompete relaxation.37,52,60 In this case,
the process is facilitated by the formation of delocalised band states, rather
than energy-driven hopping.19 However, other studies have shown that the
yield of charge carriers in high-efficiency systems is independent of the photon
energy, and that even after direct excitation of the lowest CT state, efficient
charge separation occurs.61–63 These findings show that in these cases relaxed
inter-molecular charge pairs are the precursors for free charges, while the driv-
ing force for this process is still unclear. The processes leading to the spatial
separation of the relaxed states are often rationalised by incoherent hopping
through energy cascades.58,64,65 Charge separation through relaxed states de-
pends usually only weakly on the applied electric field,62,63,66 and is enhanced
by high mobilities65 or by disorder.67 Furthermore, the role of delocalisation
of electron and hole on the acceptor and donor domains, respectively, has been
suggested as a possible cause for CT dissociation.59,68
The classic formalism to describe the dissociation of electron-hole pairs in
their mutual Coulomb potential and in the presence of an external field is the
Onsager-Braun model. It assumes localised point charges in donor-acceptor
systems. The dissociation rate is given by
kd =
3Drc
r3
exp
(
−rc
r
) J1(2√−2b)√−2b with b = e3F8pi0rk2BT 2 (1.13)
where D is the sum of the diffusion coefficients, rc =
e2
4pi0rkBT
the Coulomb
radius, r the initial separation of electron and hole, and J1 the first order Bessel
function. It was extensively used to model charge dissociation in moderate
fields, but requires several unrealistic assumptions about the CT lifetime or
the mobility. A more realistic approach, taking into account the delocalisation
of the hole over several repeat units in conjugated polymers, was suggested by
Arkhipov and Nenashev.69,70 By solving the Schro¨dinger equation for charges
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Figure 1.8: Fundamental charge generation processes, morphology, and de-
vice configuration in bulk-heterojunction organic photovoltaics. (a) Schematic
depiction of the BHJ. (b) Typical device configuration with the active layer
sandwiched between metallic and transparent electrodes. The states relevant
to charge generation in (c) through ‘hot’ channel and (d) relaxed CT states.
Reproduced with permission from Ref.59 Copyright 2014, American Chemical
Society.
in Coulomb and external fields, they calculated the dissociation rate to be
kd =
N−1∑
n=1
an→n+1 exp
(
−En − E1
kBT
)
(1.14)
where n is the distance of the hole to the interface in repeat units of the polymer
chains, En is the energy of the hole at site n, and the Miller-Abrahams hopping
rate of the hole
an→n+1 = ν0e−2γr
exp
(
−En+1 − En
kBT
)
En1 > En
1 En+1 ≤ En
(1.15)
Here ν0 is the attempt-to-hop frequency and γ a measure for the electronic cou-
pling. For more advanced theories I refer to general textbooks and reviews.22,71
Once the charges are separated, they drift and diffuse through the active layer
and are collected by the respective electrodes.
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1.2.4 Charge transport and extraction
The current flow j (for electrons or holes) inside an organic semiconductor
device is described by a drift and a diffusive term in the drift-diffusion-equation
j = enµ∇Φ− eD∇n (1.16)
where e is the elementary charge, µ the mobility of the charges, ∇Φ the poten-
tial difference between the electrodes, D the diffusion coefficient and n charge
carrier density. In contrast to inorganic pn-junctions, where the dynamics are
typically dominated by the diffusion of the charges, in OSCs the drift term
dominates. The diffusion coefficient is related to the charge carrier mobility
via the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation
µ =
eD
kBT
(1.17)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The charge carrier
mobility can be determined experimentally, e.g. by time-of-flight (TOF) mea-
surements72, extracted from field-effect transistors73, or by measuring space-
charge-limited current in a diode.74 The mobility generally depends on various
parameters such as the temperature, the applied electrical field, amount of dis-
order and impurities, or charge carrier density.75 There are several approaches
to describe the mechanism by which the charges can be transported in or-
ganic semiconductors, and understanding the charge transport is still an open
question in terms of theoretical concepts and experimental validation.22 Under
nearly ideal conditions, i.e. when the interaction energy between neighbouring
sites is strong compared to the energetic disorder in the system, transport of
charges can be described in terms of delocalised Bloch waves in a band-type
motion.76 However, those conditions usually only apply in pure molecular crys-
tals at low temperature. Another successful approach is the description with a
polaron model where the transport proceeds via inter-site polaron hopping, but
this is typically only valid for temperatures above 600 - 1500 K.71 In typical
amorphous organic semiconductors at room temperature the charges scatter
at every site and transport is often described by a disorder model where the
charges are localised and diffuse through the DOS by incoherent hopping be-
tween the interacting molecules.76 For a Gaussian DOS with (disorder) width
σ this process is illustrated in Figure 1.9a.
The hopping rate in literature is usually described either with the Miller-
Abrahams formalism or with Marcus theory (see above). In the disorder model,
the temperature dependence of the mobility follows an Arrhenius law
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of a charge carrier that hops within a Gaussian DOS.
The dotted horizontal line is the energy at which the charge carriers equilibrate.
Reproduced with permission from Ref.71 Copyright 2015, Wiley.
µ = µ0 exp
[
−
(
2σ
3kBT
)2]
(1.18)
meaning that the transport is thermally activated and mobility increases with
temperature.71 Within an electric field, the mobility follows a Poole-Frenkel
behaviour lnµ ∼ √F .77
Due to structural faults or impurities, e.g. caused by degradation of the
materials, the transport is affected by trapping effects. Depending on their
concentration and energetic depth, a significant amount of charge carriers is
captured and subsequent release requires thermal activation so that the trans-
port is retarded. At 295 K with a trap depth of 40 meV at a concentration
of 10−7 mol/mol the mobility is already reduced by a factor of 2.71 The ener-
getic depth is determined by the relative offset between the HOMO energies
(for holes), or the distance between the LUMO energies (for electrons), as de-
picted in Figure 1.9b. The rate of trapping kt is proportional to the density
of traps NT , a critical radius at which trapping occurs (RT ), and the diffusion
coefficient:
kt = 4piRTDNT (1.19)
This trap-assisted recombination mechanism is often referred to as Shockley-
Read-Hall recombination. In addition to monomolecular recombination via trap
states, recombination of free charge carriers also occurs bimolecularly, depend-
ing on the density of free carriers. The rate for this bimolecular recombination
kL is given by the Langevin formalism as
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kL = −γnp = − e
0r
(µ− + µ+)np (1.20)
with n and p the concentrations of electrons and holes,  the permittivity,
and µ− and µ+ the mobilities of electrons and holes.78 Although commonly
employed, the Langevin model consistently overpredicts experimental recom-
bination rates.79 It assumes that once electron and hole meet, they rapidly
recombine and two neutral molecules are recovered.80 More recent theoretical
treatments of recombination dynamics consider interfacial CT states between
donor and acceptor as the result of the encounters of charge carriers. These
either recombine to the neutral groundstate or dissociate again to yield free
charges.81 The charges that remain after bimolecular and trap-assisted recom-
bination are extracted through the transport layers at the electrodes.
To summarise, after absorption of light in the active layer, strongly bound
excitons are created. These excitons undergo diffusive motion by energy trans-
fer through the BHJ until they reach a donor:acceptor interface or recombine.
At an interface, the energetic offset between the molecular orbitals of the two
active components provides a driving force for charge transfer which is de-
scribed by Markus theory. The resulting intermolecular, meta-stable CT state
dissociates by spatially separating electron and hole which yields free charge
carriers. These charges drift through the active layer towards the electrodes
where they are extracted. Their lifetime is limited by trap-assisted- and bi-
molecular recombination.
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Chapter 2
Stability of organic solar cells
A detailed understanding of the mechanisms which lead to the deterioration of
OSCs is of utmost importance for the development of novel devices with appli-
cation outside the laboratory. In this chapter the main processes contributing
to the degradation of OPV devices are reviewed. The degradation patterns
are separated into external factors, such as the influence of oxygen and water
onto the operational stability, and intrinsic factors, namely heat- and light-
induced processes. After a detailed consideration of the various degradation
mechanisms, mitigation strategies to improve the stability are proposed. This
chapter concludes with recommending design rules for future, more stable de-
vices. For further reading, I recommend the reviews by W. Mateker1 and by E.
Speller2, the latter particularly on the role of non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs),
which are only briefly addressed in this review.
2.1 Intrinsic degradation
Intrinsic degradation occurs even when the devices are operated in an inert
atmosphere, without exposure to oxygen or water. The main contributions are
degradation due to elevated temperatures and chemical degradation caused by
the interaction with light. Heat-induced processes usually involve structural re-
organisation of the blend materials, altering the finely mixed nano-morphology,
while light-induced processes are related to photochemical reactions in the ab-
sorber layer.
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2.1.1 Heat-induced degradation
The stability of organic material systems under the influence of heat is closely
related to the glass transition temperature Tg of the components which defines
the temperature range where the organic molecules change from a rigid glass
to a more flexible and soft state. Temperatures above Tg allow molecules and
polymer chains to easily diffuse through the active layer, causing changes in
the bulk or interfacial properties.
Interfacial effects
A common observation in BHJ films exposed to high temperatures is the ac-
cumulation of a polymer-rich layer at the top surface (∼ 10 nm). In standard
architecture devices, where electrons are collected through the top electrode,
this leads to the formation of a blocking layer for charge extraction, reducing FF
and VOC.
3,4 The performance can be restored by peeling off and re-evaporating
the electrodes. In inverted architecture solar cells, where holes are extracted
through the top electrode, the accumulation of a polymer-rich phase does not
inhibit charge extraction.
Also heat-induced diffusion of metal atoms from the interlayers or elec-
trodes into the bulk of the active layer has been observed, for example in
devices employing indium, aluminium, or lithium.5–9 Greenbank et al. used
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy and XPS depth profiling on inverted
P3HT:PC60BM and PCDTBT:PC70BM devices with the commonly used ex-
traction layers MoO3 and Ag to demonstrate diffusion of silver atoms into
the bulk.10,11 The diffused atoms act as quenching sites for excitons, traps for
charges, or lead to doping of the active layer, thereby leading to increased
recombination which in turn decreases all photovoltaic parameters.12–17 Addi-
tionally, high temperatures can lead to delamination of the evaporated elec-
trodes which has been shown for thin (10 - 20 nm) silver layers.18
Bulk effects
At elevated temperatures fullerenes, which have been primarily employed as
electron acceptors, start to aggregate, forming micrometer-sized clusters (Fig-
ure 2.1, top row).19 This is caused by the low miscibility between donor
and acceptor components, for example in PTB7-Th:PC60BM
20 or PffBT4T-
2OD:fullerene21,22 films. It was shown in Section 1.2 that a finely mixed mi-
crostructure with well defined percolation pathways is essential for charge gen-
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Figure 2.1: Optical microscopy images showing annealed morphologies of poly-
mer:PC60BM blend films on SiOx substrates with (bottom row) and without
(top row) prior light exposure. Films at the bottom panel were exposed to
fluorescent light (10 mW/cm2) for 165 min prior to annealing. Reproduced
with permission from Ref.19 Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
eration and extraction in a BHJ. Phase separation and formation of large,
crystalline phases deteriorates charge generation since excitons may not be
able to diffuse to an interface and separate within their lifetime, resulting in
strong, initial degradation (burn-in).23–25
In PTB7 solar cells, high temperatures lead to side-chain cleavage or break-
ing of the aromatic chain; the resulting fragments decrease the mobility of the
films by increasing recombination.26,27
Preventing heat-induced degradation
To suppress those structural changes, several strategies have been proposed.
The choice and thickness of the electrode material can prevent diffusion of
metal atoms into the bulk. Replacing the hole extraction layers MoO3/Ag
with WO3/Al improves the thermal stability considerably, as silver atoms were
found to diffuse into the layer in the former combination.10,11 Greenbank et al.
showed that a thin layer of WO3 on top of the silver electrode increased the
thermal stability significantly.18 Additionally, thicker electrodes act as a heat
sink and should thus be employed when the applications allow it (considering
costs, flexibility, and semi-transparency).
Replacing low Tg polymers with high Tg variants is a main route to improve
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stability, as this will decrease the diffusivity of the components in the active
layer. Exposure to small light doses leads to increased thermal stability in some
polymer:fullerene systems, as cross-linking between the components stabilises
the nano-morphology against heat-induced reorganisation (Figure 2.1).19,28,29
Furthermore, the synthesis of novel acceptors with matching miscibility is a
critical step towards more stable devices.20 The advent of NFAs could poten-
tially achieve this requirement by replacing the heat-sensitive fullerenes.30–32
Another possibility is to introduce a third component into the blend to
stabilise the morphology.33,34 The crystallisation of PC70BM in many polymer
blends can be suppressed by adding additional fullerene derivatives to the so-
lution to form alloy acceptors.35–37 Also adding a second polymer stabilises
the domains in PTB7-Th:PC60BM and PTB7:PC60BM solar cells.
38 In poly-
mers or small molecules containing fluorine atoms, the common chemical 4,4’-
biphenol (BPO) can be employed as a molecular lock to freeze the morphology
by forming hydrogen bonds between donor and BPO.39 Such crosslinking is
also reported for other polymer systems.40–42
2.1.2 Light-induced degradation
When operating the solar cells under light, a significant and fast reduction
in the efficiency is often observed, even in inert atmospheres. This burn-in
strongly depends on the materials used and its origin remains widely debated;
a general consensus has not yet been achieved to date. The temperature of
the devices in operating conditions can reach up to 80◦C which can lead to
structural changes which were described above.20,43 Additionally, under certain
conditions illumination can lead to dimerisation of fullerenes which impedes the
dissociation of acceptor excitons and causes loss in JSC. Formation of defects
within the bandgap increase the energetic disorder and negatively affects charge
transport.
Fullerene degradation
A common observation in many polymer:fullerene OPVs is the dimerisation of
fullerenes upon illumination in inert atmospheres.44,45 Heumueller et al. could
accurately reproduce the JV-curves of degraded devices by blending PC60BM
dimers with regular fullerenes (Figure 2.2a).45 The dimerisation of fullerenes
is mostly observed in PC60BM while other derivatives, such as bisPC60BM or
PC70BM, are less prone to oligomerise.
19,44,46,47 This process depends strongly
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Figure 2.2: (a) Blending regular PC60BM with the corresponding dimer repro-
duces JV-curves of devices degraded under illumination. Dimerisation mainly
affects the JSC. Reproduced with permission.
45 Copyright 2016, The Royal
Society of Chemistry. (b) Raman spectra of fresh and light-aged PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM devices. Peaks labeled A–D are signatures of PC70BM, showing
negligible dimerisation. Reproduced with permission from Ref.52 Copyright
2017, Wiley.
on the light intensity48 and film morphology; when donor and acceptor are in-
timately mixed, the formation of dimers is suppressed.45 The oligomers cause
trapping of excitons in the fullerene phase due to a decreased diffusion length
and influence exciton splitting at the donor-acceptor interface.45,49 Since the
effects of dimerisation are strongest when the devices are kept at VOC condi-
tions, it has been suggested that the reaction occurs via triplet excitons on the
fullerene.45 The chemical mechanism, by which these dimers form, is a [2+2] cy-
cloaddition between two parallel double bonds on adjacent fullerenes.44,47,50,51
Devices based on PCDTBT blended with fullerene derivatives containing
nitrogen show strong degradation when exposed to sunlight by formation of
radical species on the fullerene cage, while dimerisation is not a main prob-
lem.53 Also in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM no formation of oligomers is observed,
and the degradation is caused by cleavage at the site of the solubilising side
group attachment to the C70 cage (Figure 2.2b).
52 In PTB7:PC70BM devices,
UV light is responsible for photochemical reactions between donor and acceptor
resulting in trap states deteriorating the electron transport.54
Polymer degradation
Due to their interaction with high-energy photons, polymers are prone to de-
grade under illumination. In P3HT films illuminated under 1 sun conditions
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an absorption loss was observed which is caused by photochemical reactions at
the alkyl side chain of the polymer.55 The addition of PC60BM can stabilise
the P3HT by UV-screening, radical scavenging, and by quenching the polymer
excited state.43 Minor reductions in the optical density are also reported for
other polymers.56 The destruction of the chromophores and the resulting loss
of absorption leads to fewer generated charge carriers, and hence to a reduction
of JSC.
In many organic systems, the loss of JSC under constant illumination is
accompanied by a strong, initial reduction in VOC.
56–58 In P3HT:PC60BM de-
vices, increased recombination and an increased trap density was observed.58
Formation of defect states in the bandgap was further observed in devices
with PCDTBT57,59, PTB760, and PTB7-Th56. Those gap state can have sev-
eral consequences for the solar cell performance: firstly, defects impede charge
transport by increasing trap-assisted recombination, resulting in lower JSC and
FF. Additionally, the trapping reduces the average occupation of the frontier
molecular orbitals and therefore the VOC.
61,62 Secondly, trapped charges can
create space charge regions and thus obstruct charge extraction which results
in poor JSC and FF.
57,63,64 Finally, defect states broaden the DOS which causes
voltage losses (Figure 2.3).65–67 The magnitude of the latter effect depends on
the charge carrier density in the material and thus is lower for crystalline poly-
mers.68 The chemical origins for light-induced defect formation and broadening
of the DOS are manifold. Impurities left over from synthesis69–71, etching of
the ITO by PSS in standard architecture solar cells58, breaking of N-C or H-
C bonds in the case of PCDTBT29,59, trace amounts of oxygen57, or solvent
additives56 have been proposed.
Preventing light-induced degradation
Although the origins of photo-induced burn-in are manifold and not yet fully
understood, many strategies have been proposed to improve the stability of
optoelectronic devices. The dimerisation of acceptor molecules is primarily
a process occurring in C60 derivatives. Using higher-adduct fullerenes, like
PC70BM, which is commonly employed in high-efficiency systems, helps re-
ducing this loss channel.45 Also employing highly crystalline donor materi-
als suppresses oligomerisation of the fullerenes.67,68 Yan et al. showed that
low levels of piperazine doping can improve the stability of polymer:PC60BM
blends with P3HT, PTB7-Th and PffBT4T-2OD. They concluded that photon-
induced charge transfer between the fullerene and piperazine leads to quenching
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Figure 2.3: Decrease of the VOC can be caused by (a) increased recombination
that lowers the charge carrier density or by (b) a broadening of the DOS with
unchanged charge carrier density. Reproduced with permission from Ref.67
Copyright 2015, Wiley.
of PC60BM excitons, decreasing the rate of fullerene dimerisation.
72 Zhang et
al. demonstrated that the addition of piperazine is able to fully eliminate the
burn-in for PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM devices due to its ability to form hydro-
gen bonds with the active components.20 The advent of NFAs can potentially
further increase stability, but more research of light-induced degradation is
needed.73,74 A recent study by Doumon et al. showed that the promising
NFA ITIC is photochemically much less stable than the fullerene alternative
PC70BM.
75
Removing impurities such as halides, metals, or oxygen from the produc-
tion process reduces the formation of defects and thus decreases the burn-in
in OPVs.69,71,76,77 Additionally, avoiding low-boiling point solvent additives,
such as DIO, further increases the blend stability.56 Furthermore, donors with
higher crystallinity are chemically more stable; their application reduces the
energetic disorder in the system, leading to reduced voltage losses.68 Finally,
the employment of UV-filters effectively increases the device stability, as most
problems arise from the high-energy part of the spectrum.54
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2.2 Extrinsic degradation
This section covers the stability of organic solar cells under the influence of
extrinsic factors like oxygen. Exposed to ambient conditions OPVs show rapid
loss of performance, even in dark conditions. Oxidation of the active compo-
nents or the electrodes in the presence of light is a major loss channel which
is addressed in detail. The effects of humidity are only briefly covered, and I
refer to other excellent literature reviews.1,78
2.2.1 Oxygen doping
When OPV devices are operated in oxygen atmospheres, strong degradation
can be observed for some systems, even when kept under dark conditions.
Schafferhans et al. reported that the performance loss of P3HT:PC60BM solar
cells, degraded in oxygen under no illumination, is mainly mediated by a strong
reduction in JSC. By using CELIV measurement techniques, they identified an
increased charge carrier density to be responsible for the loss of short-circuit
current which was backed-up by simulations.79 Seemann et al. found that
this effect is caused by oxygen-induced p-doping of the active layer, which
is reversible upon annealing and significantly enhanced upon illumination.80
The doping leads to an increase in mobile holes which form a space charge
region at the electron extraction layer and thus hinder charge extraction by
shielding the electric field inside the active layer. The reversibility under heat
and vacuum or nitrogen shows that chemical oxidation of the active compo-
nents is not the origin of this effect. It was rather shown that a metastable
charge-transfer-complex (CTC) between P3HT and molecular oxygen, leading
to mobile holes being delocalised over the polymer backbone, is responsible for
the observed doping effect.81,82 This process was also observed in PCPDTBT
films,83 organic photodetectors using PBDTTT-C,84, and was confirmed in
band-structure calculations.85
2.2.2 Photo-oxidation
The strongest efficiency losses are observed in the presence of both oxygen and
light. The oxidation of polymers leads to the destruction of the chromophores
resulting in a loss of absorption. This process is called photo-bleaching and
depends strongly on the materials which are employed. When fullerenes oxi-
dise, deep traps are created which impede the electron transport and increase
recombination in the devices.
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Photo-bleaching
Irreversible bleaching of the absorber layer is commonly observed in many
OPV systems, resulting in a strong decrease of JSC since less photons can
be converted to excitons. A complete loss of absorption was shown for neat
P3HT after 700 hours in air and light.86 Similar developments were reported
for PCDTBT87, PTB788 and Si-PCPDTBT.89 For all these polymers, infrared
spectroscopy showed a loss of conjugated bonds and a growth of carbonyl,
ester, and alkoxy bonds, indicating that the materials chemically reacted with
oxygen. The mechanisms for this photo-oxidation are often initiated by free-
radical reactions at the side chains of the molecules which can than proceed
by diffusion or reaction and lead to scission of the conjugated bonds and thus
destruction of the chromophores. This process has been extensively studied
for P3HT90,91 and PCDTBT.87 An alternative mechanism is the oxidation via
singlet oxygen 1O2 which can be generated by polymer or fullerene triplet
states.92,93 In PTB7 this leads to a rapid oxidation of the benzodithiophene
unit.88,94
The rate at which the organic components oxidise can vary substantially.95
It was found that more crystalline and dense films are more resistant to photo-
oxidation compared to amorphous materials.92,95,96 In some systems, the ad-
dition of an acceptor reduces the rate of photo-oxidation of the polymer by
removing the excited electron from the donor and competing with electron
transfer to molecular oxygen.86 However, in most systems the fullerene accep-
tor introduces additional loss channels, as is explained in the next section.88
Fullerene oxidation
Karuthedath et al. investigated the charge carrier dynamics in P3HT and Si-
PCPDTBT solar cells with the fullerene acceptor PC60BM. They found that
the charge generation as well as the absorption is mainly unaffected by the
degradation; instead the charge carrier mobility is greatly reduced with strong
influence on the charge extraction.98 Lee et al. showed that small amounts of
oxidised PC60BM are responsible for drastic performance losses in PCDTBT
solar cells (Figure 2.4).97 Reese et al. observed formation of deep traps by
oxidation of PC60BM.
86 The generation of such trap states is suggested by the
red-shifted photo- and electroluminescence upon ageing, consistent with DFT
calculations of defect states, showing deeper LUMO levels compared to neat
PC60BM.
97,99
The light-induced oxidation in PC70BM was shown to originate from the
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Figure 2.4: Impact of fullerene photo-oxidation on OPV devices behaviour.
(a) JV characteristic of PCDTBT:PC60BM devices with different degradation
times under simulated AM 1.5G illumination in air. (b) JV characteristic of
PCDTBT:PC60BM blend devices made with different fractions of degraded
PC60BM, the percentages indicating the mass fraction of O-PC60BM in the
fullerene phase. Reproduced with permission from Ref.97 Copyright 2018, The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
formation of carbonyl groups which act as electron traps and increase non-
radiative recombination and energetic disorder.100 Two mechanisms for the
oxidation of fullerenes have been proposed. Firstly, the triplet-mediated cre-
ation of highly-reactive singlet oxygen (1O2), which can oxidise the acceptor
component93,99 and, secondly, the generation of radical superoxide (O−2 ) by
electron transfer from low lying excited fullerene states.74,101 The latter pro-
cess depends strongly on the electron affinity of the acceptors which should
influence the design rules for the synthesis of new acceptor materials, e.g. non-
fullerene acceptors.74,101 It is thus clear that fullerene acceptors have a dramatic
impact on the stability of organic electronic devices, not only by formation of
traps, impeding electron transport and increasing recombination, but also by
producing highly-reactive oxygen species, which are able to attack the donor
component as well.
Preventing Photo-oxidation
The most principal way to prevent oxidation of the active materials is to ap-
ply a glass- or plastic-based encapsulation layer to act as a physical barrier,
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impeding the ingress of oxygen and water. However, glass encapsulation is
incompatible with flexible devices and furthermore substantially increases fab-
rication costs.102 On the other hand, plastic encapsulation layers provide only
partial blocking of atmospheric gasses. It is therefore an essential task to im-
prove the intrinsic stability of the materials towards oxygen degradation. More
dense and crystalline films proved to be more resistant against oxidation com-
pared to amorphous polymers.92,95,96 Since oxidation of organic compounds
often starts with a radical reaction at the side chain, removing those can be
a general method to improve stability. Manceau et al. showed that polymers
with thermally cleaved sidechains retain most of their absorption properties
after degradation under photo-oxidative conditions.103
It was shown that acceptors act as sensitisers for the formation of singlet
oxygen (1O2) or superoxide radicals (O
−
2 ) and that the latter process depends
on the electron affinity of the material. Acceptors with shallow LUMO energy
levels can facilitate electron transfer to molecular oxygen forming the super-
oxides.74,101 Consequently, the synthesis of new acceptor molecules, possibly
NFAs, should consider deeper LUMO levels to improve the environmental sta-
bility, if the resulting lower VOC can be compensated. However, many current
non-fullerene acceptors suffer more severely from oxidative processes.74 To de-
lay oxidation of the active components, getter materials are employed in many
OLED devices which preferentially react with water or oxygen.104 Li et al.
used a thin layer of TiO2 on top of the active layer which acted as oxygen
scavenger and UV filter.105
2.2.3 Contact and interlayer degradation
Not only the active layer but also the electrodes and charge collection layers are
prone to degrade under the influence of extrinsic factors. Low work function
metals readily oxidise, giving rise to charge extraction barriers. Water and
oxygen can diffuse through pinholes in the electrodes or through hygroscopic
interlayers into the device.
Electrode degradation
In the presence of oxygen or water, low work function metals such as alu-
minium or calcium, which are commonly used in standard architecture devices,
are highly reactive. By employing TOF-SIMS in conjunction with isotopically
labelled H182 O and
18O2 in small molecule solar cells, Hermenau et al. could
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Figure 2.5: Laser beam induced current (LBIC) maps for an inverted device
with silver electrode and PEDOT:PSS HTL before (left) and after ageing in
air under constant illumination for 168 hours (right). Water ingress through
pinholes and edges leads to loss in JSC. Reproduced with permission from
Ref.108 Copyright 2011, Elsevier.
show that water primarily diffuses into the device between grains in the alu-
minium electrode, while molecular oxygen is mainly diffusing through pinholes
in the contacts. At the interface to the hole transport layer, the water reacts
with the electrode forming aluminium oxide.106 Guerrero et al. reported ox-
idation of the calcium contact which leads to irreversible degradation of the
devices.81 These metal oxide layers are electrically insulating and thus create a
transport barrier which hinders charge extraction through the electrodes and
often leads to appearance of S-shaped JV-curves, equivalent to a strong loss
of FF.107 Formation of a dipole layer can also cause a voltage drop across the
interface which has a direct impact on VOC.
81
Employing high work function silver electrodes in inverted devices signifi-
cantly enhances device stability, since they are less prone to corrode. However,
Lloyd et al. showed by laser beam induced current (LBIC) maps that signifi-
cant amounts of water and oxygen can diffuse through a silver electrode in a
inverted device and degrade the underlying PEDOT:PSS hole transport layer
(Figure 2.5).108
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Interlayer degradation
The above mentioned study (Figure 2.5) shows that also the interlayers in the
device stack play an important role during degradation in ambient conditions.
The impact of the common hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS onto the envi-
ronmental stability of organic photovoltaic devices has been widely regarded
as detrimental. The acidic nature of some formulations in conjunction with
water is a possible source of corrosion of the electrodes.8 Voroshazi et al. inves-
tigated the role of PEDOT:PSS in the oxidation of the electrodes and found
that it greatly accelerates oxidation due to its hygroscopic nature.109 Zu¨fle
et al. used capacitance and transient photocurrent measurements along with
drift-diffusion simulations to identify the main causes of aluminium oxidation
in standard architecture devices. They found that water ingress through the
hygroscopic PEDOT:PSS and subsequent diffusion through the active layer is
the main culprit, and replacing the HTL significantly improved the stability.110
Isotopic labelling of water and oxygen during the degradation of inverted so-
lar cells was used by Norrman et al. They found that reactions take place at
the interface between PEDOT:PSS and the active layer which were caused by
oxidation of phase separated PEDOT.111
The commonly used electron transport layer ZnO shows variable conduc-
tance which can be changed by exposure to UV light.112,113 In the natural
state, the surface layer of ZnO is doped with bound oxygen radicals, causing a
low conductivity. Upon illumination these radicals are removed on a time scale
of minutes, therefore increasing the conductance. In the dark this process is
reverted by slow uptake of oxygen.114
Preventing contact and interlayer degradation
As described above, oxidation of the contacts and the interlayers is a serious
problem of OPVs operated in ambient conditions. Hence, the most impor-
tant step for improving the stability is to prevent oxygen and water diffusing
through the electrode to the inter- and active layers. Regardless of different
encapsulation techniques, the choice of electrode has a huge impact on the sta-
bility. High work function metals like silver or gold are less prone to oxidise,
therefore inverted structure devices are usually much more stable compared
to standard devices.8,78,106,115,116 Furthermore, increasing the thickness of the
electrodes reduces the amount of oxygen or water that can diffuse through the
contacts. However, this approach is often incompatible with cheap, flexible, or
semi-transparent devices.
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Regardless of the architecture, replacing the HTL PEDOT:PSS is a neces-
sary step for the realisation of long-lasting solar cells. Due to its acidic and
hygroscopic nature, it readily oxidises and acts as a precursor for many loss
channels in the device. Replacing PEDOT:PSS with MoO3 increases the sta-
bility significantly. However, as was described above, the material combination
MoO3/Ag is thermally unstable, and thus a substitution by WO3 might yield
the best results.11 In standard architecture, surface engineering of the ITO
electrode with P3HT has been reported as a more stable alternative, due to
its hydrophobic nature.117
2.3 Summary and outlook
In this chapter the influence of different environmental conditions on the op-
erational stability of organic electronic devices was reviewed. It was shown
that many systems are intrinsically unstable under the influence of heat which
causes diffusion of metal atoms into the bulk10 and phase separation of donor
and acceptor domains.21 The former process promotes trap formation, while
the latter leads to the reorganisation of the finely mixed nano-morphology,
increasing recombination and inhibiting charge separation. When exposed to
light, often a dramatic decrease in performance (burn-in) is observed. Organic
systems containing fullerene acceptors show dimerisation which adversely af-
fects the exciton dynamics.45 Additionally, large amounts of trap states in the
bandgap are detected which impede charge transport by increased recombina-
tion, resulting in space charge regions due to trapped charges in deep states,57
and broaden the density of states.67 Also extrinsic factors, such as water or
oxygen, have great influence on the stability of the devices. Even when kept
in the dark, exposure to oxygen can lead to reversible p-type doping of the
blend which results in an increased density of mobile holes, giving rise to ex-
traction barriers at the electron extracting contact.79 Likewise, the interlayers
and contacts are prone to oxidise, particularly when low work function metals
are employed.106 The application of the hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS has
been proven exceptionally harmful, due to its acidic and hygroscopic nature.109
When the solar cells are exposed to both ambient conditions and illumination,
photo-oxidation of the materials usually occurs. Commonly, this proceeds via
a radical reaction involving a superoxide attack on the side chain of the poly-
mers which results in loss of optical absorption.87 Oxidation of the fullerenes
has been proven to yield deep trap states, which massively increase recombi-
nation in the cells.97 Based on these observations, the following guidelines can
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be proposed.
A general strategy to improve the environmental stability of organic elec-
tronic devices is to apply a glass- or plastic-based encapsulation layer which
impedes the diffusion of oxygen or water into the device. In inert atmospheres
some systems show remarkable stability.95,118 With glass-on-glass techniques,
lifetimes of over ten thousand hours have been experimentally realised.119 How-
ever, glass encapsulation is incompatible with flexible devices and significantly
increase the fabrication costs.102 On the other hand, flexible techniques, which
are still responsible for a large amount of the total module costs, offer only an
insufficient barrier to oxygen ingress thus far. Getter materials, which act as
oxygen scavengers, might further delay oxidation of the active components.104
If chosen carefully, e.g. a thin layer of TiO2, those materials can act as a UV fil-
ter simultaneously.105 Nonetheless, the enhancement of the intrinsic resistance
of the devices to internal or external degradation is of principal importance.
The inverted architecture devices have proven to be most stable, due to the
use of high work function metals which do not corrode as quickly.106 Addition-
ally, the aggregation of the polymer rich layer on top during fabrication does
not impede charge extraction in this configuration. If the application allows
it, thick electrodes can be employed which both act as a heat sink and delay
diffusion of oxygen or water into the device. As a hole extraction layer, PE-
DOT:PSS should be avoided, for the reasons which were discussed at length
above. Also the commonly used material combination MoO3/Ag was reported
to be unstable under heat; thus, the application of WO3 together with Ag
seems to be more promising, particularly when an additional thin layer of
WO3 is put on top of the electrode.
10,11,18 As electron transport layer, ZnO is
best suited,114 although its conductivity can change during illumination.112,113
To reduce reorganisation of the active materials, high Tg components should
be employed. Additionally, crosslinking with common chemicals or fabrication
of ternary structures with three active components can stabilise the morphol-
ogy.34,39,41 Annealing of the blend with small light doses may also be an op-
tion for fixing the nano-network.19 Using highly crystalline donors with high
molecular weight and purity increases the stability in light or oxygen; careful
removal of impurities during synthesis is of paramount importance to reduce
trap-mediated performance loss.76,77 Since the oxidation of organic molecules
often initiates at the solubilising side chain, heat- or light-induced cleavage of
those groups has been suggested.103 The application of small molecules over
polymers as donor materials has shown promising lifetimes118,120 and is suc-
cessfully employed in OLEDs.121
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The role of fullerenes has been discussed at length. High-order derivatives
like PC70BM are less prone to dimerise,
44 however, generally this type of ac-
ceptor tends to form aggregates if not crosslinked and is also easily oxidised
by reactive oxygen species like 1O2 or O
−
2 .
21,52 The recent trend of develop-
ing NFAs has the potential to improve the environmental stability of OPVs
while increasing the initial performance at the same time, although further
research is required.73–75,122,123 Its synthesis should consider creating acceptors
with deep lying LUMO levels which stabilises against oxidation and formation
of superoxides.101
Clearly, more work is needed if the environmental stability of organic photo-
voltaics is to reach the standard required for commercial application. This work
demonstrates a further step towards this goal by investigating the photophysics
and degradation mechanisms of current state-of-the-art material systems.
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Chapter 3
Ultrafast spectroscopy
Shortly after the first demonstration of a laser in 1960,1 ultrashort pulses were
generated from a Nd:glass source by De Maria and co-workers.2 Since then
the ultrafast laser technology has developed rapidly which led to uncountable
applications in academia or everyday life. High repetition rates enable efficient
communication technologies3, while the broad spectrum of ultrashort pulses
is used as a frequency comb in modern metrology as a means to measure
unknown frequencies with high precision.4,5 Shorter pulses also increase the
peak power compared to cw-laser sources which is required for damage-free
optical surgery6,7 or micro-machining.8 Very high intensities additionally give
rise to non-linear effects, such as high-order harmonic generation or optical
parametric amplification, which unlocked completely new fields of science.9,10
Finally, femtosecond and attosecond laser pulses enable researchers to inves-
tigate processes which occur on the ultrashort timescale. Using pulsed lasers,
the dissociation dynamics of molecules have been measured which led to the
Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1999.11 This thesis focuses on the dynamics of
excitons and charges on the ps timescale and, therefore, a basic understanding
of the fundamentals of ultrashort laser pulses is obligatory.
This chapter briefly explains the principles of fs laser pulses, their genera-
tion by mode-locking, their amplification by chirped pulse amplification (CPA)
and their tunability by optical parametric amplification (OPA). Afterwards,
the technique of fs-transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy is introduced and
its application for the investigation of the photophysics of organic systems ex-
plained. After the working principle and setup of TA spectroscopy, the chapter
concludes with the data processing which is performed with a global analysis
algorithm to identify different processes in the materials.
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3.1 Principles of short laser pulses
For the study of molecular systems using ultrafast spectroscopy, fs-laser pulses
of variable wavelength are required. Therefore, in this section the basic oper-
ations to create such pulses are outlined. A train of pulsed light is generated
via a technique called mode-locking. In order to use those pulses in complex
experiments they need to be amplified which is performed via chirped pulse am-
plification. Finally, to study the dynamics of a system it needs to be excited
with specific wavelengths resonant with certain optical transitions. Hence, the
laser pulses must be tuned to variable photon energies which is achieved by
optical parametric amplification.
3.1.1 Mode-locked lasers
In order to create fs or ps pulses from a cw-laser source, a technique called
mode-locking is employed.12 Depending on the size of the optical cavity and
the wavelength of the light inside, discrete standing waves or modes form by
constructive interference of the light wave (Figure 3.1a). The frequency sepa-
ration ∆ν between two such longitudinal modes in a linear resonator is given
by
∆ν =
c
2L
(3.1)
where c is the speed of light and L is the distance between the mirrors of the
cavity. Thus, in a typical broad bandwidth gain medium, e.g. Ti:sapphire, hun-
dreds of thousand of modes are supported. When there is no fixed relationship
between the modes, the random phases result in a near-constant output of the
laser. However, when the phases of the modes are synchronised (mode-locked
or phase-locked) they can interfere constructively at certain times, resulting in
a train of short pulses.
The pulse duration depends on the number of available modes. There-
fore, in order to create ultrashort pulses, gain media with large bandwidth
such as Ti:sapphire are used. Mode-locking can be achieved by active or pas-
sive modulation of the resonator losses inside the cavity (Figure 3.1b). Active
mode-locking uses an acousto-optical or electro-optical modulator which is syn-
chronised with the round-trip time of the resonator. Pulses will freely pass the
modulator at times when the loss is minimal, but are attenuated otherwise
which leads to a higher gain for mode locked pulses.13 As a result the phases
between neighbouring modes are synchronised. In passive mode-locking often
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Figure 3.1: Principle of a mode locked laser. (a) The available longitudinal
modes inside the cavity are determined by the gain bandwidth of the optical
medium and the geometry of the resonator. If a phase relationship exists
between the different modes, they periodically interfere constructively which
results in the generation of ultra-short pulses. Reproduced with permission
from Ref.5 Copyright 2016, IOP Publishing. (b) Realisation of mode locking
by active or passive loss modulation. Adapted with permission from Ref.12
Copyright 2013, Springer Nature.
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a saturable absorber is used which attenuates long, low-intensity pulses, but is
saturated by high-intensity pulses. Thus, pulses with high intensity can pass
and are shortened in the process, since their low-intensity wings are further
attenuated, whereas pulses with lower intensity experience more loss than gain
and eventually die out.14 In modern applications the Kerr lens mode-locking
(KLM) effect is used to generate ultrashort pulses.15,16 In this non-linear effect,
high-intensity light experiences self-focussing due to the intensity-dependence
of the refractive index of the medium.17 This effect reduces the mode area in
the gain medium which improves for a short time the overlap with the (strongly
focused) pump beam and therefore the effective gain.12 Commercially available
Ti:sapphire lasers provide typical pulse durations of 10 - 100 fs. The shortest
pulses measured, however, are only 43 attoseconds long.18 The repetition rate
of the pulsed train of light is given by the dimensions of the cavity, typically
80 MHz in case of commercial Ti:sapphire lasers.
Depending on the application, light with narrow bandwidth is required.
However, the uncertainty principle demands that bandwidth and duration of
a light pulse are fundamentally connected. The relationship between pulse
duration ∆t and bandwidth ∆ν for Gaussian-shaped pulses is given by
∆ν ∆t =
4 ln(2)
2pi
≈ 0.441 (3.2)
The time-bandwidth product demands that the pulse duration and bandwidth
cannot be infinitesimal small at the same time. For a 100 fs pulse from a
Ti:sapphire laser with typical central wavelength of 800 nm this results al-
ready in a bandwidth of ∼9 nm which consequently increases to ∼90 nm for
10 fs pulses. Depending on the experiment, this trade-off between spectral
bandwidth and pulse duration must be considered.
3.1.2 Chirped pulse amplification
A multitude of modern applications require high-intensity pulses, such as laser
wakefield acceleration19, laser micro-surgery20, laser-driven electron diffrac-
tion21, or micro-machining.22 If the intensity of light is high enough, non-
linear optical phenomena, such as second-harmonic generation or optical para-
metric generation, can occur. Those phenomena are the basis for ultrafast
spectroscopy which will be discussed in the next section. Therefore, the low
energy fs-pulses from the mode-locked laser source (with energies usually in the
pJ to nJ range) need to be amplified in order to reach the powers required for
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those non-linear processes. However, regular amplification in a laser medium
is eventually limited by the Kerr effect (see above). The self-focussing of the
beam leads to ever higher intensities and eventual laser-induced damage of
the optical medium or optical elements, like mirrors and lenses. The solution
to this limitation was the development of chirped pulse amplification (CPA)
which was in 2018 rewarded with the Nobel Prize for Physics.23 In general,
CPA works by the following three steps (Figure 3.2):
1. Pulse stretching In the first step the initial pulse is stretched in time.
This is accomplished by using a dispersive element, such as a grating,
which spatially separates the spectrum of the pulse. The shorter wave-
lengths are then forced to travel a longer path compared to the longer
wavelengths which results in a temporally stretched pulse with reduced
peak power. Thus, the pulse can be amplified without causing damage
to the active medium.
2. Pulse amplification From the stretched (80 MHz) pulse train, one pulse
at a typical rate of 4 kHz is selected to be amplified. The pulse is di-
rected into the amplifier, often a Ti:sapphire crystal. Shortly before the
pulse arrives in the optical medium, the crystal is excited to population
inversion by a high-power, separate pump laser. The laser pulse passes
the cavity multiple times, until the resulting stimulated emission elimi-
nates the population inversion and amplification stops. Then the pulse
is ejected out of the cavity. Capture and release of individual pulses in
the cavity is realised by Pockels cells which change the polarisation of
light when a voltage is applied.
3. Pulse compression The last step is the re-compression of the amplified
pulses in a setup similar to the stretcher in the first step. During this
process the red part of the spectrum is forced on a longer path compared
to the blue part which results in the shortening of the stretched pulse to
its original length.
In a typical regenerative amplifier used for transient absorption spectroscopy,
input pulses with energies of a few nJ are thus amplified to energies on the order
of mJ. Following this procedure, high-energy pulses are created and non-linear
optical methods, such as optical parametric amplification which is needed to
generate pulses with desired wavelength, are possible.
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Figure 3.2: Principle of chirped pulse amplification (CPA). The ultra-short,
low intensity input pulse is temporally stretched, thereby reducing its peak
intensity. The stretched pulse is then amplified in a gain medium and recom-
pressed to yield a high intensity, short pulse. Reprinted with permission from
Ref.24 Copyright 2017, IOP Publishing.
3.1.3 Optical parametric amplification
In ultrafast spectroscopy often different optical transitions in the system un-
der study need to be excited which requires a broad tunable range of the light
source from the IR to the UV part of the spectrum.25 According to Equation
3.2, the typical pulse width of a 100 fs pulse centred around 800 nm from a
Ti:sapphire laser is ∼9 nm which is often not sufficient to cover the spectral
region of interest. Optical parametric amplification (OPA) uses second-order
effects in non-linear crystals to transfer energy from a high-intensity, small
bandwidth pump pulse to a signal pulse of variable frequency (Figure 3.3).26–29
When two pulses of frequencies ω1 and ω3, called seed and pump pulse, respec-
tively, are incident on a suitable crystal with χ(2)-non-linearity, the energy of
the pump pulse can be transferred to the seed pulse. This process requires
high intensities and the temporal and spacial overlap of the two pulses. Due
to energy conservation, photons with frequency ω2 are generated, the so-called
idler photons
h¯ω3 = h¯ω1 + h¯ω2 (3.3)
This process can also be seen as stimulated emission from a virtual energy level,
excited by photons with frequency ω3. Thus, the amplified pulse of frequency
ω1 retains the coherent properties of the incident seed pulse. In practice the
amplified light from the laser source (see above) is split into two beams: one
with high intensity is used as the pump, the other is used to generate the broad-
band seed pulse. The latter is achieved by white-light continuum generation
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Figure 3.3: Principle of the optical parametric amplification (OPA). (a) In
a non-linear process, energy from a pump pulse with frequency ω3 is trans-
ferred to a ’signal’ pulse with frequency ω1. An additional ’idler’ beam with
frequency ω2 = ω3 − ω1 is generated due to energy conservation. (b) Using
a broadband seed pulse together with a short and high-intensity pump pulse
leads to the amplification of a narrow part of the signal pulse by changing the
phase-matching condition. Reproduced with permission from Ref.28 Copyright
2016, IOP Publishing.
(WLC) in a transparent dielectric medium (typically a sapphire plate) with
χ(3)-non-linearity. WLC is a complex optical process which results in the spec-
tral broadening of the pulse.30–33 Pump and seed pulse are then focussed on a
suitable crystal (often beta barium borate (BBO)) where the above-mentioned
parametric amplification occurs. The process works most efficiently, when the
phase-matching condition
∆~k = ~k1 − ~k2 − ~k3 = 0 (3.4)
is satisfied, where ~k1, ~k2, ~k3 are the wave vectors of the interacting beams. By
changing the angle between ~k3 and the optical axis of the crystal, usually
achieved by rotation of the latter, the relative phases are adjusted and thus
the ratio of the frequencies of signal and idler in Equation 3.3.28 Therefore,
a narrow portion of the seed beam can be amplified to yield a high-intensity,
narrow bandwidth signal pulse of desired frequency.
3.2 Transient absorption spectroscopy
Transient absorption (TA) is a powerful tool to study the dynamics of organic
systems on the fs to ns timescale. Many relevant processes in organic solar cells
occur on this timescale, including exciton diffusion, formation of CT states,
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charge separation, and recombination mechanisms. For the study of charge
generation in novel OPV devices it is therefore imperative to investigate the
early time dynamics of those systems. This section will give an overview of the
working principle of the technique and describe necessary steps in the analysis
of the datasets.
3.2.1 Working principle
Acrshortta is based on the change of the absorption properties of a molecule
after its excitation. The measurement is a pump-probe experiment and requires
two temporarily separated pulses: one high energy pump beam to excite the
sample and one low energy probe beam to measure the change in absorption.
By changing the time delay between the two pulses, the temporal evolution of
the ground and excited states in the system can be monitored.
Transient absorption setup
The principle setup to record transient absorption data is depicted in Figure
3.4. A train of pulsed laser light with a typical wavelength of 800 nm (in the
case of Ti:sapphire) and pulse width (typically 80 fs) is split into two por-
tions, hereafter referred to as pump and probe beams. The pump beam is
directed into the optical parametric amplifier, where the pulse is spectrally
broadened and the desired wavelength amplified, according to the aforemen-
tioned method. To cut out unwanted contributions from the fundamental
laser mode, a shortpass filter can be used which does not transmit wavelengths
higher than the desired pump wavelength. Afterwards, the beam passes a
continuously adjustable neutral density filter with which the intensity of the
light can be regulated. If the intensity is too high, higher order contributions
like exciton-exciton annihilation become dominant and change the dynamics at
early times (see Chapter 1). If the intensity is too low, small signal-to-noise ra-
tios make a meaningful data analysis difficult. It is therefore important to find
a right balance between the two; typically a signal of the order of 10 mOD is
considered optimal. Additionally, changing the intensity allows to study differ-
ent recombination mechanisms in the system, as the dynamics of bimolecular
processes depend on the number of created charges, whereas monomolecular
processes, like geminate recombination, do not. After passing the filters, the
pump is focussed onto the sample (spot size usually 200 - 500 µm) where it
locally excites the film. After it passes the film, the beam is no longer needed
and is directed into a beam dump where it is converted into heat.
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Figure 3.4: TA setup. The short pulses from the laser source are split into
two beams, the pump and the probe. The wavelength of the pump beam is
changed in the OPA and then modulated and focused onto the sample film.
The probe beam passes a mechanical delay stage before it is directed at a
quartz crystal, where a white-light continuum (either in the visible or near
IR region) is generated. The beam is then focussed onto the sample, where
pump and probe beam spatially overlap. The time-correlated absorption of
the sample is recorded by a photodiode array.
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After separation of the beams, the probe beam passes a mechanical delay
stage, consisting of several mirrors on an adjustable stage. Thereby, the optical
path of the light is increased stepwise which leads to a temporal delay of the two
beams. With typical step sizes of 0.1 µm and length of the delay line of around
60 cm (which corresponds to a light path of 4 times 60 cm, because the light
passes the delay stage multiple times), time delays up to 8 ns with a temporal
resolution of 0.5 fs can be achieved. The probe beam is then focussed onto
a crystal (which may be sapphire, calcium flouride, quartz, etc.) to generate
a white-light continuum (see Section 3.1.3). Depending on the crystal and
wavelength of the light, a broadband pulse in the visible (∼400 - 800 nm) or
in the NIR (∼800 - 1600 nm) region can be generated. This white-light probe
beam is then focussed onto the sample where it spatially overlaps with the
pump beam with a diameter slightly smaller than the former. The intensity of
the probe pulse must be weak so that it does not influence the population of
the excited states by an appreciable amount. The sample absorbs part of the
beam and the transmitted VIS or NIR light is then collimated and detected by
respective photodetector arrays which measure the absorption spectrum. To
account for intensity fluctuations, the probe beam is often divided into a probe
and a reference beam, the latter being detected separately which improves the
signal quality.
In a dense optical medium, such as the glass substrates of the samples,
the group velocity of a light pulse is a function of the frequency. This group
velocity dispersion leads to a wavelength-dependent stretch of the pulse and
consequently shorter wavelengths arrive at the detector at earlier time delays
than higher wavelengths. This laser chirp can stretch over several picoseconds
and needs to be corrected during data analysis. Additional effects occur when
pump and probe pulses interfere in the sample which leads to coherent artefacts
at early times.34–36
Transient absorption data
In the pump path, the train of pulsed light is modulated by a chopper wheel
with a typical repetition rate of 0.5 - 2 kHz. When the pump pulse passes
through the sample it excites a certain amount of molecules, depending on the
intensity and the absorption cross section by means of a vertical Franck-Condon
transition. For a fixed time delay, the broadband probe beam, therefore, passes
an alternately excited or unexcited sample, and the detector measures the
spectral intensities of the pumped and unpumped probe pulse, I(λ)pumped and
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Figure 3.5: Observed contributions in fs-TA. Ultrafast intramolecular proton
transfer of salicylidene aniline after 390 nm excitation is taken as example. De-
picted are the ground state bleach (GSB), excited state absorption (ESA), and
contributions from stimulated emission. Normalised absorption and emission
spectra below. Adapted with permission from Ref.37 Copyright 2012, Elsevier.
I(λ)unpumped, respectively. These intensities are then used to calculate the
absorbance difference
∆A(λ) = − log
(
I(λ)pumped
I(λ)unpumped
)
(3.5)
Afterwards, the delay line is moved to the next time step and thus a complete
two-dimensional dataset ∆A(λ, t) over a broad spectral (∼400 - 1600 nm)
and temporal (fs to ns) range is recorded. Usually, some spectra are collected
before the pump pulse excites the sample (time zero) to determine the baseline.
Around time zero the temporal resolution is highest to accurately measure the
instrument response function and dynamics at early times; larger time steps
are used at later times where less changes are expected.
Processes occurring in the organic materials after light absorption change
the optical properties of the excited sample which are measured with this
method. Therefore, ∆A(λ, t) contains information of the dynamics of these
processes, e.g. exciton generation and decay, CT formation, charge separation,
or recombination mechanisms. These processes can be identified by different
contributions to the transient spectra (Figure 3.5):
1. Ground state bleach (GSB). When the pump pulse reaches the sample,
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a fraction of the molecules is promoted to excited states. Consequently,
the population of the ground state decreases, and hence the absorption
of the ground state is lower in the pumped sample, compared to the
unpumped sample. According to Equation 3.5, this leads to a negative
signal of ∆A in the region of ground state absorption of the molecules.
2. Stimulated emission. When the probe pulse passes through the excited
sample, stimulated emission to the ground state occurs for optically al-
lowed transitions. It thus appears in the spectral region of fluorescence
of the excited chromophores, i.e. Stokes-shifted with respect to the ab-
sorption. Note that stimulated emission scales linearly with the emission
frequency, whereas spontaneous emission scales with the cube of the emis-
sion frequency; consequently, contributions from stimulated emission are
observable at wavelengths longer than the spontaneous emission of the
molecules.37 Since the emitted and the probe photon have the same di-
rection, both are detected and a negative contribution to ∆A is observed.
The intensity of the probe pulse is sufficiently low, so that the population
of the excited states is not seriously affected.
3. Excited state absorption (ESA). After excitation with the pump pulse,
optically allowed transitions to even higher lying states exist in some
parts of the spectrum. These states are populated by absorption of the
probe pulse which adds a positive contribution to ∆A. This also includes
absorption of product states, such as triplets or separated charges.
Thus, for every time delay a ∆A spectrum is obtained which contains informa-
tion about the molecular states in the system. Analysing those spectral traces
for all available pump-probe delays allows the experimentalist to identify and
determine the dynamics of the different processes. A semi-3D representation
of such transient datasets is depicted in Figure 3.5a. Henceforth, a column
vector of the matrix ∆A is called spectrum at a certain time, whereas a row
vector is called kinetics at a certain wavelength.
3.2.2 Data analysis
Analysing the datasets is not trivial, as they contain hundreds of thousands
of individual points. A general procedure to determine the various processes
which occur after light absorption is called global- or target analysis. It is
based on the separability of the signal into spectrally independent species with
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Figure 3.6: Analysis of transient datasets for an example of PffBT4T-2OD.
(a) Contour map representation of the dataset. The laser chirp (red dots) is
visible at times < 1 ps. (b) Difference spectra at different delay times. The
spectra change in time, indicating the formation of another species. (c)+(d)
Result of the global analysis with two components; spectra and corresponding
kinetics which best fit the dataset.
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their evolving concentrations.37,38 Before such tools can be applied, however,
preprocessing of the data is required. During this thesis a powerful engine
for the manipulation and analysis of transient absorption datasets has been
developed; documentation and source code of the most important functions
can be found in Appendix B.
Interpolation
Due to fluctuations of the laser intensity, momentary saturation of the detectors
can occur which results in an unusable data point. Those data points are
saved as NaN (Not a Number) by the used data acquisition software (HELIOS,
Ultrafast Systems) and lead to ‘holes’ in the two dimensional matrix. In order
to obtain a continuous dataset, a simple interpolation around these points is
performed as a first step of data processing. Thereby, the missing data points
are replaced with the mean value of their surrounding neighbours.
Chirp correction
Due to the group velocity dispersion, which was discussed above, the blue part
of the spectrum arrives earlier at the detector compared to the longer wave-
lengths. This leads to a wavelength dependence of time zero, t0(λ), on the
sub-picosecond timescale which has to be corrected before any fitting algo-
rithms can be applied. The procedure which was developed here, calculates
the maximum of the first derivative of the kinetics for all wavelengths to ob-
tain t0(λ). In the next step a second order polynomial is fitted to the acquired
data points, representing an analytical expression of the laser chirp. Finally,
the wavelength columns are shifted in time according to the polynomial which
results in a dispersion-free dataset. Figure 3.6a shows the laser chirp, indicated
by the red dots, which is corrected in the subsequent data analysis.
Baseline correction
To account for the stationary absorption of the molecules, the baseline is sub-
tracted from the entire dataset. Therefore, the mean value of all data points
with t < t0 for all wavelengths is calculated and then subtracted from the
matrix ∆A.
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Singular value decomposition
In order to estimate the rank of ∆A, i.e. the number of independent compo-
nents needed to describe the data, a singular value decomposition (SVD) is
applied.39 This information can be used to determine the number of different
species which evolve during the measurement. Singular value decomposition
of the matrix ∆A is written as
∆A = U · S · V T (3.6)
where U and V are orthogonal matrices of dimensions m × m and n × n,
respectively, with m being the number of wavelengths columns and n being
the number of time rows in ∆A. S is a diagonal m× n matrix which contains
the singular values in descending order. The number of components needed to
describe the data can be estimated from the significant singular values of S,
i.e. those values clearly different from noise. By projecting the data onto the
most significant entries from S, random noise in ∆A can be suppressed.
Global analysis
After the data has been preprocessed as described above, and the number of
components has been estimated by SVD or an educated guess, the fitting of
the dataset is performed. Approaches based on species associated difference
spectra (SADS), are often used and described in detail.37,38 They assume a ho-
mogeneous system which can be modelled with a discrete set of parameters and
the separability into individual components weighted by their concentration.
However, in many physical systems no precise model of the processes is known
a priori, so that a model-free, nonparametric approach is used. One of those
approaches is the genetic algorithm.40–42 Here, an implementation developed
by S. Ge´linas (Optoelectronics group, Cambridge) was used. The time-resolved
spectrum ∆A can be estimated in a Beer-Lambert way as a linear superposition
of ncomp different components
∆A(t, λ) =
ncomp∑
l=1
cl(t)l(λ) (3.7)
where cl(t) denotes the concentration and l(λ) the spectrum of component l.
The idea of the genetic algorithm is to start with a population of non-identical
species, breed the strongest together and mutate them slightly over time. This
allows the populations to evolve towards the best species. This is applied to
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TA data analysis by starting with initial guesses of the spectra of different
species, e.g. exciton ESA at early times or charge ESA at later times. Then,
to build a population, replicas of those spectra are generated and random
noise or Gaussians are added to differentiate them. The kinetics that best fit
those spectra are calculated, as well as the weighted residuals. This allows to
choose the best species (with the lowest residuals) and mix part of their spectra
together to generate children, for which this procedure is repeated. After a set
number of evolutionary steps, the spectra and corresponding kinetics which
best fit the dataset ∆A are chosen.
The results of a exemplary data analysis are shown in Figure 3.6 for the
model system of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM. Panel a shows the contour represen-
tation of the ∆A dataset in the NIR before chirp correction. This picture
allows a first glance at the processes occurring in the sample. It is often more
convenient, however, to look at spectral traces at specific times, as depicted
in Panel b. The change of the spectral features from 0.5 ps to 8 ns indicates
the formation of other species in time. Panels c and d show the results of
the global analysis with two components. The algorithm fitted two spectra
and the corresponding kinetics to the dataset which show one species forming
instantly after light absorption and a second species evolving on a timescale
of 10 - 100 ps. The kinetics indicate the ultrafast formation and subsequent
decay of excitons, and the concomitant formation and recombination of free
charge carriers in the system which shall be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Part III
Materials and Methods

Chapter 4
Fabrication of films and devices
In this chapter the fabrication of films and devices is explained. Detailed infor-
mation on the investigated materials are shown in Table 4.1 and the molecular
structures can be found in Figure 4.2. A brief description of the experimental
methods is given in the next chapter.
The fabrication of films and devices was, unless otherwise noted, carried out
in a nitrogen-filled glovebox with minimal oxygen and humidity levels (O2 < 3
ppm, H2O < 2 ppm). Deposition of thin films was performed by spin coating, a
technique in which the organic materials are dissolved in suitable solvents and
then dispensed onto the rotating substrate. During the rotation the solvent
evaporates, leaving a film of thickness d ∼ c/√Ω, where c is the concentration
of the dissolved material and Ω the rotational speed of the substrate. Spin
coating was performed statically (film covered with solution before rotation)
and dynamically (solution dispensed on the rotating substrate). To eliminate
residual solvent in the layer and to promote crystallisation of the films, the
substrates were annealed on a hotplate after film deposition. Organic solar
cells (OSCs) were fabricated in standard and inverted architectures which are
depicted along with the structure of the bottom-gate top-contact organic field
effect transistors (OFETs) in Figure 4.1. For films, unless otherwise noted, the
active layer was directly deposited onto the substrate, without any additional
layers.
4.1 Substrates
The solar cells were fabricated on pre-cut sodalime glass substrates patterned
with indium tin oxide (ITO), bought from PsiOTec Ltd. with a sheet resistance
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Figure 4.1: (a) Standard architecture device with PEDOT:PSS as HTL and
Ca as ETL. ITO and Al serve as anode and cathode. (b) Inverted architecture
device with ZnO:Cs as ETL and MoO3 as HTL. ITO and Ag serve as anode and
cathode. (c) OFET with highly-doped silicon as gate, BCB as gate dielectric,
and Au as source and drain contacts.
of 15 Ωsq−1. The single substrates were 12×12 mm2 in size, with the ITO
stripe (7×12 mm2) positioned centrally. For the field-effect transistors highly
doped silicon substrates were cut from a wafer (Active Business Company)
in the same dimensions. The wafer was covered with a 250 nm thick layer
of insulating thermal silicon oxide. For PDS measurements, high-purity fused-
silica substrates (Spectrosil, UQG Optics) with a diameter of 12 mm were used,
exhibiting high transmission in the UV. Films were prepared on microscope
slides (Thermo Scientific) which were cut into the required size.
4.2 Cleaning
In a first step the samples were rinsed with acetone to remove dust and any
protective layers on the substrates. Next, the substrates were loaded onto a
self-made Teflon sample holder and submerged in a glass beaker filled with
acetone for sonication in a water bath for 5 minutes. This step was repeated
with isopropanol; afterwards the substrates were dried using a nitrogen gun
and covered in a clean Petri dish. Following sonication, the samples were
transferred to an oxygen plasma cleaner (Atto, Diener electronic) for surface
treatment with an oxygen plasma (0.5 bar, 100 W) for 10 minutes.
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4.3 Transport layer
4.3.1 Standard architecture
Standard architecture devices use PEDOT:PSS as hole transport/electron block-
ing layer (HTL), which is well studied and regularly employed as extraction
layer in organic solar cells. The solution was briefly sonicated and filtered
through a 0.45 µm PVDF filter, before spin coating (static) at 4000 rotations
per minute (rpm) for 45 s and annealing at 140◦C for 30 min on a hotplate.
This step was performed outside the glovebox.
4.3.2 Inverted architecture
For inverted architecture solar cells, a 50 nm layer of two percent caesium-
doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Cs) was deposited onto the cleaned substrates. ZnO is a
commonly used electron transport/hole blocking layer (ETL) for inverted solar
cells. Doping the layer with caesium leads to enhanced performance due to pas-
sivation of trap states at the metal oxide surface.1–3 The layer was spin coated
from solution (60 s at 2000 rpm, followed by 5 s at 4000 rpm, static), which was
prepared from zinc acetate di-hydrate, caesium carbonate, monoethanolamine,
and 2-methoxyethanol, following procedures which are described elsewhere.1–3
After deposition of the ZnO:Cs layer, the films were annealed at 300◦C for 30
min before being transferred to the glovebox.
The fabrication of ZnO nanoparticles dissolved in methanol, which are used
in Chapter 6, followed the master’s thesis of B. Rivkin.4 A film was obtained
from a filtered 10 mg ml−1 solution which was spin coated at 2500 rpm for 45
s. This step was repeated 3 times to yield a 45 nm thick layer after annealing
at 80◦C on a hotplate for some minutes.
4.3.3 Field-effect transistors
Field-effect transistors were directly transferred into the glovebox after the
cleaning of the Si-substrates. A 40 nm thick layer of bisbenzocyclobutene
(BCB) (provided by Michael To¨pper, Fraunhofer IZM, Berlin), serving as the
dielectric layer between gate contact and active layer, was filtered through a
0.45 µm HPLC syringe filter with PTFE membrane (Cronus, Altmann Ana-
lytik GmbH) and spin coated (500 rpm for 3 s and 5000 rpm for 60 s, dynamic)
from a mesitylene-diluted solution (1:7). Afterwards the films were annealed
at 290◦C for 5 min.
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4.4 Active layer
4.4.1 PffBT4T-2OD
The active layer solution for PffBT4T-2OD films and devices was prepared by
combining the polymer PffBT4T-2OD and the fullerene PC70BM with concen-
trations of 16 and 19.2 mg ml−1, respectively. The materials were dissolved in
a chlorobenzene:di-chlorobenzene (1:1 volume ratio) mixture to which 3 vol.%
DIO was added. The solution was heated on a hotplate inside the glovebox at
90◦C for at least 3 hours until the organics were completely dissolved. After
transfer to the glovebox, the substrates were pre-heated on a hotplate at 90◦C.
For layer deposition by dynamic spin coating (800 rpm for 45 s and 2000 rpm
for 3 s) a plastic chuck was used to avoid cooling of the substrates which re-
sulted in uniform films of 300 nm thickness. After the spin coating step, the
substrates were directly placed on a hotplate and annealed for 5 min at 80◦C.
Polymer-only and fullerene-only films were prepared similarly with a concen-
tration of 32 mg ml−1 and 38.4 mg ml−1, respectively, yielding films of 420 nm
and 170 nm thickness.
4.4.2 DRCN5T
The precursor solution for small molecule (SM) films and devices was prepared
by dissolving 15 mg ml−1 DRCN5T and 12.4 mg ml−1 PC70BM in chloroform.
The films were spin coated dynamically for 20 s at 1700 rpm and 5 s at 2500
rpm using a metallic chuck which yielded ∼50 nm thin films. Directly after
layer deposition, the substrates were put onto a hotplate for thermal annealing
at 120◦C for 10 min. A second solvent vapour annealing step has proven
to be beneficial for layer morphology.5,6 Thus, after thermal treatment on the
hotplate, the substrates were placed in a covered Petri dish for 60 s to which 150
µl of chloroform were added. SM-only and fullerene-only films were prepared
similarly with a concentration of 30 mg ml−1 and 25 mg ml−1, respectively,
which yielded films of 340 nm and 115 nm thickness.
For all-SM devices in Chapter 8, the non-fullerene acceptor IDIC is blended
with DRCN5T with concentrations of 15 mg ml−1:15 mg ml−1. The other pro-
cessing steps are similar. Additionally, a ternary device was tested in the config-
uration PBDB-T-2Cl:DRCN5T:PC70BM with corresponding ratios of 30:20:50.
The PBDB-T-2Cl solution (15 mg ml−1 each, in chlorobenzene) was prepared
by J. Butscher, details will be found in his master’s thesis.
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4.5 Metal electrodes
The last step in the device fabrication is the evaporation of metal oxide ex-
traction layers and contacts. Therefore, the samples are loaded into a thermal
evaporation chamber (MICO, tectra GmbH) in which the metals are evapo-
rated with slow rates (< 0.04 nm s−1) and under high vacuum (≈ 10−6 mbar)
through a shadow mask onto the substrates. To ensure uniform coverage, the
substrates were rotating during the evaporation process. This resulted in 8
solar cells (‘pixels’) on a single substrate, each with a device area of 4.5 mm2.
Standard architecture PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM devices were fabricated with
17 nm Ca serving as ETL and 80 nm Al as the electrode. Inverted architecture
PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells were fabricated with 17 nm MoO3 as HTL
and 80 nm of Ag as contacting electrode. For devices containing DRCN5T 10
nm MoO3 was used as HTL instead, before evaporating 80 nm Ag. Source and
drain contacts for the field-effect transistors were made from 60 nm Au.
4.6 Encapsulation
Depending on the experiment, films and devices were encapsulated with epoxy
2-component glue (UHU) and precut glass substrates (PsiOTec Ltd.) in the
glovebox. The samples were kept in the glovebox overnight to ensure the glue
hardened.
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Material Full name Company
PffBT4T-2OD
(PCE-11)
poly[(5,6-difluoro-2,1,3-benzothiadiazol-4,7-diyl)-
alt-(3,3”’-di(2-octyldodecyl)-2,2’,5’,2”,5”,2”’-
quaterthiophen-5,5”’-diyl)]
1-Material
DRCN5T 2,2’-[(3,3”’,3””,4’-tetraoctyl [2,2’:5’,2”:5”,2”’:5”’,2””-
quinquethiophene]-5,5””-diyl)bis[(Z)-methylidyne(3-
ethyl-4-oxo-5,2-thiazolidinediylidene)]]bis-
propanedinitrile
Ossila
PTB7 poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-
b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-
ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]
Ossila
PBDB-T-2Cl
(PCE-14)
Poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl-3-chloro)thiophen-
2-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-
di-2-thienyl-5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’-
c’]dithiophene-4,8-dione)]
Ossila
PC70BM [6,6]-phenyl C71-butyric acid methyl ester Ossila
IDIC 2,2’-((2Z,2’Z)-((4,4,9,9-tetrahexyl-4,9-dihydro-
s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene-2,7-
diyl)bis(methanylylidene))bis(3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-
indene-2,1-diylidene))dimalononitrile
1-Material
ZAD zinc acetat dihydrate Sigma-Aldrich
Cs2CO3 caesium carbonate Sigma-Aldrich
PEDOT:PSS poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) Heraeus
Solvent Full name Company
CF chloroform Sigma-Aldrich
CB chlorobenzene Sigma-Aldrich
DCB 1,2-dichlorobenzene Sigma-Aldrich
DIO 1,8-diiodooctane Sigma-Aldrich
MEA monoethanolamine Sigma-Aldrich
2-ME 2-methoxyethanol Sigma-Aldrich
Table 4.1: Materials and solvents used in this thesis.
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Figure 4.2: Molecular structures of the used materials. Courtesy Osilla Ltd.
IDIC reproduced with permission from Ref.7 Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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Chapter 5
Methods
In this chapter a brief description of the techniques which are used to char-
acterise the films and devices is given. This includes electrical and optical,
steady-state and time-resolved methods as well as experimental details of the
sample degradation.
5.1 JV - measurements
Characterisation of the solar cell performance was carried out under standard
AM 1.5 G illuminating conditions which specify solar radiation passing through
1.5x earth’s atmosphere, representing an integrated power of 100mW cm−2 (1
sun). As light source an Abet Technologies SunLiteclass A solar simulator
with a 100 W Xe arc lamp was used. Its intensity was adjusted using a refer-
ence Si cell (NIST traceable, VLSI) to compensate for the spectral mismatch
between the simulator output and the response from the measured solar cells.
The current density-voltage (J-V) measurements were performed using a
Keithley 2450 source measure unit (SMU) which was controlled by a Labview
program written by P. Hopkinson. The current output of the solar cells was
measured while linearly sweeping the applied voltage from -1 V to +1 V in
steps of 0.05 V. A self-built Arduino-based multiplexer provided the logic to
measure different solar cells on several substrates in the sample holder (see
Section 5.3) individually.
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Figure 5.1: Cut-away view of the
Xenon arc lamp solar simulator used
to measure characteristics of solar cells
and OFETs. Courtesy Newport Coop-
eration.1
5.2 External quantum efficiency
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) is given by the number of extracted
charge pairs per incident photon on the device. Measuring the EQE over a
broad range of wavelengths thus gives valuable information about absorption,
charge generation, transport, and extraction of charge carriers (see Chapter 1
for details).
Figure 5.2 depicts the setup, which was used to measure the EQEs through-
out this thesis. A halogen lamp (Newport/Oriel Simplicity Series QTH 250 W)
provided a broad spectrum in the visible range. The light exited the lamp hous-
ing through a filter wheel (Newport/Oriel), which removed harmonic wave-
lengths, into a software-controlled monochromator (Oriel Cornerstone 130),
equipped with a grating (320 - 1070 nm, Newport). A beamsplitter (Thorlabs
EBP1) directed 30% of the light onto a reference Si-diode (Thorlabs PDA36A)
which provided a current that was converted to the number of photons inci-
dent on the device. The remaining light was focussed onto the solar cell with
the incident light spot being smaller than the device area). The resulting pho-
tocurrent was measured by a Keithleigh 2450 SMU; a Labview program by
P. Hopkinson calculated the EQE from the number of photons measured by
the reference diode and the generated current measured by the SMU for each
wavelength.
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Figure 5.2: Setup used to measure the EQE of solar cells. Monochromated
light is measured by a reference diode and focussed on the device area. The re-
sulting current is measured by a SMU. A Labview program calculates the EQE
from the incident photons and the extracted charge pairs for each wavelength.
Adapted from Ref.2
5.3 Degradation rig and sample holder
For degradation of films and devices in a controlled environment, a specially de-
signed sample holder was built (Figure 5.3a). It can hold up to 4 films/devices
which are illuminated through a glass window and can be measured individu-
ally. The sample holder seals the films/devices from the outside environment;
two gas connectors allow for a steady flow of a predefined atmosphere.
The environmental rig, designed in the course of our previous work,3 is
schematically depicted in Figure 5.3b. It allows for the precise control of the
atmosphere by adding oxygen (99.99%) to the steady flow of ultrapure nitro-
gen (99.999%). A second circuit enables the control of relative humidity by
adding the flow of nitrogen through a water filled bubbler. The oxygen and
humidity content can thus be seamlessly controlled; the adjusted values remain
stable over long-term experiments (see the aforementioned master’s thesis for
details).3 The concentrations of oxygen and humidity are constantly measured
(Cambridge Sensotec 2100 and EasyDew humidity, Michell instruments), while
the temperature is determined by a Type K thermocouple.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Illustrative view of the sample holder. Courtesy T. Weu. (b)
Schematic illustration of the environmental control. Nitrogen and oxygen are
provided by gas bottles (200 bar, controlled by pressure regulators to ∼1 bar).
5.4 Transient absorption spectroscopy
Transient absorption spectroscopy (TA) measurements are used to investigate
the dynamics of excitons and charge carriers on the fs - ns timescale. For
details on the working principle see Chapter 3. The TA results in Chapter 6
have been obtained at the Imperial College in London, all other measurements
were performed in Heidelberg.
In the London setup, seed pulses (800 nm, <100 fs) were generated at a rep-
etition rate of 1 kHz by a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spectra-Physics
Solstice, Newport Corporation), and routed toward an optical parametric am-
plifier (TOPAS, Light Conversion) coupled to a frequency mixer (NIRUVis,
Light Conversion) to provide the 700 nm pump. The seed pulses were also
routed toward a mechanical delay stage and then directed to a commercially
available femtosecond transient absorption spectrometer (HELIOS, Ultrafast
Systems) to record spectra up to 6.5 ns, with an average 200 fs instrument
response function. Therein, the pump (modulated at 500 Hz) and the broad-
band near-infrared (∼850 - 1350 nm) probe were focused onto a ∼0.5 mm2
spot on the sample, which was housed in a glass cuvette purged with nitro-
gen gas during the measurements. To ensure no additional degradation took
place during the TA measurements, after the samples were degraded under
a controlled environment, they were encapsulated prior to TA measurements.
Additionally, the data from 10 independent scans throughout the experiment
were compared, and no differences were observed.
In the Heidelberg setup, seed pulses (800 nm, <100 fs) were generated at
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a repetition rate of 4 kHz by a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (Coherent
Astrella), and routed towards an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS Prime,
Light Conversion) to provide the pump. The seed pulses were directed to a
commercially available femtosecond transient absorption spectrometer (HE-
LIOS, Ultrafast Systems), wherein a mechanical delay stage is included. The
pump (modulated at 2 kHz) and the broadband near-infrared (∼800-1450 nm)
probe were focused onto a ∼0.1 mm2 spot on the sample.
Analyses were executed in a MATLAB program which was developed dur-
ing this thesis. Documentation and source code can be found in Appendix B.
Fitting of the kinetic traces was performed with XYYCalc (Foppe de Haan,
University of Groningen) which fits the data with a convolution of a Gaussian
(instrument response of the setup) and exponential functions for ingrowing and
decaying components, according to
F (x) =
∫ +∞
−∞
exp
(
− t
2
2σ2
)
σ
√
2pi
[
NrDecExps∑
i=1
Aie
−((x−x0)−t)/τi
+
NrIngrExps∑
j=1
Aj
(
1− e−((x−x0)−t)/τj)] dt+Base
where σ is the standard deviation of a normal distribution, NrDecExps the
number of decaying components, NrIngrExps the number of ingrowing com-
ponents, τi and τj the corresponding lifetimes, and Base the baseline.
5.5 Pump-push photocurrent
Pump-push photocurrent (PPPC) measurements are used to study the dynam-
ics of bound states in OPV devices. A visible pump pulse excites the system,
creating bound excitons which diffuse to a donor:acceptor interface where they
form intermolecular charge pairs (CT states). Those bound species can be
dissociated by a time-delayed, modulated IR push pulse which leads to the
creation of free charges and thus to a push-induced increase in the photocur-
rent, measured by a lock-in amplifier. The technique is depicted in Figure 5.4,
further information can be found elsewhere.4 The measurements in this thesis
were performed at the Imperial College, London.
A 4 kHz Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Astrella, Coherent) was used
to seed two optical parametric amplifiers (TOPAS-Prime, Coherent) with 800
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Figure 5.4: (a) Principle of PPPC, showing pump-induced formation of bound
states and push-induced separation of the latter into free charges. (b) The re-
sulting push-induced photocurrent is measured by a lock-in amplifier coupled
to a mechanical chopper which modulates the pump pulses. Adapted with
permission from Ref.4 Copyright 2012, American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science.
nm, ∼35 fs pulses. The 1300 nm signal output of TOPAS 1 was converted to
a 650 nm pump by second harmonic generation in a β-barium borate crystal
and then directed toward a mechanical delay stage. The 1300 nm signal output
of TOPAS 2, modulated by an optical chopper at ∼1.2 kHz, was used as the
push. The pump (<1 µJ cm−2) and push (<0.1 µJ cm−2) were focused onto a
∼0.5 mm2 spot on the device. A lock-in amplifier (SR-830, Stanford Research
Systems), synchronized to the modulation frequency of the pump (4 kHz) and
push (∼1.2 kHz), recorded the photocurrent output of the pixel attributed to
each beam.
5.6 Absorption spectra
To measure the absorption spectrum of films, light between ∼200 - 1200 nm
was monochromated (through a grating) and focussed onto the sample. A
photosensitive detector recorded the transmitted light It behind the film to
determine the absorbance A
A = log
(
I0
It
)
(5.1)
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Figure 5.5: Working principle of PDS.
Pulsed light is absorbed by the sample
film. The resulting heat gradient causes
a gradient in refractive index which de-
flects a probe laser parallel to the sur-
face. The modulated deflection is mea-
sured by a photodiode. Figure courtesy
of P. Hopkinson.
The sensitivity of the system is limited, thus, the measured spectra were mostly
used to determine the optical bandgap of the systems, and to compare the
spectral changes of pristine and degraded films qualitatively. The absorption
of films was measured at room temperature with a JASCO UV–vis V670 spec-
trometer.
5.7 Photothermal deflection spectroscopy
Photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) is a pump-probe technique used
to measure the optical absorption of thin films with high sensitivity. It is based
on the change of the local refractive index caused by heating of the film after
light has been absorbed. With this technique optically active states within the
bandgap can be measured. The system that was used in this thesis is described
in detail elsewhere;5 a schematic drawing is depicted in Figure 5.5. Pulsed,
monochromated light (from a 150 W xenon short arc lamp with a Cornerstone
monochromator) is focussed onto the sample that absorbs the photons which
are partially converted into heat. This heat, radiating from the surface of
the film, results in a temperature gradient in the perflourocarbon (Fluorinert
FC-770) solution surrounding the sample. The gradient in temperature, on
the other hand, leads to a gradient of refractive index which deflects a laser
beam (633 nm He-Ne laser from REO) parallel to the surface. This modulated
deflection is measured by a position-sensitive detector (Thorlabs, PDP90A)
connected to a lock-in amplifier (Amatec SR7230). Thus, the absorption a
of the film is proportional to the deflection angle φ and the intensity of the
absorbed light I0 via a(λ) ∼ φ/I0. The PDS measurements in this thesis were
performed by D. Becker-Koch.
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5.8 Photoluminescence
To measure the emission spectra of the samples, the films are illuminated with
a laser to excite optical transitions in the materials. The excited states quickly
relax to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (according to Kasha’s rule6)
and spontaneously recombine to the ground state which results in the emission
of photons of higher wavelengths (Stokes shift). The measurements of the
photoluminescence (PL) were carried out at Heidelberg University and at the
Imperial College London (only for the results in Chapter 6).
In the Heidelberg setup, spectra were collected following excitation with a
447 nm diode laser (Dragon Lasers), with a power density of approximately 3
mW cm−1. The intensity of both the laser and the PL were measured with
a fibre coupled scientific spectrometer equipped with thermoelectric cooling
(QE65000, Ocean Optics). The spectral response of the fibre and spectrometer
was calibrated with a NIST traceable calibration light source (HL-2000-CAL-
EXT, Ocean Optics). A Labview program from P. Hopkinson was used for
data acquisition. For measurements of complete devices, the laser spot (∼1
mm2) could be focussed onto the solar cell pixel or between the pixels for film
measurements.
PL spectra of the films and devices in London were obtained using a
Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon, HORIBA). The excitation source
was set to 600 nm, and the spectra were collected between 650 and 850 nm
with an integration time of 0.2 s. Both the excitation and emission slit widths
were 10 nm. A 665 nm long-pass filter was used to remove scattering contri-
butions from the excitation light. For measurements of complete solar cells, a
mask with a 1×1 mm2 window was secured to the films and devices, allowing
the pixels or space between pixels to be targeted in the latter case. Individual
pixels were connected to a circuit outside the instrument in the short-circuit
configuration. Measurements in London were performed by T. Hopper.
5.9 Time-correlated single photon counting
Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is used to determine the
lifetime of excited emitting states. The PL decay in polymer solar cells con-
tains information about exciton diffusion and/or charge transfer states. Figure
5.6 shows the working principle of this method: a pulsed LED creates short,
monochromatic light pulses which are focussed onto a sample film that is ab-
sorbing the light. Depending on the processes involved, part of the absorbed
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Figure 5.6: TCSPC setup used to measure the PL decay of films. A pulsed
LED excites a sample film, which emits PL light after the excited states return
radiatively to the ground state. The time difference between excitation and
emission is recorded by a time-to-amplitude converter.
photons are spontaneously re-emitted at higher wavelengths (due to Stokes
shift) after some time. The desired wavelength and corresponding bandwidth
are chosen in a monochromator before the PL is amplified and measured by a
detector. The signal from the pulsed LED starts the charging of a capacitor in
a time-to-amplitude converter and the signal from the detected PL discharges
the capacitor. The measured voltage is thus proportional to the time difference
between the two signals which is converted to a digital signal in an analogue-to-
digital (ADC) converter. The measurement software collects the determined
lifetimes and arranges them in a histogram.
The measurements in Chapter 6 were performed on both films and devices
using a DeltaFlex TCSPC instrument (Jobin Yvon IBH, HORIBA) equipped
with a NanoLED excitation source (λex = 635 nm, intensity ∼1 mW cm−2,
<200 ps pulse duration, 1 MHz repetition rate). A mask with a ∼1×1 mm2
window was secured to the top face of the devices to selectively illuminate a
particular pixel or the space between pixels. Individual pixels were connected
to a circuit outside of the instrument in the short-circuit configuration. The
devices were oriented in the instrument to maximize collection of the photo-
luminescence by the detection module, consisting of a monochromator (λdet
= 735 nm, 32 nm bandpass) coupled to an air-cooled detector. A 665 nm
long-pass filter was placed in front of the detection module to eliminate the
scattering contribution from the excitation light. The instrument response
function (IRF) was obtained by measuring the scattered excitation light. All
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measurements were acquired until a peak of 10,000 counts was attained. The
decay curves were fitted using a mono- or biexponential decay convoluted with
a Gaussian function. The calculated lifetimes reported herein are represen-
tative of measurements on at least three different pixels. Measurements in
London were performed by T. Hopper.
5.10 Photoelectron emission spectroscopy
Both X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultra-violet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) are surface sensitive techniques that are based on the pho-
toelectric effect (Figure 5.7). XPS uses X-ray illumination which is absorbed by
core level electrons. The binding energies of the electrons is material specific,
therefore, detection of the photoelectrons yields information about the chemi-
cal composition of the samples. UPS uses UV light which is used to probe the
electrons in the valence band. Measuring the onset of the valence band and
the photoemission onset caused by inelastically scattered (secondary) electrons
allows to determine the work function and ionisation potential of the material.
The measurements were performed in an ESCALAB 250Xi from Ther-
moFisher in ultra-high vacuum (10−10 mbar). XPS used an XR6 monochro-
mated Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV) with a pass energy of -10 V and
a 650 mm spot size. Due to the inelastic mean free path of the photoelectrons
excited with this energy, XPS probes the top ∼10 nm of the samples. UPS
was performed using a double differentially pumped He discharge lamp (hν =
21.22 eV) with a pass energy of 2 eV and a bias of -5 V. Due to the lower exci-
tation energy, UPS probes the top ∼2 nm of the layers. To measure material
properties in the bulk, Argon clusters with a kinetic energy of 4000 eV were
used to etch the organic material in a controlled and damage-free way. Details
can be found elsewhere.7 The XPS and UPS measurements in this thesis were
performed by V. Lami.
5.11 Transient photocurrent
Transient photocurrent (TPC) is used to measure the extraction dynamics of
OPV devices. Therefore, the solar cells are excited with a pulsed laser and the
corresponding dynamics of the photocurrent measured with an oscilloscope.
The extraction time is influenced by the presence of trap states which retard
the charge collection, resulting in an exponentially decaying photocurrent.8,9
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Figure 5.7: Working princi-
ple of photoelectron emission
spectroscopy (PES). XPS
probes the core electron
levels with X-rays. UPS
uses UV light to probe the
electrons in the valence band.
Figure courtesy of P. Fassl.2
For the measurements in this thesis, the light of an inorganic LED (Thorlabs
TO-1 3⁄4, λ = 465 nm) was pulsed by a function generator (Agilent/Keysight
33510B) and focused on the solar cell. An oscilloscope (Picoscope 5443A) with
a 50 Ω terminator placed across the oscilloscope input was used to measure
the transient photocurrent.
5.12 X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements are performed to investigate the crystal
structure and atomic spacing of thin films. It is based on the constructive
interference of X-rays in the crystalline lattice of the material, following Bragg’s
law
nλ = 2d sin θ (5.2)
where n is a positive integer, λ the wavelength of the X-rays, d the subatomic
spacing, and θ the scattering angle. X-rays are generated in an evacuated
cathode ray tube where electrons are accelerated towards a target material in
which the electrons interact with the atoms. The resulting deceleration of the
charges leads to a broad electromagnetic spectrum (Bremsstrahlung) and the
excitation of core electrons leads to a spectrum characteristic to the material.
X-rays of the desired wavelength are then selected, focussed onto the film,
and the diffracted beams detected. By rotating the sample, or X-ray source
and detector, constructive interference at certain θ according to Equation 5.2
occurs which is used to study the crystalline properties of the film.
In the setup used for this thesis, XRD measurements were conducted on
ITO-patterned glass substrates (see solar cell substrates, Section 4.1) on a
Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer with a 9 kW rotating copper anode, equipped
with a 0.5 mm φ-collimator. The 2D-diffraction pattern was collected with a
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HyPix3000 detector at a sample-detector distance of 110 mm in a coupled θ/2θ
scan from 0 - 15◦. The background was corrected by subtracting a diffraction
measurement of the bare substrate. The measurements in this thesis were
performed by F. Paulus.
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Part IV
Results

Chapter 6
Field-assisted charge generation
This chapter is based the publication “Field-Assisted Exciton Dissociation
in Highly Efficient PffBT4T-2OD:Fullerene Organic Solar Cells” published in
Chemistry of Materials, 2018.1 It focuses on the mechanisms of exciton disso-
ciation into free charges in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM films and solar cells. It is
shown that the separation of electron-hole pairs at the donor:acceptor interface
is field-dependent in this material system which is unusual for high-efficiency
materials where charge transfer commonly proceeds with unity efficiency. As
a consequence, generation of free charges is observed in complete devices, but
is suppressed in blend films without a built-in electric field. These results are
important for future research on novel high-efficiency systems with low driving
force for charge generation, for example in the field of non-fullerene acceptors
(NFAs).
The first part introduces the materials and reviews the effects of electric
fields on the charge generation process in organic solar cells. A detailed analy-
sis of the steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescent properties and the
investigation of ultrafast time scales using pump-probe and pump-push tech-
niques follows. Finally, this chapter concludes with a model based on the
observed results and an outlook for future research.
6.1 Introduction
Since its first synthesis in 2014, the polymer PffBT4T-2OD has received enor-
mous attention as a high-efficiency donor material in organic solar cells.2 To-
gether with the fullerene acceptor PC70BM, and after much research on im-
proving the processing conditions and morphology of the active layer, this
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material combination has reached almost 11% PCE, leading to the common
abbreviation ‘PCE-11’.3–7 While most of the reports address the optimisation
of fabrication procedures and their influence on the nano-structure of this ma-
terial system, little attention has been paid to the process of charge generation
which is the basis for the exceptional performance of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM
solar cells. As was detailed in Chapter 1, charge generation in OPVs generally
involves the following steps:
1. Exciton creation and diffusion
2. Charge transfer at the donor:acceptor interface and formation of a bound
CT state
3. Dissociation of the CT state into free, separated charge carriers
4. Charge transport through the layers and extraction at the electrodes
The field-assisted dissociation of relaxed CT states (CT1) has been extensively
studied, and can be well described by the Onsager-Braun model or more ad-
vanced theories (see Section 1.2). Usually the separation of CT1 into free
carriers is slightly enhanced by the application of electric fields, for example in
PTB7:PC70BM,
8 P3HT:PC60BM,
9 PPVs,10 and other systems.11–13
In contrast to the separation of CT states, exciton dissociation by charge
transfer at an interface is generally unaffected by external fields. After diffu-
sion of the electron-hole pair, excitons are quenched with near-unity efficiency
due to the large energy offsets of donor and acceptor in conventional material
systems which provide the required driving force for charge transfer.14 The rate
of electron transfer can be described by Marcus theory (see Section 1.2) which
predicts a material-dependent optimal driving force to separate the charges
(activationless region), whereas smaller driving forces entail a potential bar-
rier for charge transfer (normal region).15 Therefore, traditional material com-
binations with large energy offsets between the molecular orbitals have often
been used, while systems with low driving forces showed expectedly low charge
generation yields.16–19 Exceptions to this trend emerged20–22 and material de-
sign has shifted to systems with minimal energetic differences, particularly in
the field of NFAs.23–26 Out of those new systems, the material combination
PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM can be used as a model system for high-performance
OPVs despite small driving forces. An understanding of the fundamental pro-
cesses leading to charge generation in such systems is therefore highly relevant.
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6.2 Results
In the investigation of the photophysics of this material system, we observed
an unusual field-effect on the dissociation of excitons the active layer. In
the following sections, the steady-state and time-reolved optical properties of
PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM films are compared to those of complete OPV devices,
comprising interlayers and electrodes. Unless stated otherwise, all measure-
ments were performed on the same substrates (Figure 6.2d). PL, TCSPC, and
ultrafast measurements in this joint project were performed partly in Heidel-
berg and partly at the Imperial College, London. Thomas R. Hopper assisted
with the measurements and in the design of the figures and models.
6.2.1 The material system
The chemical structures of both PffBT4T-2OD and PC70BM are depicted in
Figure 6.1a. UV-vis absorption (Figure 6.1b) and UPS measurements (Fig-
ure 6.1c) were used to obtain the bandgaps and HOMO energy levels of the
materials. By fitting the absorption onsets, the optical gaps were determined
to be 1.65 eV and 1.85 eV for polymer and fullerene, respectively. These val-
ues agree with previously reported bandgaps.2,7,27 The ionisation potentials
were estimated to be 5.35 eV for PffBT4T-2OD and 5.90 eV for PC70BM.
Bandgaps and ionisation potentials together were used to construct the energy
level diagram in Figure 6.1d. It can be seen that the driving force for charge
separation (LUMO-LUMO offset) is quite small (∼0.35 eV) in comparison with
other material systems.28–32 The two used solar cell architectures (standard and
inverted) are shown in Figure 6.1e and f. In the former electrons are extracted
by calcium and aluminium layers, while holes are transported and collected
through the PEDOT:PSS and ITO contact. In the inverted architecture, elec-
trons are extracted by ZnO and ITO layers, while the holes are transported
and collected through a MoO3 and silver contact. In agreement with previous
reports, the solar cells show excellent performance, with PCEs reaching 10.75%
(Figure 6.1g).2,5–7,27,33–35
6.2.2 PL emission spectra
To investigate the electron transfer from donor to acceptor in this system,
steady-state PL measurements were conducted (Figure 6.2). For this purpose,
the polymer was excited with 600 nm light and its emission spectrum mea-
sured by a spectrometer. PC70BM does not exhibit a strong absorption at this
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Figure 6.1: (a) Chemical structures of PffBT4T-2OD and PC70BM. (b) UV–vis
absorption spectra of pristine PffBT4T-2OD and PC70BM films used to de-
termine the optical bandgap of each component (1.65 and 1.85 eV, respec-
tively). (c) UPS data for PffBT4T-2OD and PC70BM used to estimate the
HOMO energy level of each component (5.35 and 5.90 eV with respect to
the vacuum level). (d) Band diagram of the PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM blend.
(e) Standard and (f) inverted architecture devices. (g) JV characteristic of
the best-performing (inverted architecture) solar cell with efficiency of 10.75%.
Reproduced with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2018, American Chemical
Society.
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wavelength and, thus, its excitation and contribution to the emission can be
neglected.
Figure 6.2a shows the PL spectra of the neat polymer, polymer blended
with the fullerene acceptor, and complete devices in standard and inverted
architectures. The maximum emission at ∼730 nm and general shape of the
spectra are similar to those found in literature.2,3,27 When comparing the emis-
sion of the neat polymer to the blend film, an unusually weak quenching of the
polymer PL by only ∼20% is detected which is in contrast to the commonly
observed near-unity quenching of the donor excited state when donor and ac-
ceptor are in close contact.14 This small reduction indicates incomplete charge
transfer at the donor:acceptor interface which seemingly contradicts the high
efficiency of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells, with JSC’s over 20 mA cm
−2.
However, when the emission of complete devices is measured (where the excita-
tion light passes the active layer twice due to reflection off the back electrode),
a ∼90% reduction of the PL intensity is observed with respect to the neat
polymer film. This PL reduction is insensitive to the choice of electrodes or in-
terlayers, indicated by the similarly effective quenching in normal and inverted
architecture devices.
Previously, interactions between polymers and metal oxide layers have been
reported in the context of doping or bound charge pairs across the organic-
inorganic interface.36–41 To exclude any effects of the interlayers on the poly-
mer excited state, control experiments with PffBT4T-2OD in contact with
ZnO, MoO3, and in a complete, inverted polymer-only device were performed
(Figure 6.2b). Only minor quenching of the donor exciton is observed in either
configuration, excluding a strong effect of the interlayers or electrodes on the
efficient quenching in complete devices. The small reduction of PL intensity
can be attributed to some interfacial charge transfer or slight morphological
changes compared to neat polymer films on glass. Nevertheless, the quenching
of the polymer excited state is much weaker when compared to the blend in
complete devices.
It is also possible that the observed effects originate from the internal elec-
tric field generated by the work function difference of the interlayers/electrodes.
To test this hypothesis, a blend film sandwiched between two ZnO layers was
fabricated and its PL measured (Figure 6.2c). To avoid high temperatures dur-
ing annealing or dissolving of the blend, the top layer was deposited from ZnO
nanoparticles in butanol.42 The additional quenching in the film with equal
electrodes is much weaker when compared to the device with different contacts
which convincingly demonstrates a field-dependence of the charge separation
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Figure 6.2: PL emission of PffBT4T-2OD and PC70BM. Shown are spectra of
(a) neat polymer, blend film and devices in normal and inverted architecture,
(b) neat polymer with different interlayers or electrodes, and (c) symmetric
device with equal work functions. (d) Schematic of ’film’ and ’device’ mea-
surements on the same substrate. Differences in the emission spectra result
from different experimental setups in Heidelberg (Panels a and b) and Lon-
don (Panel c). Adapted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2018, American
Chemical Society.
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dynamics in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells. The differences in spectral
shape compared to previous experiments result from different experimental
setups in Heidelberg and London (Section 5.8).
6.2.3 PL lifetime
To investigate the dynamics of the charge transfer process, time-resolved PL
(TCSPC) measurements were conducted (Figure 6.3). Again, the polymer was
selectively excited with a 635 nm pulsed laser. Similarly to the steady-state
emission discussed above, Figure 6.3a compares the excited state dynamics of
neat PffBT4T-2OD with those of a blend film or complete devices. A modest
decrease of the polymer exciton lifetime from 1.3 ± 0.1 ns to 1.1 ± 0.1 ns is ob-
served when mixed with PC70BM. This corresponds to a quenching efficiency
of ∼16%, in agreement with the aforementioned reduction in PL emission. The
small differences may be caused by subtle morphological changes after blending
the polymer with the fullerene. Nevertheless, the lifetimes of neat and blended
polymer films decay mono-exponentially, showing no additional quenching con-
tribution from CT formation by charge transfer between donor and acceptor.
However, when the blend film is integrated into a complete device, a second
process at early times with a lifetime of 0.13 ± 0.07 ns is observed. This initial
process dominates the early dynamics and is followed by a slower decay of ∼1
ns, similar to that observed in the blend film. This additional early compo-
nent, concurrent with the strong reduction of the PL emission, is attributed to
charge transfer from the excited donor to the acceptor.
Similar to the previous experiments, additional measurements with different
interlayers or electrodes were performed (Figure 6.3b). No change in lifetime is
observed when the polymer is brought into contact with either ZnO or MoO3,
disproving any strong effect of the metal oxides on the CT process. In a
polymer-only device, the polymer lifetime is slightly reduced, but maintains a
mono-exponential character. This is in agreement with the steady-state results,
and the effects are mainly attributed to morphological changes of the polymer
film when fabricated with different layers.
To strengthen the idea of a field-assisted charge transfer, the lifetime of the
aforementioned device with identical electrodes was measured (Figure 6.3c).
No changes in the excited state dynamics can be observed when compared to a
blend film. In contrast, bi-exponential decay is measured when the electrodes
exhibit different work functions, as is the case for the inverted device. These
results imply that an internal electric field, provided by the different energy
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Figure 6.3: TCSPC measure-
ments of PffBT4T-2OD and
PC70BM. (a) Lifetime of the
neat polymer, the blend film
and devices in normal and
inverted architecture. (b)
Dynamics of the neat poly-
mer with different interlay-
ers or electrodes. (c) Time-
resolved PL of a symmet-
ric device with equal work
functions compared to films
and inverted device. Life-
times were fitted with mono
-or bi-exponential fits, where
appropriate. IRF denotes
the instrument response func-
tion. Adapted with per-
mission from Ref.1 Copyright
2018, American Chemical So-
ciety.
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levels of the transport layers/electrodes, is required to efficiently dissociate
excitons at a donor-acceptor interface.
6.2.4 Transient absorption spectroscopy
Since charge separation processes occur on the sub-ns timescale, fs-TA spec-
troscopy was employed to investigate the ultrafast dynamics of the system. A
low pump power of 2.5 µJ cm−2 was chosen to minimize additional ultrafast
contributions from exciton-exciton annihilation processes (see Section 1.2.1,
and Figure A.1 in the appendix); the excitation wavelength of 700 nm was se-
lected to exclusively study the dynamics of the polymer excited states. Figure
6.4 shows the resulting TA spectra in the NIR after excitation of PffBT4T-
2OD in a neat polymer film, a blend film, and an inverted device. The spectra
show a broad excited state absorption (ESA) in the near-infrared (NIR) re-
gion. Expectedly, the spectral shape and evolution in time are similar in the
neat polymer and blend film, indicating equally similar exciton dynamics in
agreement with the TCSPC results. The spectral shape of the inverted archi-
tecture device is markedly different which is attributed to interference effects
of the incoming probe beam with the part of the beam reflected off the silver
electrode. In contrast to measurements in films, the signal at late times in the
device does not disappear on the timescale of several nanoseconds, indicating
the formation of a long-lived species. This is furthermore suggested by the
gradual change of the spectral profile with time.
To further investigate the excited state dynamics in films and devices, the
normalised kinetics at probe wavelengths of 1100 ± 10 nm are depicted in
Figure 6.5a. During the first 50 ps all three transients show similar dynamics.
After light absorption, donor excitons are created within the time resolution
of the setup (∼80 fs) and subsequently decay with a time constant of ∼200
ps due to radiative and non-radiative recombination. In the neat polymer and
blend film this decay continues into the ns-regime, until all excitons eventually
decay. The lifetime is comparable to other literature reports on PffBT4T-
2OD excitons.27 As mentioned above for the spectra, a long-lived component
emerges after 50 ps in the device, regardless of the architecture (Figure A.2 in
the appendix).
To understand the origin of this long-lived ESA component, a global analy-
sis algorithm was applied to the dataset which decomposes the 2D-matrix into
independent components, each with spectra and kinetics (see Section 3.2.2 for
details). Two distinct species can be extracted by the algorithm (Figure 6.5b).
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Figure 6.4: TA maps (left) and corresponding time-resolved TA spectra (right)
for the polymer film (a-b), blend film (c-d) and inverted architecture blend
device (e-f). Pump: 700 nm, 2.5 µJ cm−2. The different spectral profile
in the device is attributed to optical interference resulting from the standing
wave formed by the incident probe beam and the probe beam reflected from
the metal electrode. Adapted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2018,
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 6.5: TA kinetics in films and devices. (a) Temporal evolution of the
signal at 1100 ± 10 nm. (b) Resulting spectra from global analysis of the data.
(c) Kinetics of the two species obtained from global analysis. Multiexponential
fits serve as guide to the eye. Adapted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright
2018, American Chemical Society.
Comparing the spectral shape of the two components with the raw signal in
Figure 6.4f shows that the first component (red) resembles the TA signal at
early times, while the second component (blue) is similar to the spectra at
late times. After absorption of the 700 nm pulse, singlet donor excitons are
generated as the only species in the active layer. These excitons undergo
recombination or charge transfer, and thus should decay after some 100 ps,
according to the lifetime measurements shown above. At late times, long-lived
charges are expected to be the only species contributing to the signal. There-
fore, the two components from the analysis can be assigned to the populations
of excitons and free charge carriers. Figure 6.5c shows the kinetics associ-
ated with the two components. After initial formation, the excitons exhibit a
small, ultrafast decay <1 ps, most likely due to exciton-exciton-annihilation43
or immediate charge transfer of excitons directly created at the donor-acceptor
interface. Subsequently, the excitons decay by recombination or charge transfer
to the acceptor on a timescale of ∼100 ps. The latter process is supported by
comparing this timescale to the kinetics of neat or blend films in Figure 6.5a,
where the decay is an order of magnitude slower due to missing charge transfer.
The second species, resembling free charges in the device, emerges on a ∼10
ps timescale, concomitantly to the decay of the first signal, showing charge
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Figure 6.6: Global analysis results for films and devices. (a) The neat PffBT4T-
2OD film exhibits only polymer excitons. (b) In the blend film some charges are
generated, albeit with a markedly lower amplitude compared to a full device in
(c). Multiexponential fits serve as guide to the eye. Adapted with permission
from Ref.1 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
creation after exciton diffusion through the bulk. After 100 ps the charges
exhibit slow recombination behaviour that extends beyond the time limit of
the setup (> 7 ns). The long lifetime suggests that this process occurs mainly
due to bimolecular recombination, in agreement with previous experiments on
this system.27
Application of the global analysis on the films is shown in Figure 6.6. In
the neat polymer film, excitons are excited and decay due to recombination
until ∼1 ns, similar to the raw data in Figure 6.5a. The blend film shows
similar exciton kinetics, indicating that no additional quenching mechanism
occurs in the blend compared to the neat polymer. A minor amount of charges
is formed after exciton dissociation in both films. The magnitude of the charge
signal is markedly lower compared to the device structure; differences in the
dynamics can be caused by space-charge effects from accumulated charges in
the device with electrodes which can influence charge transport and recombi-
nation rates.44 Since a small amount of this second species is also detected in
neat polymer, where the probability for formation of free charges is very low,
the signal is more likely the result of trapped charges which can be caused by
oxygen, introduced during the production process. The degradation of films
and devices of this material system will be the content of Chapter 7. These
results show clearly that excitons are acting as precursors for charge genera-
tion in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM devices, while charge transfer is suppressed in
simple films.
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6.2.5 Pump-push photocurrent
To further investigate the behaviour of excitons and charges in polymer and
blend devices, pump-push photocurrent (PPPC) spectroscopy was employed.
After excitation of the polymer with a 650 nm pump pulse creating donor exci-
tons, a time-displaced NIR push pulse separates the bound electron-hole pairs.
The resulting additional photocurrent dJ/J (where dJ is the push-induced cur-
rent and J is the pump-induced current) is measured and plotted over time.
A push wavelength of 1300 nm was selected to dissociate the bound excitons
which mainly absorb at high wavelengths (Figure 6.5b). Figure 6.7a shows
the PPPC transient for a polymer-only device in inverted architecture where
mostly excitons reside due to lack of an acceptor component for charge sepa-
ration. After absorption of the push pulse, an increased current is measured
which is associated with the push-induced separation of the bound electron-hole
pairs into free charge carriers.28 This argument is strongly supported by com-
paring the PPPC transient with the kinetics of the exciton population in the
device measured by regular TA spectroscopy. The dynamics of both resemble
each other, showing that the separation of excitons leads to the improvement
of photocurrent, instead of other bound species. Contrarily, applying the NIR
push to the regular blend device does not yield substantial photocurrent (Fig-
ure 6.7b); the additional current is 2 - 3 orders of magnitude lower compared
to the pure polymer device. Furthermore, the dynamics are completely differ-
ent from the exciton kinetics, and push-induced charge generation only occurs
at late times (>100 ps), when charge generation through electron transfer at
the donor-acceptor interface is already complete and charge transport occurs.
This late increase of the photocurrent can be interpreted as the push-induced
depopulation of trap states.45 The PPPC technique is often used to study
geminate recombination in polymer:fullerene systems, by separating bound,
interfacial CT states.14,29,46 From these observations and previous TA results
it is apparent that geminate recombination has only a minor effect on the
charge generation and that bimolecular recombination is far more significant,
as has been concluded by previous studies.27,47
6.3 Discussion
Considering the steady-state and time-resolved PL, TA, and PPPC results, a
model describing the field-dependent exciton dissociation in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM
solar cells is developed (Figure 6.8). As was detailed in Section 1.2, charge gen-
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Figure 6.7: Pump-push photocurrent experiment on polymer and blend de-
vices. (a) PffBT4T-2OD exciton dynamics of film from TA compared to change
in photocurrent of device from PPPC. (b) Exciton and charge dynamics in a
blend device compared to additional push-induced photocurrent. Amplitude
in the blend device is much smaller compared to the polymer device, indicating
the absence of bound charge pairs. Multiexponential fits serve as guide to the
eye. Adapted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2018, American Chemical
Society.
eration through field-enhanced separation of CT states is often described by
Onsager-Braun or hopping models.8,10,13,48–51 However, for the system which
was investigated here, a clear correlation between exciton dissociation into CT
states and electric field is observed, as opposed to field-assisted CT separa-
tion into free charges. The former process occurs usually with unity efficiency
and is seemingly insensitive to external fields in most polymer:fullerene sys-
tems.14 According to Section 1.2, charge transfer from a neutral state into
an intermolecular CT state is typically described by classical Marcus theory.
While this formalism does not account for electric fields and mainly depends
on the driving force between the excitonic and the CT state, it can provide
an intuitive picture of the charge transfer process in the investigated system.
Whereas conventional OSC blends, in which excitons dissociate into interfacial
geminate pairs with high efficiency, are described by the activationless region
of the theory, involving temperature- and field-independent exciton splitting,
the PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM blend can be described by the Marcus-normal re-
gion where a potential barrier ∆G# between the two states prevents efficient
charge transfer.
Light absorption in the active layer leads to creation of a donor exciton
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Figure 6.8: Model describing the exciton dissociation in PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM films (left) and solar cells (right), labelled with the timescales for
absorption (Abs), photoluminescence (PL), charge transfer (CT) and charge
recombination (CR). DA, D∗A, and D+A– represent the ground, singlet exci-
ton, and CT state manifolds, respectively. ∆G# denotes the potential barrier
between the D∗A, and D+A– manifolds. Reproduced with permission from
Ref.1 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
within the time resolution of the setup (<80 fs). This exciton diffuses through
the polymer domain until it reaches an interface with the acceptor. The small
energetic offset between the molecular orbitals of donor and acceptor results
in a small driving force ∆G0 and thus a potential barrier ∆G# between the
excited donor D∗A and the CT state manifold D+A–, according to the Marcus-
normal region. In the blend this ∆G# suppresses spontaneous charge transfer
between donor and acceptor and thus the polymer excited state relaxes via PL
to the groundstate on a timescale of ∼1 ns. When the blend is integrated into a
complete device, the built-in electric field provided by the interlayers/electrodes
effectively lowers the energetic barrier ∆G# which leads to exciton quenching
on the ps timescale. This charge transfer yields long-lived free charges with
very little geminate recombination, while bimolecular recombination occurring
at later times (>6 ns).
It must be noted that while the ultrafast observations are consistent with
the aforementioned steady-state and time-resolved PL results, the absence of
charge transfer in the blend film is in contrast with previously reported stud-
ies.2,27 Differences in the fabrication of the films can be a possible cause for
those discrepancies, as this system is particularly sensitive to preparation con-
ditions.7 Nevertheless, the devices prepared according to our protocol exhibit
excellent photovoltaic performance.
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6.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, an unusual field-effect in the high-efficiency system PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM was observed. For blend films, an energetic barrier seemingly
prevents exciton dissociation at the donor:acceptor interface, in agreement with
Marcus theory, but untypical for conventional OPV systems. As a consequence
neither charge transfer nor free, separated charges are observed in these films.
Investigation of complete photovoltaic devices showed efficient charge transfer
and formation of free charges, as expected in high-performance systems. These
findings are rationalised by a field-assisted lowering of the energetic barrier
between donor exciton and intermolecular charge pair. The observed photo-
physics are independent of the choice of interlayers or electrodes, excluding
quenching effects from other materials. These results are highly relevant for
other systems with low driving forces, particularly to the field of non-fullerene
acceptors which exhibit high device performance despite small energetic offsets
between the materials.23,52 Finally, this work emphasises the need to investigate
OPV systems in complete devices rather than films to gain a more accurate
understanding of the photophysics under operating conditions.
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Chapter 7
Degradation through
oxygen-doping
The main results of this chapter have been published in “Oxygen-Induced
Doping as a Degradation Mechanism in Highly Efficient Organic Solar Cells”,
in ACS Applied Energy Materials, 2019.1 In here, the influence of oxygen
on the operational stability of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM photovoltaic devices is
investigated. Through a multitude of spectroscopic and ultrafast techniques it
is shown that oxygen-induced p-doping of the active layer is responsible for the
severe performance losses observed in this material system. It is found that the
combination of oxygen and constant illumination does not lead to additional
photo-oxidation of the active layer materials. These results have important
implications for the development of new OPV materials and highlight the need
to find efficient mitigation strategies.
After a brief introduction reviewing the main degradation patterns in oxy-
gen and light, previous literature reports on the operational stability of PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM devices are analysed. The following results include in-situ mea-
surements of OPV and OFET performance, photoelectron spectroscopy, ul-
trafast TA spectroscopy, and highly-sensitive PDS measurements of the sub-
bandgap absorption. Finally, a model is proposed and the observed results are
discussed in the context of strategies for more stable devices.
7.1 Introduction
As was reviewed in Chapter 2, the stability of OPVs is a critical prerequisite
towards widespread application and requires further investigation. Operation
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of high-efficiency material systems in ambient conditions often leads to rapid
device deterioration, limiting the usability of such systems outside the labora-
tory.
Exposure to illumination can cause dimerisation of fullerene derivatives,
particularly PC60BM.
2–4 In other systems, for example PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM,
formation of radical species on the fullerene cage is observed.5,6 Often, the per-
formance loss of OSCs under illumination is accompanied with an increased
formation of trap states in the bandgap.7–9 Even when stored in the dark, ex-
posure to oxygen leads to doping of the active layer which causes an increase of
the hole concentration and thus increased bimolecular recombination or space-
charge effects.10–13 This doping effect is accelerated by the presence of light and
usually reversible under heat and vacuum.14 The exposure to both oxygen and
light typically leads to very severe, irreversible degradation of the materials by
radical photo-oxidation processes which cause bleaching of the absorption or
formation of deep traps.15–17
The material system PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM is not only interesting regard-
ing its unusual photophysics (Chapter 6) but also concerning its stability when
subjected to external factors. Under continuous illumination in nitrogen, Li
et al. observed a spinodal de-mixing of the donor and acceptor phases, lead-
ing to a decrease of interfacial area for charge separation and consequently
strong burn-in of the short-circuit current.18 Under similar conditions, Cha et
al. found that bond disruption or cleavage at the fullerene side group are re-
sponsible for the rapid degradation of the FF. Exposure to thermal stress lead
to a fast decrease of JSC due to the aforementioned phase separation of the
polymer and fullerene domains.6 While these studies focussed on the degrada-
tion in nitrogen atmospheres, the stability of the devices operated in oxygen
is hitherto unexplored. Nevertheless, the investigation of the stability of high-
efficiency material combinations, for which PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM can be a
benchmark system, in oxygen environments is of paramount importance for
future applications, as encapsulation techniques are often expensive or insuffi-
ciently effective.
7.2 Results
The degradation of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells is uniquely severe which
will be investigated in the following sections. By analysing various spectro-
scopic and ultrafast measurements, we find that oxygen-induced p-doping of
the active layer is the main contribution to the rapid loss of device perfor-
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mance in oxygen atmospheres. For the fabrication of the films and devices see
Chapter 4. Structure and energetics of the materials, as well as performance
of the devices can be found in the previous Chapter 6. The fabrication and
degradation of organic field effect transistors (OFETs) was performed by J.
Kress, photoelectron spectroscopy experiments were carried out by V. Lami,
and PDS measurements were done by D. Becker-Koch.
7.2.1 Device performance
The degradation of the solar cell parameters in various environments is de-
picted in Figure 7.1. A reference experiment in nitrogen under dark conditions
(Figure 7.1a) exhibits a 20% reduction of the initial PCE after 15 hours. This
behaviour is likely caused by subtle changes in the blend morphology which
is very sensitive to external stressors like heat or light and cannot be avoided
during the measurements.18 Also the usage of the common processing addi-
tive DIO has destabilising effects on the blend structure.7,19–21 Subjecting the
devices to constant irradiation with 1 sun illumination (Figure 7.1b) consider-
ably increases the degradation rates. VOC and JSC decrease to 70% and 60%,
respectively, while the FF is not influenced by the additional light stress. As
mentioned above, degradation of this system under nitrogen environments and
light has been extensively studied before. It was shown that small-scale mor-
phological changes in the blend and physical bond disruption at the fullerene
component are responsible for the drastic performance losses.6,18 It has to be
noted that in our experiments the change in VOC is much more pronounced
compared to previous reports which we attribute to changes in the fabrication
procedures.
Operating the solar cells in dark oxygen atmospheres (Figure 7.1c) signifi-
cantly accelerates the degradation when compared to the nitrogen reference in
the dark. While the FF shows no changes and remains above 90% of its initial
value, VOC and JSC show considerable decays which lead to a 60 - 70% reduction
of the device performance during 15 hours of operation. When both oxygen
and light are used to degrade the OPVs, tremendous performance losses are
observed in a burn-in type degradation, during which the PCE drops to ∼10%
of its initial value within 15 hours (Figure 7.1d). The unusually strong degra-
dation of the open-circuit voltage suggests massively increased recombination
or changes of the frontier-molecular orbitals (see Chapter 2). This observa-
tion is in contrast to previously reported studies, where the VOC was found to
be more stable after degradation in air for several days.6,18 However, in these
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Figure 7.1: Degradation of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells in various envi-
ronments. (a) Degradation in nitrogen under dark conditions. (b) Degradation
in nitrogen under constant illumination. (c) Degradation in 20% oxygen, with-
out light. (d) Degradation in 20 % under continuous illumination. Data has
been normalised for ease of comparison. Adapted with permission from Ref.1
Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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reports the samples were stored in ambient atmospheres and not measured
repeatedly, so that the absorbed light dose is much smaller compared to the
experiments which were conducted here. Additionally, the effect of humidity in
their measurements was neglected. Finally, as mentioned above, differences in
the fabrication route can cause changes in the morphology which is critical for
this material system.22–27 Nevertheless, our OPVs perform with similar initial
efficiencies (see Chapter 6).
7.2.2 PL emission
Since the behaviour of the material system in nitrogen conditions is reasonably
well understood, this work focuses on the effects of oxygen exposure onto the
device stability. Therefore, the PL emission of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM devices
was measured at different stages of degradation in 20% oxygen, with and with-
out constant 1 sun illumination. The experiments were specifically carried out
on the device area, rather than simple films, to include the complete process
of charge generation (see Chapter 6). After excitation of the polymer donor
with a 447 nm laser, PffBT4T-2OD excitons are created which are quenched by
charge transfer to the acceptor. This quenching is not complete, giving rise to
PL emission from the devices, in agreement with previous results (see Chapter
6). Degradation in oxygen and dark leads to a gradual decrease of the emission
(Figure 7.2a). Approximately ∼80% of the remaining polymer excited state is
quenched after 3 hours, with most of the changes occurring within the first 30
minutes. This quenching is more efficient in devices subjected to both oxygen
and light, marked by an almost complete loss of emission after 3 hours (Figure
7.2b). Although morphological changes are observed under the influence of
light,6,18 the laser intensity used in the PL experiment (∼3 mW cm−2) is much
lower compared to 1 sun illumination (100 mW cm−2) and hence reorganisa-
tion of the active layer can be neglected. Furthermore, de-mixing of donor and
acceptor phases would lead to an increase of the emission as the quenching of
the polymer excited state by the fullerene is reduced. These results suggest a
second decay channel for polymer excitons, competing with charge transfer to
the acceptor.
7.2.3 Photoelectron spectroscopy
To investigate the origin of this oxygen-related quenching, X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed. Figure 7.3 shows the XPS spectra
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Figure 7.2: PL emission spectra of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells in oxygen
environments. Excitation of the donor was performed with a 447 nm laser
through the glass/ITO surface onto the device area. (a) Degradation in 20 %
oxygen under dark conditions. (b) Degradation in 20% oxygen under constant
illumination. Adapted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society.
of sulphur (S2p), carbon (C1s), nitrogen (N1s), oxygen (O1s), and fluorine
(F1s) both before and after prolonged degradation in 20% oxygen and con-
tinuous illumination for 20 hours. XPS may not be able to detect very small
amounts of oxidised species, and Li et al. showed that already a few percent of
oxidised PC60BM can lead to significant reductions in device performance.
18
However, after degradation for over 20 hours the devices experienced sub-
stantial deterioration (PCE reduced by over 90%, see Figure 7.1d) and, thus,
photo-oxidation products are expected to be resolvable if present. This was
shown in our previous work for the model system P3HT:PC60BM in which sig-
nificant amounts of oxidised carbon and sulphur species could be detected after
prolonged exposure to oxygen and light,28 and has also been demonstrated for
other materials.29,30 For subtle changes, IR spectroscopy has been shown to be
a more suitable tool.21,31–33 Nevertheless, no changes in the chemical composi-
tion or binding energies of the components can be observed, indicating that no
chemical oxidation of the materials occurred. Considering the strong effects in
oxygen and light we speculate that light enhances the interaction with oxygen
without inflicting additional photo-oxidation of the materials, in parallel to
the previously reported light-induced impacts on active layer morphology or
fullerene-mediated trap formation.
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Figure 7.3: XPS spectra before and after 20 hours degradation in 20%
oxygen under constant illumination. (b) Absorption spectra of PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM films before and after degradation in 20 % oxygen and constant
illumination for 6 hours. Adapted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2019,
American Chemical Society.
A possible cause for the unusually strong decrease of the VOC in oxygen
environments are changes of the bandgap or the energy levels of the mate-
rials after degradation. Therefore, absorption and ultra-violet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) spectra were measured. Since the effects are strongest in
oxygen and continuous illumination, these conditions were used in the follow-
ing experiments. Figure 7.3b shows the absorption of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM
films before and after degradation in 20% oxygen and constant illumination for
6 hours. The data has been normalised to specifically focus on changes of the
optical gap. Apart from a more pronounced photo-bleaching at shorter wave-
lengths, no changes in the absorption properties of the blend can be observed;
specifically, the optical gap remains unchanged.
To investigate changes in the frontier-molecular orbitals, UPS was employed
to compare pristine (Figure 7.4a) and degraded (Figure 7.4b) films. The mea-
surements were performed in the bulk of the films after etching the surface
layers with an Argon cluster beam to exclude surface effects.34 Only marginal
changes of the ionisation potential of either material after storage in 20% oxy-
gen and continuous illumination for 20 hours can be detected. Together with
the absorption results, these measurements show that the energetics of the
system remain unchanged even after substantial degradation. Therefore, the
severe effects on the device performance must originate from increased recom-
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Figure 7.4: UPS spectra before (a) and after (b) 20 hours degradation in
20% oxygen under constant illumination. Adapted with permission from Ref.1
Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
bination of charge carriers.
7.2.4 Transient absorption spectroscopy
To further investigate the effects of degradation on the charge generation, fs-
TA was employed. Since the effects were strongest for the combined degrada-
tion in oxygen and light, and XPS measurements did not indicate any photo-
oxidation of the materials, the following measurements were conducted for
films and devices degraded under 20% oxygen and continuous illumination. In
all measurements the polymer was exclusively excited by 700 nm pump pulses
with low intensity (<10 nJ). The data analysis follows the methods detailed
in Chapter 3, with the interpretation being similar to the results of Chapter
6. Global analysis for a polymer film at different stages of degradation yields
two separate contributions (Figure 7.5). The dominating component is as-
signed to PffBT4T-2OD excitons which form instantly after absorption of the
pump pulse. The decay in all films is marked by an initial fast component,
corresponding to higher order exciton-exciton annihilation processes. Small
differences in the dynamics compared to the previous chapter arise from the
different optical setups in London and Heidelberg. In the latter, the spot size
is smaller which leads to an increased intensity and therefore to increased re-
combination (see Chapter 5 for details of the setups). After this fast, initial
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Figure 7.5: Global analysis results of TA data from neat PffBT4T-2OD films
at different stages of degradation. The donor was excited with 700 nm pump
pulses, with a low power of 10 nJ. (a) Exciton dynamics. (b) Trapped charges
dynamics. Multi-exponential fits serve as guide to the eye.
component, the excitons decay with a slower rate towards the groundstate. In
the pristine film, the charge pairs have a lifetime of ∼100 ps, and after 1 ns
almost all excitons recombined, concurring with the results in Chapter 6 and
previous reports.35 With progressing degradation the exciton lifetime decreases
by almost one order of magnitude after 3 hours of storage in oxygen and light.
Additionally to the exciton signal, the analysis yields a weakly absorbing
second component. The inset compares the spectral profiles of the two contri-
butions which can be assigned to donor excitons and charges when the results
from the previous chapter are taken into account. A small contribution from
this charge signal is measured in pristine films which can be caused by oxygen
introduced during the fabrication process or residual impurities from the syn-
thesis. With progressing degradation in oxygen and light two observations can
be made: firstly, the magnitude of the second species is increasing until it sat-
urates after 30 min of exposure to oxygen and light. Secondly, the dynamics
gradually change towards early times. Both these observations in combina-
tion with the decreasing exciton lifetime indicate an oxygen-related quenching
of the initial electron-hole pairs which becomes more efficient with increasing
amounts of oxygen in the film.
As was detailed in Chapter 6, exciton dissociation in blend PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM films is suppressed by an energetic barrier preventing charge
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Figure 7.6: Global analysis results of TA data from blend PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM films at different stages of degradation. The donor was exclu-
sively excited with 700 nm pump pulses, with a low power of 10 nJ. (a) Exciton
dynamics. (b) Trapped charges dynamics. Multi-exponential fits serve as guide
to the eye.
transfer from donor to acceptor, in contrast to complete devices. Therefore,
the ultrafast results are expected to be similar to the polymer-only films. Fig-
ure 7.6 shows the results of the analysis of blend films at different stages of
degradation.
Similar to the polymer-only films, two separate contributions are found by
the algorithm (Figure 7.6a). Absorption of the 700 nm pump pulses leads to
the creation of PffBT4T-2OD electron-hole pairs within the time resolution of
the setup (<80 fs). The following exciton decay is similar to the results above,
as free charge generation outside a device structure is prevented and hence no
additional exciton quenching mechanism is present in blend films compared
to polymer-only films. The reduced exciton lifetime during degradation is in
agreement with the PL quenching in Figure 7.2 and indicates an evolving decay
channel for the donor excitations.
With progressing degradation in oxygen and light, the magnitude of the
second signal increases (Figure 7.6b), until after 3 hours it is comparable to
free charges in a device (compare Figure 6.6 in the previous chapter). How-
ever, the dynamics of the charge signal here are markedly different from free
charge carriers, with rise and decay times one order of magnitude faster in
the degraded films. Additionally, with increasing oxygen uptake the second
component becomes increasingly important at early times. These observations
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Figure 7.7: Global analysis results of TA data from PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM
devices after 60 minutes of degradation. The donor was exclusively excited
with 700 nm pump pulses, with a low power of 10 nJ. (a) Three components
as a result from the analysis, corresponding to donor excitons, free charges,
and trapped charges. (b) Dynamics of the three contributions. The trapped
carriers primarily contribute at early times.
show that early charge separation in blend films occurs when operated in oxy-
gen environments, demonstrated by the increased exciton quenching and the
formation of short-lived charges. The analysis suggests that early charge trans-
fer to oxygen-mediated defect states results from the exposure to oxygen and
light.
Applying the bespoke methods onto a degraded, complete device, where
efficient charge generation occurs, yields three distinct contributions (Figure
7.7a). The first two components represent donor excitons and free charges,
agreeing spectrally with the results for pristine devices in the previous chapter
(see Figure 6.5). A third species, markedly different from the other two, is
found in the degraded device. The kinetics of exciton and free charges agree
with the previous results in pristine devices (Figure 7.7b). The third compo-
nent dominates primarily at early times (<100 ps), similarly to the trapped
charges in the polymer-only and blend film. Therefore, this third contribution
is assigned to trapped charges, resulting from charge transfer from the excited
donor to defect states, created by the presence of oxygen. Note that analysis
of a complete device, where free and trapped charges reside, is extremely diffi-
cult and the algorithm may not be able to separate all components completely
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Figure 7.8: photo-thermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) measurements of pris-
tine and degraded films (for 6 hours in 20% and constant illumination. (a)
Absorption spectra of blend films. (b) Absorption of the single materials. Ab-
sorption coefficients below 10 cm−1 cannot be measured in this setup. Adapted
with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
which can explain the different kinetics of the trapped charges in devices and
blend films. These observations suggest that additionally to the formation
of free charges by CT at a donor:acceptor interface, oxygen-related exciton
quenching occurs on an ultrafast timescale. The resulting unbound electron is
trapped at the oxygen site where it experiences fast recombination.
7.2.5 Photothermal deflection spectroscopy
Further evidence for oxygen-induced trap formation can be obtained by photo-
thermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) which enables precise determination of
the sub-bandgap absorption. Figure 7.8a shows the absorption spectra of blend
films before and after degradation for 6 hours in 20% oxygen and continuous
illumination. Only a minor reduction of the absorption is measured above
the bandgap, in agreement with the UV-Vis results in Figure 7.3b. However,
inside the bandgap an almost one order of magnitude increase of absorption is
detected, stemming from oxygen -or light-induced formation of defect states.
The distribution is seemingly uniform, indicative of shallow and deep traps
below the band edge.
In both PffBT4T-2OD- and PC70BM-only films the sub-bandgap absorp-
tion increases significantly after degradation (Figure 7.8b). Both materials
exhibit similar formation of defect states, indicating that the degradation of
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the blend films and devices is facilitated by each of the two components. The
magnitude of the increased absorption is larger compared to the blend film,
indicating a stabilising effect of the blend over the single materials.15,36
7.2.6 Organic field effect transistors
To further elucidate the mechanism of oxygen degradation, the material sys-
tem was applied in ambipolar organic field effect transistors (OFETs). The
used bottom-gate/top-contact configuration (see Chapter 4) exhibits excellent
performance, low hysteresis with hole mobility of 0.3 cm2 V−1 s−1, and weak
ambipolar behaviour with electron mobility of 0.016 cm2 V−1 s−1. The tran-
sistors have been degraded simultaneously with the solar cells in the sample
holder described above, while their output and transfer characteristics have
been measured in-situ. A reference measurement of the transfer characteris-
tics in nitrogen over 15 hours is shown in Figure 7.9a. The curves show an
increase of the threshold voltage in the p-channel with progressing operation
in nitrogen under dark conditions. This shift is a common observation and is
ascribed to a gradual filling of trap states in the channel by subsequent transfer
measurements.37,38 Additionally, the hole mobility increases slightly by ∼20%
as a consequence of the aforementioned passivation of defect states (see Figure
7.9c).
Operation of the transistors in dark oxygen environment changes its be-
haviour considerably (Figure 7.9b) The threshold voltage for the hole trans-
port shifts to more positive values, indicating a gradual increase of the charge
carrier concentration in the channel. This behaviour is suggestive of a p-doping
mechanism of the polymer domain which supplies mobile holes to the transport
with a consequently decreasing threshold voltage, compensating the trend in
pure nitrogen. The hole mobility (Figure 7.9c) remains largely unaffected by
the degradation in oxygen, and increases slightly due to passivation of traps
inside the channel. Throughout the experiment the injection into the active
layer remains stable which can be seen by the output curves in Figure 7.9d.
7.3 Discussion
PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells show exceptionally poor device stability,
even under inert conditions. The strong degradation effects have previously
been attributed to small-scale morphological changes in the active layer of the
devices. At elevated temperatures, which are a consequence of continuous illu-
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Figure 7.9: OFET measurements during operation in nitrogen or 20% oxygen
without illumination. (a) Transfer curves in nitrogen. (b) Transfer curves
in oxygen. (c) Extracted hole mobility and p-threshold voltage for OFETs
in nitrogen or oxygen. (d) Output curves for transistors operated in oxygen
atmosphere. Adapted with permission from Ref.1 Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society.
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mination, de-mixing of the donor and acceptor phases leads to a rapid decrease
of interfacial area for charge generation and therefore to a significant reduc-
tion of the generated current.18 This process is accelerated by the presence of
processing additives, such as DIO.7 Under light the fullerenes quickly degrade,
leading to light-induced formation of defect states.6 While previous reports
focussed on the evolution of the microstructure in nitrogen atmospheres and
on the role of the fullerene acceptor, the influence of oxygen onto the blend
and particularly the polymer part was investigated in this work.
Operation of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM OPVs in oxygen environments accel-
erates the device degradation significantly. This degradation is mainly caused
by an unusually strong reduction of VOC together with a rapid decay of JSC.
Measurements of the optical gap and the frontier-molecular orbitals before and
after excessive degradation in oxygen and light show no changes of the energy
levels of the blend components, implying that massively increased recombi-
nation must be responsible for the strong effects on VOC. Measuring the PL
emission of complete devices at different stages of degradation shows efficient
quenching of the donor excitons in oxygen. The dynamics of this PL quenching
were investigated using ultrafast TA spectroscopy. A reduction of the exciton
lifetime concurs with the steady-state results, showing oxygen-induced quench-
ing of the electron-hole pairs. Additionally to the exciton population, a second
contribution is measured in polymer-only films, which exhibits fast formation
and recombination dynamics. This second component is spectrally similar to
charge carriers in complete devices, albeit with markedly different kinetics.
Analysing the blend film, which is photophysically similar to the pure polymer
film since the generation of free charge carriers is prevented, shows the same
results: the early formation of the charge species concurs with the reduction
of the exciton lifetime. This observation suggests that oxygen-induced defect
states cause efficient exciton dissociation by trapping and recombination of
charge carriers. This suggestion is further supported by analysing complete
devices in which, next to excitons and free charges, trapped charge carriers are
detected as a third component which primarily influences the signal in the first
100 ps. Confirmation of the oxygen-mediated trap states is obtained by PDS
measurements of the bandgap. In both the single materials as well as in the
blend an increased absorption below the bandedge is detected, clearly showing
the formation of defect states.
To identify the mechanism of oxygen degradation in the material system,
the output and transfer characteristics of OFETs were measured during degra-
dation. The shift of the threshold voltage to smaller values is in agreement
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with p-doping of the channel. It was furthermore confirmed by XPS measure-
ments that no photo-oxidation of the materials is occurring when the devices
are degraded simultaneously in oxygen and light. The rapid device deteriora-
tion under the combined influence of oxygen and light is likely a consequence of
two separate degradation mechanisms: the previously reported light-induced
separation of donor and acceptor phases, and an additional oxygen-related
degradation mechanism. The TA and PDS results of the single materials also
confirm that the degradation is not limited to one of the blend components,
but affects the entire bulk.
Considering the aforementioned results, we speculate that oxygen-induced
p-doping is responsible for the severe performance loss. In contrast to irre-
versible photo-oxidation, which is a common observation in polymer:fullerene
OPVs (see Chapter 2),15–17,39 we propose a reversible interaction with oxygen,
similar to previously reported material systems.10–14,28,40,41 This suggestion is
supported by measuring the device performance in oxygen followed by vacuum
treatment (10−6 mbar) which is shown in the appendix (Figure A.3). The
performance can be partly recovered, mainly caused by the reversibility of FF
and JSC, confirming that reversible oxygen degradation is a major loss channel
in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells. It has to be noted that with the used
methods it is impossible to derive a detailed chemical mechanism for the ob-
served results. A weakly interacting charge transfer complex between polymer
and molecular oxygen is a reasonable assumption.
7.4 Conclusions
To conclude this study, it has been shown that severe performance losses are
observed when PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM devices are operated in oxygen envi-
ronments. It has been proposed that oxygen-induced p-doping of the active
layer components is responsible degradation mechanism. These results high-
light the need to develop efficient mitigation strategies, limiting the impact of
oxygen onto the active components or preventing the diffusion of molecular
oxygen into the device. This is particularly important for the new generation
materials, such as systems employing NFAs, which push the device efficiencies
to unprecedented levels.
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Chapter 8
Photoprotection by small
molecules
This chapter includes results from the manuscript “Energy Transfer to a Sta-
ble Donor Suppresses Degradation in Organic Solar Cells” which has been
submitted to Advanced Functional Materials.1 The environmental stability of
the small molecule donor DRCN5T in oxygen and light is investigated by fs-
TA spectroscopy. Solar cells comprising blends with the fullerene acceptor
PC70BM exhibit remarkable device stability, primarily facilitated by an al-
most constant short-circuit current. This exceptional degradation behaviour
is attributed to two separate mechanisms: firstly, the small molecule shows
high intrinsic stability towards environmental factors and, apart from minor
photo-bleaching effects, no signs of degradation can be detected. Secondly, the
stability of the blend is increased by ultrafast energy transfer from the acceptor
to the donor, thereby preventing high-energy excitations from degrading the
fullerene. This photoprotective mechanisms can be utilised in other material
systems incorporating unstable components, e.g. for non-fullerene acceptors
or in ternary blends.
This chapter starts by briefly reviewing the research on the small molecule
DRCN5T with particular emphasis on the degradation under ambient con-
ditions. Following the results, which mainly reflect the photophysics on the
ps-timescale, this chapter concludes with the proposed model of energy trans-
fer which can explain the high stability of the films and devices. Finally, the
observed results are discussed in the context of strategies for more stable OPV
devices.
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8.1 Introduction
With efficiencies already on the order of commercially available conventional
technologies,2 the operational stability of OPV devices remains a major chal-
lenge en route to widespread application.3,4 As was shown in Chapter 2, a mul-
titude of degradation mechanisms can affect the long-term stability of OSCs.
Exposure to oxygen leads to p-doping of the active layer for some polymers
(see Chapter 7), the combined influence of oxygen and light often results in
photo-oxidation of the components and formation of trap states within the
bandgap. Particularly the fullerene acceptors are a common source for degra-
dation, as they are easily oxidised and susceptible for cluster formation at
elevated temperatures which leads to de-mixing of the active materials.5,6
Solution processable small molecule (SM) have received an increasing inter-
est as active materials in OPVs, owing to their easy purification, small batch-
to-batch variation, and potentially higher environmental stability compared to
polymer or fullerene materials.7–11 They are already successfully employed as
non-fullerene acceptors in OSCs, yielding significantly improved performance
compared to conventional fullerene derivatives, due to superb aggregation prop-
erties and complementary absorption in the visible part of the spectrum.12–18
Although less studied, some groups have used small molecule donors together
with PC70BM or in all-SM OSCs and achieved remarkable PCEs.
19–23 In a
ternary structure with PC70BM, small molecules recently achieved an impres-
sive 12.84% PCE.24
The donor molecule DRCN5T, designed by Y. Chen and co-workers,25
has shown impressive results both with fullerene- and non-fullerene accep-
tors.26–28 However, while the degradation patterns in polymer:fullerene sys-
tems are reasonably well understood, the stability of SM-devices has gained
significantly less attention.29–32 Previous degradation studies of the material
system DRCN5T:PC70BM focussed entirely on analysing the microstructure
of encapsulated devices after heat treatment.33,34 Morphological changes, as
common for devices employing fullerenes, lead to degradation of JSC and FF.
The specific role of DRCN5T in the degradation under ambient conditions is,
however, hitherto unreported. Yet, a detailed understanding of the degrada-
tion mechanisms is highly relevant for future research, as DRCN5T can act as
a benchmark material for SM-based OPVs.
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8.2 Results
This section explores the stability DRCN5T:PC70BM solar cells under degra-
dation in oxygen and light. The device performance and external quantum
efficiency (EQE) are measured in-situ and compared to other polymer:fullerene
systems. At the same time, the processes of charge generation are investigated
by ultrafast fs-TA spectroscopy and the impact of degradation is followed in the
blend and in neat films. Finally, the charge transport and extraction properties
are briefly discussed.
The fabrication of films and devices is explained in Chapter 4. Degradation
was conducted in the aforementioned sample holder (see Chapter 5) under
20% oxygen and continuous 1 sun illumination. In-situ TA measurements
were performed in ambient conditions (rel. humidity 40 ± 5%) and under
continuous white light illumination (100 mW cm−2, Thorlabs MWWHD3). R.
Kumar from the Imperial College, London assisted with the analysis of the
transient datasets.
8.2.1 Device performance
The DRCN5T:PC70BM devices in inverted architecture exhibit excellent per-
formances with a maximum PCE of 8.2% (VOC 0.94 V, JSC 14.7 mA cm
−2,
FF 59.5%) which is competitive with previously reported standard architec-
ture devices.25,34 At the time of writing, this was the first reported attempt
to employ this material system in inverted architecture devices. Figure 8.1a
shows the energy level diagram of the active layer which was approximated
from the optical bandgap (Figure 8.1b) and the ionisation potentials of the
materials. The latter were measured by V. Lami, details can be found in his
doctoral thesis.35 The inverted architecture was specifically chosen to minimise
degradation effects from the interlayers and low workfunction electrodes and
to focus on the degradation of the active layer (see Chapter 2).7,36–39
Figure 8.1b depicts the changes in absorption of the single materials after
degradation for 12 hours. Some photobleaching can be observed between 400
nm and 760 nm for the SM donor, while for the fullerene acceptor no changes
occur. The optical bandgaps of both materials, given by the absorption onsets,
remain unchanged after degradation.
To investigate the stability of DRCN5T:PC70BM devices, the performance
was monitored in-situ during degradation in nitrogen (dark) and oxygen (1 sun)
over the course of 33 hours in the sample holder (Figure 8.2). The reference
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Figure 8.1: (a) Energy level diagram of DRCN5T:PC70BM. Arrows indicate
the photon absorption in the donor or acceptor, electron transfer from donor
to acceptor and energy transfer from acceptor to donor. (b) Absorption and
emission spectra of DRCN5T and PC70BM films, before and after 12 hours
degradation. Emission spectrum courtesy of Edinburgh Instruments Ltd. Re-
produced with permission from Ref.1 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA.
experiment displays a performance drop of 20% which can mainly be attributed
to the loss of FF. The VOC decreases only marginally and the JSC is increasing
slightly which can be the result of delayed (light-induced) annealing of the
active layer and subsequent improvement of the nanostructure or passivation
of trap states in the ZnO ETL.40,41 These changes are likely caused by subtle
morphological reorganisation of the active layer, which has been previously
observed for this material system.33,34 Additionally, the MoO3 hole transport
layer can cause doping of the SM donor, leading to space charge effects which
hinder the charge extraction.42–45
Operating OPVs in oxygen and light typically leads to rapid and significant
degradation of the performance, foremost the JSC, e.g. in the case of PffBT4T-
2OD (see Chapter 7). However, the DRCN5T:PC70BM system shows excep-
tional stability with the JSC retaining 90% of its initial value after 30 hours of
degradation (Figure 8.2b). Simultaneously, VOC and FF decrease at a slightly
increased rate compared to the reference measurement in nitrogen which re-
sults in a 40% drop of PCE in the time frame of the experiment. Considering
the degradation patterns in common material systems employing fullerene ac-
ceptors, DRCN5T:PC70BM devices exhibit remarkable operational stability.
Since the apparent insensitivity of the JSC towards external factors is the no-
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Figure 8.2: Normalised OSC parameters over time during degradation in (a)
nitrogen and dark, (b) 20% oxygen and continuous 1 sun illumination. The
data represents the mean and standard deviation of 10 and 11 solar cells on
two substrates, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Ref.1 Copyright
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
table observation of this degradation study, the following results focus on this
particular feature.
As a first step, we looked at the EQE of DRCN5T:PC70BM devices dur-
ing degradation (Figure 8.3a). The spectral region from 500 nm to 800 nm is
predominantly governed by contributions from the donor; a minor reduction
of the response in this part of the spectrum is measured, concomitantly with
the loss of optical absorption of the small molecule (compare Figure 8.1b). At
wavelengths below 500 nm, PC70BM contributes increasingly to the current
generation. The observed losses of the EQE are more pronounced in this re-
gion, but are not related to loss of optical absorption. The overall decrease
of the EQE is unusually small when compared to other systems containing
fullerene acceptors.23,46,47 In devices containing PBDB-T-2Cl (‘PCE-14’) and
PC70BM, strong effects of degradation are observed which are typical for poly-
mer:fullerene systems (Figure 8.3a).
Further indication of the unusual degradation dynamics of DRCN5T:PC70BM
devices during degradation is obtained by comparing the decay of the nor-
malised JSC to three high-efficiency, polymer:PC70BM systems, namely PTB7,
PBDB-T-2Cl, and PffBT4T-2OD (Figure 8.3b). While fast, initial degrada-
tion of the JSC occurs in all three polymer systems, especially PffBT4T-2OD,
the JSC of the small molecule system remains almost unchanged after 18 hours
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Figure 8.3: (a) Evolution of EQE spectra for DRCN5T:PC70BM and PBDB-T-
2Cl:PC70BM solar cells upon exposure to 1 sun illumination and 20% oxygen
for 22 h. (b) Reduction in JSC in DRCN5T:PC70BM OSCs compared to three
analogous polymer:fullerene OPV systems. Reproduced with permission from
Ref.1 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
of degradation.
8.2.2 Charge generation
In order to elucidate this unique behaviour in DRCN5T:PC70BM devices, fs-
TA spectroscopy was used to investigate the processes of charge generation on
the ultrafast timescale. The transient spectra of neat donor and acceptor films
in the NIR, which have been acquired after excitation with 700 nm and 350 nm
pump pulses (150 nJ), respectively, exhibit a broad excited state absorption
(ESA) feature representing the DRCN5T and PC70BM exciton (Figures 8.4 a
and b). The corresponding kinetics, at representative wavelengths of 1200 nm
and 1350 nm, show that after absorption of the pump pulse, excitons are cre-
ated within the time resolution of the setup (<80 fs) and decay subsequently by
radiative and non-radiative processes to the groundstate within 8 ns (Figures
8.4 d and e).
The exciton dynamics of the neat DRCN5T films show no changes during
during degradation for 9 hours (Figure 8.4d). Specifically, no additional com-
ponent, e.g. from trap states (compare to PffBT4T-2OD excitons in Chapter
7) can be detected. Therefore, the donor excitons are largely unaffected by the
presence of oxygen and light, demonstrating a high intrinsic stability towards
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Figure 8.4: Transient absorption data for films of the single materials and
blend, excited with 150 nJ pump pulses. (a) Spectra of neat DRCN5T excited
at 700 nm. (b) Spectra of neat PC70BM excited at 350 nm. (c) Spectra of
blend excited at 700 nm. (d) Kinetics of DRCN5T excitons, probed at 1200
nm, over 9 hours of degradation. (e) Kinetics of PC70BM excitons, probed at
1350 nm, over 7 hours of degradation. Inset: spectral change at time delay of
1 ps. (f) Kinetics of blend, probed at 1050 nm, over 5 hours of degradation.
Reproduced with permission from Ref.1 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH
& Co. KGaA.
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these factors. In contrast to the small molecule, the dynamics of the fullerene
exciton are strongly affected by the degradation (Figure 8.4e). During 7 hours
of degradation, the lifetime of the excited states decreases from 50 ps to 7 ps,
implying an efficient initial quenching mechanism. Furthermore, the degrada-
tion leads to the formation of a long-lived species, marked by the marginally
increased signal at later times. The formation of this additional component
is moreover indicated by the changes of the transient spectra (inset Figure
8.4e). The signal at lower wavelengths gradually increases during degradation,
concomitantly with the decrease of exciton lifetime. We speculate that the
increased early quenching of the signal and formation of long-lived states can
be rationalised by the generation of oxygen- or light-induced trap states, sim-
ilarly to the results obtained for PffBT4T-2OD in Chapter 7. Gap states in
the fullerene after degradation were also observed by PDS measurements, see
Section 7.2.5, which further supports this assumption.
After investigating the single materials, we now focus on the processes
occurring in the blend. Since no indication of field-dependent photophysics
was observed (see Figure A.4 in the appendix) the following studies were con-
ducted on films rather than complete devices. Figure 8.4c show the spectra of
a DRCN5T:PC70BM film, after excitation of the donor with a 700 nm pump
pulse. The shape and decay of the spectra at early times follows the dynamics
of the DRCN5T exciton. However, a long-lived species builds up at wave-
lengths below 1200 nm, which is absent in the neat film. The formation of an
additional population is also indicated by the kinetics at a probe wavelength of
1050 nm (Figure 8.4f). Initially, the signal decays much faster compared to the
SM-only film and a long-lived contribution prevails at later times until the end
of the measurement window (> 8 ns). These observations are ascribed to the
fast quenching of the donor excitons by the acceptor molecules with subsequent
electron transfer to the fullerene, creating free charges in the blend films. The
long lifetime of the signal suggests that recombination of the charges occurs
primarily through bimolecular processes.48 The dynamics of the signal do not
change considerably during degradation. Furthermore, no photobleaching is
observed which is the result of quenching the donor excited state by the accep-
tor, thereby removing the high-energy electron from the small molecule before
it can cause degradation.49,50
Using the information from the raw data, a global analysis was employed
to separate the dynamics of excitons and charges in the blend (Figure 8.5).
The algorithm yields two separate components, corresponding to donor exci-
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Figure 8.5: Spectra (left) and kinetics (right) of GA-derived components of the
transient absorption spectrum of the DRCN5T:PC70BM blend after 700 nm
excitation (150 nJ) at selected stages of the degradation process. (a) DRCN5T
exciton and (b) charge spectra show no signs of degradation. (c) Exciton and
(d) charge kinetics are unchanged over 5 hours of degradation. Reproduced
with permission from Ref.1 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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tons and free charge carriers which agree spectrally with the aforementioned
observations where initially excitons dominate at higher wavelengths around
1200 nm and subsequently free charges contribute to the signal for wavelengths
between 800 nm and 1150 nm. The DRCN5T excitons show fast early decay,
facilitated by charge transfer to the acceptor. After 100 ps the signal is almost
vanished, suggesting an efficient electron transfer process. Concomitantly with
the exciton dynamics, the charges are formed on a 10 ps timescale and are
characterised by a long lifetime, which extends over the acquired time window
of 8 ns. Note that previous reports on this system showed that in optimised
blends almost no CT states are present which would contribute to the signal
at wavelengths <900 nm.51
Comparing the transient spectra and kinetics at different stages of degrada-
tion reveals no changes after 5 hours. Some fluctuations in the fitted lifetimes
are observed, but cannot be correlated to the extend of degradation (see Figure
A.5 in the appendix). Concluding the results, the observations suggest that
exciton creation in the DRCN5T, diffusion to the donor:acceptor interface, and
subsequent electron transfer to the PC70BM are largely unaffected by the pres-
ence of oxygen and light. While this conclusion agrees with the experiments on
the SM-only films, the EQE measurements and TA results from the fullerene-
only films suggest that the degradation mainly affects the PC70BM part of the
blend.
In order to investigate the role of the fullerene acceptor in the degradation
of the system, the previous experiment on the blend film was repeated with
350 nm pump pulses which primarily excite the PC70BM. Note that the SM
donor weakly absorbs at 350 nm (Figure 8.1b), indicating that the acceptor
is not exclusively excited. We compare the kinetics of the fullerene-only film
with the blend film at the probe wavelength of 1300 nm which corresponds to
the peak absorption of the PC70BM exciton (Figure 8.6). As observed before,
the neat fullerene is strongly affected by degradation, resulting in an efficient
quenching of the excitons at early times and simultaneous formation of trapped
states. On the other hand, the signal of the blend film is seemingly unchanged
during 5 hours of degradation. Considering the strong effects in the fullerene,
which are usually responsible for the loss in performance in many material
systems (see Chapter 2), the apparent stability of the blend is a remarkable
observation. It suggests that the charge generation process which initiated by
the absorption of high-energy photons in the acceptor is stabilised, similar to
the previous results for absorption in the donor domains. Specifically, the early
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Figure 8.6: Normalised decay in amplitude of (a) neat PC70BM and (b)
DRCN5T:PC70BM blend spectra excited with a 350 nm pump pulse (150 nJ)
at the selected wavelength of 1300 nm at increasing extents of degradation
(7 hours and 5 hours, respectively). Reproduced with permission from Ref.1
Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
quenching and formation of trapped charges in PC70BM is largely suppressed
by the presence of the donor which implies an efficient stabilising mechanism
in the blend.
To determine the mechanism behind the stabilisation of the acceptor in
the blend compared to the single film, TA spectra of blend films following 250
nm excitation were recorded where the relative amount of excited PC70BM
molecules is much larger compared to DRCN5T. The global analysis yields
three separate components (Figure 8.7). The spectral profile of the first species
(blue) is similar to PC70BM excitons from the fullerene-only films with dom-
inating contributions at wavelengths above 1300 nm (Figure 8.4b). Following
the absorption of the 250 nm pump pulses, PC70BM excitons are created and
decay subsequently with a lifetime of ∼10 ps. Strikingly, in addition to a
component representing free charges in the film (green), the analysis yields a
third contribution with a spectral profile corresponding to DRCN5T excitons
(red). According to the kinetics in Figure 8.7b, the donor excitons are not
initially generated by the pump pulse, but form within 500 fs, concurrently
with the acceptor exciton decay. Following the decay of the donor exciton
population, long-lived, free charges are formed on a 10 ps timescale with sub-
sequent bimolecular recombination. Note that the algorithm was not able to
fully separate the signal of the PC70BM exciton from that of the free charges
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Figure 8.7: Normalised spectra (a) and kinetics (b) for the three contributions
to the TA spectrum of DRCN5T:PC70BM after 250 nm excitation (150 nJ):
acceptor exciton (blue), donor exciton (red), and free charges (green). Kinetic
traces are plotted as moving averages with associated errors shown. Repro-
duced with permission from Ref.1 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA.
which results in the unphysical behaviour of the free charges at time delays <1
ps. The delayed formation of DRCN5T excitons through the decay of PC70BM
excitons is indicative of an efficient, sub-ps energy transfer from the fullerene
acceptor to the SM donor. The resulting donor exciton diffuses to an interface
where it dissociates via electron transfer, yielding free charges. Through this
mechanism, the fullerene is protected as the high-energy excitations are effi-
ciently removed on a sub-ps timescale. Since the small molecule is intrinsically
stable, this energy transfer does not cause degradation of the donor.
8.2.3 Charge transport
The TA results show that the processes of charge generation are largely un-
affected by degradation in ambient conditions which means specifically that
exciton formation, its diffusion to a donor:acceptor interface, charge transfer,
and subsequent formation of free charge carriers are stable. Additionally, we
considered the transport characteristics of the generated charges. Since the
charge transport in a donor:acceptor blend depends strongly on the morphol-
ogy of the active layer, we performed X-ray diffraction (XRD) on pristine and
degraded films to probe the blend morphology (Figure 8.8). The diffraction
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Figure 8.8: X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transient photocurrent (TPC) mea-
surements of pristine and degraded samples. (a) XRD scan of a pristine
DRCN5T:PC70BM film. (b) The same film after 7 hours of degradation. (c)
Extraction curves for DRCN5T:PC70BM devices at different stages of degrada-
tion. The XRD measurements have been performed by F. Paulus. Reproduced
with permission from Ref.1 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
patterns agree with previously reported measurements on such films.25 No
changes in the crystallinity can be observed after degradation which shows
that the large-scale morphology remains intact.
To further assess the extraction properties of the devices, transient pho-
tocurrent (TPC) measurements were performed at different stages of degra-
dation (Figure 8.8c). Using TPC, the extraction time of the charges can be
correlated to the presence of deep traps which retard the charge transport.52,53
Here. no correlation between extraction time and degradation can be observed
in the transient signals, suggesting that also the charge transport and extrac-
tion across the interfaces to the electrodes are stable during degradation.
8.3 Discussion
Based on the results discussed in the previous sections, we propose a mechanism
to explain the remarkable stability of DRCN5T:PC70BM devices (Figure 8.9).
Excitation of the small molecule yields donor excitons which diffuse to an
interface with the acceptor where the electron is transferred to the fullerene.
This dissociation leads to the formation of long-lived free charges on a 10 ps
timescale which decay bimolecularly. This process is seemingly unaffected by
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Figure 8.9: Proposed model of the energy transfer in DRCN5T:PC70BM OSC
devices. Excitation of the high-bandgap acceptor leads to sub-ps energy trans-
fer, yielding donor excitons. These excitons undergo diffusion and electron
transfer which results in long-lived charge carriers. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Ref.1 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
the exposure to oxygen and light, because DRCN5T itself is intrinsically stable
towards these conditions. Excitation of the acceptor at short wavelengths
leads to the creation of high-energy fullerene excitons which, in combination
with oxygen, usually cause rapid degradation in other systems (see Chapter
2). However, in the studied system efficient long-range energy transfer from
the acceptor to the donor transfers the exciton to the stable small molecule,
and thus, the fullerene is protected. The resulting donor exciton diffuses to
a donor:acceptor interface and yields free charges by electron transfer back to
the acceptor. This photoprotective process occurs on a sub-ps timescale and
therefore outcompetes hole transfer from acceptor to donor which is on the
order of 10 ps (after diffusion of the exciton). The energy transfer can be
rationalised by a Fo¨rster-type process which is explained in Chapter 1. The
Fo¨rster radius is given by
R60 =
9 ln 10
NA
κ2
27pi5n4
ΦD
∫
dλ λ4 · ID(λ) · (λ) (8.1)
where NA is Avogadro’s number, κ the orientation factor between the inter-
acting dipoles, n the refractive index of the surrounding medium, ΦD the PL
quantum yield of the donating component, ID the normalised emission of the
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donating component, and  the extinction coefficient of the accepting com-
ponent. Assuming isotropic orientation of the dipoles (κ2 = 2/3), a refrac-
tive index of n = 1.5, the photoluminescent quantum yield of PC70BM to be
ΦD = 0.01%, and calculating the overlap integral using the absorption and
emission spectra in Figure 8.1b (by first determining the extinction coefficient
using a film thickness of 340 nm), the Fo¨rster radius is on the order of R0 =
1.6 nm, in agreement with similar reports in OPVs.54–57
In a larger sense, the observed mechanism allows to focus on the stability
of one of the blend components, while the other does not limit the device sta-
bility, since it is protected by the energy transfer. Furthermore, in addition to
more stable device operation, long-range energy transfer improves current gen-
eration by directed exciton transport to a donor:acceptor interface, instead of
diffusion-limited exciton migration.54,58–60 Therefore, by designing novel mate-
rial systems with complementary emission and absorption, the proposed energy
transfer can be utilised to focus exclusively on the electron transfer from donor
to acceptor, since the limitations from inefficient hole transfer from acceptor
to donor can be eliminated.61,62
We propose that this photoprotective mechanism can further be utilised
in other systems with unstable components, such as fullerene derivatives, and
should influence design rules towards more stable devices. While current re-
search focuses on the development of novel material systems with efficient
charge generation, our results demonstrate that complementary emission and
absorption spectra of the constituents should also be considered. This can
be particularly useful for NFAs with low electron affinity which exhibit high
VOC but facilitate the formation of radical oxygen species.
63–65 An example of
DRCN5T blended with the non-fullerene acceptor IDIC, where the energet-
ics prohibit energy transfer between the acceptor and the donor, is shown in
Figure A.6a in the appendix.16,66 Here, the JSC drops to 10% after 25 hours
of degradation which exemplifies the potential of energy transfer for the de-
vice stability. Furthermore, DRCN5T or similar molecules could be utilised
as a third component in a ternary blend to increase the device stability.24
A preliminary experiment with the system PBDB-T-2Cl:PC70BM shows that
the stability of the JSC can be significantly enhanced when 20% DRCN5T are
added to the blend (Figure A.6b).
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8.4 Conclusion
Photovoltaic devices comprising the material system DRCN5T:PC70BM ex-
hibit exceptional stability in oxygen or ambient conditions under continuous
1 sun illumination. This stability is primarily driven by the apparent insen-
sitivity of the JSC towards degradation, retaining over 90% of its initial value
after 30 hours in the aforementioned conditions. These observations can be ra-
tionalised by two separate conclusions: through the use of fs-TA spectroscopy
it was shown that firstly, the small molecule donor is intrinsically very sta-
ble, showing no signs of degradation and secondly, the fullerene acceptor is
protected by the presence of the donor through efficient, long-range, and ul-
trafast energy transfer from PC70BM to DRCN5T. The latter leads to a sub-
ps quenching of the fullerene excited state which would otherwise cause rapid
degradation. Furthermore, the transport and extraction characteristics remain
largely unchanged which together with the stable charge generation explains
the robustness of the JSC towards the degradation conditions. We propose
that this photoprotective mechanism can also be used in other systems with
unstable components and should influence design rules towards more stable
OSC devices, for example with non-fullerene acceptor or in ternary blends.
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Part V
Conclusions

Conclusion and Outlook
This thesis addresses two urgent subjects of present organic solar cell research,
namely the understanding of charge generation in novel material systems with
low driving force, and the operational stability organic photovoltaic devices
in oxygen environments. The results obtained during this work demonstrate
the enormous potential of femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy for
the investigation of the physics on ultrashort timescales which are governed
by the dynamics of excitons and charges. To establish a physical foundation
for the study of the ensuing processes, the principles of solar cell operation are
explained in Chapter 1. Particular emphasis is given to the processes of charge
generation which involve formation and diffusion of excitons, charge transfer
at a donor:acceptor interface, dissociation of the interfacial charge pair, and
transport of the separated charges through the film. It follows a detailed
account of the various degradation mechanisms which have been reported for
devices exposed to ambient conditions in Chapter 2. Finally, Chapter 3 gives
a brief introduction into ultrafast laser spectroscopy, including the creation
of high-intensity, femtosecond laser pulses and their application in transient
absorption experiments.
The investigation of charge generation in the polymer system PffBT4T-
2OD:PC70BM is covered in Chapter 6. It was found that the dissociation
of excitons at the interface between polymer and fullerene is field-dependent.
Consequently, charge transfer in neat films is suppressed which can be ratio-
nalised by an energetic barrier following Marcus theory. This energetic barrier
is reduced by the presence of a built-in electric field provided by the interlay-
ers in a complete photovoltaic device, resulting in efficient generation of free
charges. The unusual photophysics of this particular system could be repre-
sentative for an entire class of novel material systems with low driving force
which current research focuses upon. Notably, the emergence of non-fullerene
acceptors, which enable high VOC through small band offsets, can benefit from
the results of this study. An immediate consequence of the observed effects
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is the requirement to investigate complete photovoltaic devices, in contrast to
simple films, for photophysical studies in such systems.
The second part of this thesis examines the environmental stability of
PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM devices (Chapter 7). When exposed to oxygen or
light, those OPVs exhibit exceptionally strong degradation which results in
an almost complete loss of photovoltaic performance within hours. Employing
transient absorption spectroscopy, conjointly with various other techniques,
led to the proposition of an oxygen-induced p-doping mechanism to explain
the observed results. It was shown that exposure to oxygen promotes the for-
mation of defect states within the bandgap, affecting the charge generation
in PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells. These defects lead to efficient, initial
quenching of excitons with subsequent creation of trapped charges which, con-
sequently, leads to the severe losses of the JSC, being the primary driver for
the device degradation. This study highlights the need to develop effective
mitigation strategies to impede the ingress of molecular oxygen into the active
layer of modern OPV devices. Possible methods, such as oxygen scavengers or
encapsulation layers, are discussed in Chapter 2. The latter, however, are of-
ten only insufficiently effective or incompatible with flexible device substrates,
while also equating to a major part of the overall module costs. Some new ideas
are needed for the design of novel, stable and high-efficient material systems
for applications outside the laboratory.
One of such ideas is suggested in the last part of this thesis which investi-
gates the environmental stability of the small molecule donor DRCN5T (Chap-
ter 8). We demonstrate the the DRCN5T:PC70BM devices exhibit unique re-
sistance of the JSC towards external factors, even after prolonged exposure to
oxygen and 1 sun illumination, and in spite of the fullerene acceptor PC70BM
which typically causes rapid degradation in many systems, including the afore-
mentioned system of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM. This remarkable stabilisation of
the blend is achieved by two separate mechanisms which are investigated by fs-
TA spectroscopy: firstly, the small molecule donor displays impressive intrinsic
stability, showing no signs of degradation on the ultrafast timescale. Secondly,
the inherent weaknesses of the fullerene acceptor are negated by an efficient,
sub-ps energy transfer from PC70BM to DRCN5T. This process quickly trans-
fers the high-energy excited state from the unstable acceptor to the stable
donor, thereby preventing it from degrading the fullerene. Consequently, the
charge generation process is largely unaffected by the presence of oxygen or
light which results in the exceptional stabilisation of the short-circuit current.
We propose that this photoprotective mechanism can also be exploited in novel
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material systems and should influence design rules towards more stable and ef-
ficient photovoltaic devices. Choosing material combinations which support
energy transfer can facilitate the development of next-generation devices, as it
requires only one of the components to be stable. Additionally, energy trans-
fer can assist in device optimisation since researchers can exclusively focus on
enhancing charge transfer from one component to the other, instead of im-
proving both electron and hole transfer at the interfaces. These effects could
be particularly useful for the rapidly advancing non-fullerene acceptors and
ternary blends. Finally, this study illustrates the promising properties of small
molecules for organic photovoltaic devices and highlights their potentially su-
perior stability over commonly employed polymers.
To conclude, this thesis demonstrates the tremendous potential of femtosec-
ond transient absorption spectroscopy for the investigation of the physics on
the ultrashort timescales, and should help to establish TA as an ubiquitous tool
in organic electronic research. It is particularly well suited for the study of de-
vice stability since external factors, such as oxygen or continuous illumination,
have a direct impact on the dynamics of photoexcited excitons and charge car-
riers. Future research should include the influence of humidity on the device
lifetime which was beyond the scope of this work. Furthermore, it has been
unambiguously shown that the application of small molecule donors can yield
superior long-term stability when compared to commonly used polymers, and
research of such systems should be continued. Finally, the suggested photo-
protective mechanism by energy transfer should be meticulously investigated,
as it has the potential to have a lasting impact on the design rules of OPV de-
vices. This work, therefore, contributes substantially to the understanding of
the elementary processes during charge generation and the long-term stability
of organic solar cells which is of high relevance for future research in the field
of organic photovoltaics.
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Supplementary Data
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Figure A.1: Pump-intensity dependence on the normalized NIR TA kinetics
for the active layer (i.e. between the bottom electrodes) of the (a) inverted
architecture PffBT4T-2OD, (b) inverted architecture PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM
and (c) standard architecture pffbt4t-2od:PC70BM devices. Multiexponential
fits are shown as a guide to the eye. Pump: 700 nm, probe: 1100 ± 10 nm.
Reproduced with permission.1 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Figure A.2: NormalizedNIR TA kinetics for the polymer film, blend film and
standard architecture blend device. The results demonstrate the same overall
behaviour as for the inverted architecture device in Figure 6.5, in that charges
contribute to the spectral response of the device at later times. Here, the ki-
netics and magnitude of the ESA decay are slightly different from the inverted
architecture blend device in Figure S3a, which we attribute to a minor dif-
ference in the pump and probe beam profiles. Pump: 700 nm, 1.3 µJ cm−2;
Probe:1100 ± 10 nm. Multiexponential fits are shown as a guide to the eye.
Reproduced with permission.1 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Figure A.3: Recovery of the performance of PffBT4T-2OD:PC70BM solar cells
after vacuum treatment (10−6 mbar) for 5 hours, following degradation in 20%
oxygen in the dark. Adapted with permission.2 Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society.
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Figure A.4: (a) Exciton and (b) charge carrier dynamics of a DRCN5T film
compared to a complete device after excitation with 700 nm pump (150 nJ).
No field effect observable.
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Figure A.5: Lifetimes of exciton and charge components extracted by global
analysis of the blend film after excitation of the donor with 700 nm pulses. No
correlation of the rates with progressing degradation can be observed. Repro-
duced with permission from Ref.3 Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA.
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Figure A.6: (a) Blend of DRCN5T with the non-fullerene acceptor IDIC. The
energetics of this system do not allow energy transfer from acceptor to donor
which leads to a dramatic loss of JSC. (b) Loss in JSC of a blend of PBDB-T-
2Cl:PC70BM compared to a ternary blend with 20% DRCN5T. Depicted are
the mean and standard deviation of 6 and 8 solar cells, respectively. During
the experiment the connection to the measurement setup was lost for sev-
eral hours. The ternary system was fabricated in a ratio 30:20:50 for PBDB-
T-2Cl:DRCN5T:PC70BM. Reproduced with permission from Ref.
3 Copyright
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Appendix B
Software documentation
Here the basic usage of the Matlab program to analyse transient datasets is
explained. In the main window (Figure B.1) a transient dataset is selected
(‘File’ → ‘open’). The latter must be in .csv formatting, with the first column
containing the wavelengths and the first row containing the time delays. This
format is standard for the commercial HELIOS software which was used for
data acquisition. After selection of the transient dataset the contour represen-
tation (could be enhanced in future with logarithmic color scale), the spectra
at different times, and the kinetics and different wavelengths can be analysed.
The handles allow a seamless navigation through the dataset. Each plot can
be opened in a separate figure for plotting (‘Open’), or exported in a .txt file
(‘Export’) for further processing. Unwanted parts in the spectrum can be cut-
out (‘Mask data’) and the complexity of the dataset can be reduced by deleting
every second row to decrease computational time which is sometimes necessary
in visible datasets (‘Reduce VIS’).
The preprocessing of the data, according to the methods in Chapter 3,
begins with the interpolation of the dataset over missing data points which
are saved as NaN and are detrimental for later algorithms (‘Edit’ → ‘Spline
Correction’). In a next step, the laser chirp has to be accounted for as the
fitting algorithms will produce unphysical results at early times (Figure B.2).
This is done by navigating to ‘Edit’ → ‘Chirp Correction’. The baseline is
subtracted ‘Edit’ → ‘Baseline Correction’.
By performing a singular value decomposition (SVD) the leading contri-
butions to the dataset can be determined and random noise rejected (Figure
B.3). It is achieved by selecting ‘Edit’ → ‘SVD Correction’. The plots show
the right- and left-hand singular vectors which represent the spectra and ki-
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Figure B.1: Main window of the program. A contour plot, the spectra and
the kinetics are depicted. The handles allow to look at specific wavelengths or
times.
Figure B.2: Chirp correction of the dataset. The laser chirp can be calculated
manually or automatically.
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Figure B.3: Singular value
decomposition of the data al-
low to determine the leading
contributions to the transient
dataset which helps to reduce
random noise.
netics to the singular values. The contour plot calculates the residuals of the
SVD-corrected dataset and the raw data.
The fitting of the dataset with a genetic algorithm is implemented with code
from S. Gelinas (Cambridge). It is executed in a separate script (‘run˙garos˙JZ.m’)
and requires the corrected dataset and additional files for reference spectra. For
the source code (‘GAros.m’) contact A. Bakulin.
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Listing B.1: Interpolation
1 func t i on del A = sp l i n eCo r r e c t i on ( del A raw )
2 %Searches the datase t f o r NaN and r ep l a c e s i t with mean o f ne ighbour ing
3 %po in t s . This i s done f o r each wavelength along i t s time ax i s
4
5 %leng th s
6 wavelength = length ( del A raw ( : , 1 ) ) ;
7 time = length ( del A raw ( 1 , : ) ) ;
8
9 %f o r a l l lambda
10 f o r l = 1 : wavelength
11 %f o r a l l t imes
12 f o r t = 1 : time
13 %f i nd NaN
14 i f i snan ( del A raw ( l , t ) )
15 %should not be at the edges
16 i f t>1 && t<time
17 del A raw ( l , t ) = ( del A raw ( l , t 1 ) + del A raw ( l , t+1) ) /2 ;
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 end
22
23 %f o r a l l lambda
24 f o r l = 1 : wavelength
25 %f o r a l l t imes
26 f o r t = 1 : time
27 %f i nd NaN
28 i f i snan ( del A raw ( l , t ) )
29 %should not be at the edges
30 i f l>1 && l<wavelength
31 del A raw ( l , t ) = ( del A raw ( l 1 , t ) + del A raw ( l +1, t ) ) /2 ;
32 end
33 end
34 end
35 end
36
37 del A = del A raw ;
38
39 end
Listing B.2: Baseline correction
1 func t i on subBase l ine ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
2 %sub s t r a c t s the ba s e l i n e o f the datase t
3
4 %get datase t
5 del A = getappdata (0 , 'del A ' ) ;
6 t ime vec = getappdata (0 , ' time ' ) ;
7 wavelength = getappdata (0 , 'wavelength ' ) ;
8
9 %mean does not work with In f or NaN
10 del A ( i snan ( del A ) ) = 0 ;
11 del A ( i s i n f ( del A ) ) = 0 ;
12
13 f o r l = 1 : l ength ( wavelength )
14 del A ( l , : ) = del A ( l , : ) mean( del A ( l , 1 : time2row ( t ime vec , 1 ) ) ) ;
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15 end
16
17 %wr i t e datase t
18 setappdata (0 , 'del A ' , del A ) ;
19
20 %apply
21 BtnApply Callback ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
Listing B.3: Chirp correction
1 % Executes on button pr e s s in btnAutomFit in CHIRP CORRECTION
2 func t i on btnAutomFit Callback ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
3 %c a l c u l a t e s the f i r s t d e r i v a t i v e to es t imate time zero
4
5 del A = getappdata (0 , ' de l A v i s ' ) ;
6 time = getappdata (0 , ' t ime v i s ' ) ;
7 wavelength = getappdata (0 , 'wave l ength v i s ' ) ;
8
9 contour f ( handles . axes2 , time ' , wavelength , del A , 'EdgeColor ' , 'none ' ) ;
10 s e t ( handles . axes2 , 'YDir' , 'Reverse ' )
11 y l ab e l ( handles . axes2 , 'wavelength [nm] ' ) ;
12 x l ab e l ( handles . axes2 , 'delay [ ps ] ' ) ;
13 hold on ;
14
15 tmp tz=ze ro s ( l ength ( wavelength ) ,2 ) ;
16 tmp tz ( : , 1 )=wavelength ;
17
18
19 f o r i i =1: l ength ( wavelength )
20 p l o t ( handles . axes1 , time , del A ( i i , : ) , 'LineWidth ' , 3) ;
21
22 %de r i v a t i v e o f func t i on
23 derv = abs ( d i f f ( del A ( i i , : ) ) ) ;
24
25 %po s i t i o n
26 pos = time ( f i nd ( derv==max( derv ) ) ) ;
27
28 tmp tz ( i i , 2 )= pos (1 ) ;
29 s e t ( handles . TbChirp , 'Data' , tmp tz ) ;
30
31 s c a t t e r ( handles . axes2 , tmp tz ( i i , 2 ) , wavelength ( i i ) , ' r ' ) ;
32
33 end
34
35 % Executes on button pr e s s in BtnSave in CHIRP CORRECTION
36 func t i on BtnSave Callback ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
37 % takes t ime ze ro ( lambda ) and s h i f t s the e n t i r e datase t
38
39 %get data
40 del A = getappdata (0 , 'del A ' ) ;
41 time = getappdata (0 , ' time ' ) ;
42 wavelength = getappdata (0 , 'wavelength ' ) ;
43 wave l ength v i s = getappdata (0 , 'wave l ength v i s ' ) ;
44 data = get ( handles . TbChirp , 'Data' ) ;
45 t0 = data ( 1 : end , 2 ) ;
46
47 %lower l im i t due to problems with coherent a r t e f a c t
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48 lowLim=st r2doub l e ( get ( handles . edLowLim , ' St r ing ' ) ) ;
49 iLowLim=f ind ( wave length v i s>=lowLim ) ;
50 visLim=lamda2row ( wave length v i s , wavelength (1 ) ) ;
51
52 %upper l im i t
53 upLim=st r2doub l e ( get ( handles . edUpperLim , ' St r ing ' ) ) ;
54 iUpLim=f ind ( wave length v i s>=upLim) ;
55
56 i f isempty ( iLowLim)
57 iLowLim=length ( wavelength ) ;
58 end
59
60 %f i nd the ch i rp c o r r e c t i o n f i t
61 [P, S]= p o l y f i t ( wave l ength v i s ( iLowLim (1) : iUpLim (1) ) , t0 ( iLowLim (1) : iUpLim (1) ) ,2 )
;
62 [ t0hat , d e l t a ]= po lyva l (P, wavelength , S) ;
63
64 d e l a y t 0 l=ze ro s ( l ength ( wavelength ) , l ength ( time ) ) ;
65 mint0l=ze ro s ( l ength ( wavelength ) ,1 ) ;
66 maxt0l=ze ro s ( l ength ( wavelength ) ,1 ) ;
67
68 f o r i i =1: l ength ( wavelength )
69 d e l a y t 0 l ( i i , : )=time ;
70 mint0l ( i i , 1 )=min ( time ) ;
71 maxt0l ( i i , 1 )=max( time ) ;
72 end
73
74 %apply the ch i rp c o r r e c t i o n
75 f o r i i =1: l ength ( wavelength )
76 d e l a y t 0 l ( i i , : )=time t0hat ( i i ) ;
77 mint0l ( i i , 1 )=min ( d e l a y t 0 l ( i i , : ) ) ;
78 maxt0l ( i i , 1 )=max( d e l a y t 0 l ( i i , : ) ) ;
79 end
80
81 de l ayco r r=time ;
82
83 de l Acor r=ze ro s ( l ength ( wavelength ) , l ength ( de l ayco r r ) ) ;
84
85 f o r i i =1: l ength ( wavelength )
86 de l Acor r ( i i , : )=in t e rp1 ( d e l a y t 0 l ( i i , : ) , del A ( i i , : ) , d e l ayco r r ) ;
87 end
88
89 setappdata (0 , ' time ' , d e l ayco r r ) ;
90 setappdata (0 , 'del A ' , de l Acor r ) ;
91
92 c l o s e ( handles . f i g u r e 1 ) ;
Listing B.4: Singular value decomposition
1 func t i on BtnSVD Callback ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
2 %ca l c u l a t e the SVD co r r e c t i o n
3
4 %ca l c u l a t e only the s e l e c t e d r eg i on
5 del A = getappdata (0 , ' de l A v i s ' ) ;
6 time = getappdata (0 , ' t ime v i s ' ) ;
7 wavelength = getappdata (0 , 'wave l ength v i s ' ) ;
8
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9 %SVD does not work with In f or NaN
10 del A ( i snan ( del A ) )=0;
11 del A ( i s i n f ( del A ) )=0;
12
13 %do not c a l c u l a t e where masked
14 i f getappdata (0 , 'maskedData' ) == 1
15 hfromWavelength = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskFrom' ) ;
16 hunti lWavelength = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskUntil ' ) ;
17 hfromTime = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskFromTime' ) ;
18 hunti lTime = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskUntilTime ' ) ;
19
20
21 maskFromWavelength = lamda2row ( wavelength , s t r2doub l e ( get ( hfromWavelength , '
St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
22 maskUntilWavelength = lamda2row ( wavelength , s t r2doub l e ( get ( hunti lWavelength
, ' St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
23 maskFromTime = time2row ( time , s t r2doub l e ( get ( hfromTime , ' St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
24 maskUntilTime = time2row ( time , s t r2doub l e ( get ( huntilTime , ' St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
25
26 del A (maskFromWavelength : maskUntilWavelength , : ) = [ ] ;
27 wavelength (maskFromWavelength : maskUntilWavelength ) = [ ] ;
28 time = [ ] ;
29
30 del A ( : , maskFromTime : maskUntilTime ) = [ ] ;
31 time (maskFromTime : maskUntilTime ) = [ ] ;
32 end
33
34 %perform the s i n gu l a r va lue decomposiot ion
35 %U rep r e s en t s the spectrum
36 %S the s i n gu l a r va lue s in a d iagona l matrix
37 %V rep r e s en t s the k i n e t i c s
38 [U, S ,V] = svd ( del A ) ;
39
40 setappdata (0 , 'U' ,U) ;
41 setappdata (0 , 'S' , S ) ;
42 setappdata (0 , 'V' ,V) ;
43
44 %l i s t the s i n gu l a r va lue s and add them up to i nd i c a t e 80% 90%
45 S = diag (S) ;
46 cumm = S ./ sum( abs (S) ) ;
47
48 f o r i =2: l ength (S)
49 cumm( i ) = cumm( i ) + cumm( i 1) ;
50 end
51
52 s e t ( handles . TbSingularValues , 'Data' , [ S cumm] )
53 s e t ( handles . SlSvd , 'Max' , l ength (S) ) ;
54 s e t ( handles . SlSvd , ' S l i d e rS t ep ' , [ 1/ l ength (S) , 10/ l ength (S) ] ) ;
55
56 %c a l l the p l o t func t i on
57 plotSVD( handles )
58
59 %c l e a r memory
60 c l e a r v a r i a b l e s
61
62 func t i on BtnNC Callback ( hObject , eventdata , handles )
63 %app l i e s the SVD co r r e c t i o n up to s i n gu l a r va lue k to the datase t
64
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65 U = getappdata (0 , 'U' ) ;
66 S = getappdata (0 , 'S' ) ;
67 V = getappdata (0 , 'V' ) ;
68
69 wavelength = getappdata (0 , 'wave l ength v i s ' ) ;
70 time = getappdata (0 , ' t ime v i s ' ) ;
71
72 k = st r2doub l e ( get ( handles .EdSVD, ' St r ing ' ) ) ;
73
74 %do not c a l c u l a t e where masked
75 hfromWavelength = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskFrom' ) ;
76 hunti lWavelength = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskUntil ' ) ;
77 hfromTime = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskFromTime' ) ;
78 hunti lTime = f i ndob j ( 'Tag' , 'edMaskUntilTime ' ) ;
79
80 maskFromWavelength = lamda2row ( wavelength , s t r2doub l e ( get ( hfromWavelength , '
St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
81 maskUntilWavelength = lamda2row ( wavelength , s t r2doub l e ( get ( hunti lWavelength , '
St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
82 maskFromTime = time2row ( time ( : , 1 ) , s t r2doub l e ( get ( hfromTime , ' St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
83 maskUntilTime = time2row ( time ( : , 1 ) , s t r2doub l e ( get ( huntilTime , ' St r ing ' ) ) ) ;
84
85 SVDmatrix = U( : , 1 : k ) *S ( 1 : k , 1 : k ) *V( : , 1 : k ) ' ;
86
87 i f getappdata (0 , 'maskedData' ) == 1
88 columnsWavelength = SVDmatrix (maskFromWavelength : end , : ) ;
89 SVDmatrix (maskFromWavelength : maskUntilWavelength , : ) = NaN;
90 SVDmatrix ( maskUntilWavelength+1: l ength ( wavelength ) , : ) = columnsWavelength ;
91
92 columnsTime = SVDmatrix ( : , maskFromTime : end ) ;
93 SVDmatrix ( : , maskFromTime : maskUntilTime ) = NaN;
94 SVDmatrix ( : , maskUntilTime+1: l ength ( time ( : , 1 ) ) ) = columnsTime ;
95 end
96
97 % time = getappdata (0 , ' t ime v i s ') ;
98 % time = time ( : , end ) ;
99 % time = repmat ( time , 1 , l ength (U) ) ;
100
101 setappdata (0 , 'del A ' , SVDmatrix ) ;
102 setappdata (0 , ' time ' , getappdata (0 , ' t ime v i s ' ) ) ;
103 setappdata (0 , 'wavelength ' , getappdata (0 , 'wave l ength v i s ' ) ) ;
Listing B.5: Genetic algorithm
1 c l e a r
2
3 % Set the f i l e name o f the data you want to use .
4 %
5 % This i s us ing the ' . cor ' format returned by ' ch i r p c o r r e c t x .m' . For
6 % any other format , minor ajustments might be nece s sa ry but i t should be
7 % f a i r l y s t r a i gh t f oward .
8 %fname = 'GAros in . cor ' ;
9 fname = 'PCE11 01 pr i s t ine . csv ' ;
10
11 % F i l e output name , where the r e s u l t i n g spec t ra and time t r a c e s w i l l be
12 % saved as a .mat f i l e . The va r i ab l e names w i l l be :
13 % wl : wavelength ax i s
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14 % spe : a matrix with a l l the spec t ra ( r e f+i n i t )
15 % t : the time ax i s
16 % t t : the time t r a c e s a s s o c i a t ed with each spectrum in the spe va r i ab l e
17 %fOutName = 'GAros out .mat ' ;
18 fOutName = 'Results PCE11 .mat' ;
19
20 % Set the spec t ra in 0 Wavelength (nm) or 1 energy (eV) , the va r i ab l e x
21 % w i l l be used to r e f e r to the one s e l e c t e d .
22 wlE = 0 ;
23
24 % Set the s i z e o f the r eg i on used f o r smoothing on the time and wavelength
25 % ( or energy ) ax i s . use 1 f o r no smoothing .
26 sm t = 1 ; % Time
27 sm x = 1 ; % Wavelength/Energy
28
29 % Set the c u t o f f wavelength/ energy and time . I f the value i s out o f bounds ,
30 % automat i ca l l y uses the f i r s t / l a s t va lue in the vec to r
31 t min = 5 ; % Star t time
32 t max = 8000 ; % End time
33 x min = 850 ; % Minimum value in wavelength/Energy
34 x max = 1350 ; % Maximum value in wavelength/Energy
35
36 %SG001 .
37 % Subsample the f i t t e d spec t ra to reduce computat ional time and , most
38 % importantly , ensure the a lgor i thm doesn ' t op t im i s e s p ixe l to p i x e l no i s e
39
40 % Subsampling f a c t o r
41 subsF = 1 ;
42
43 % Set the i n i t i a l spe c t ra f i l e l o c a t i o n
44 % These spec t ra w i l l be modi f i ed by the a lgor i thm
45
46 % Use ex t e rna l f i l e s as i n i t i a l guess ? Yes (1 ) / No(0)
47 % Random no i s e / gaus s i ans can s t i l l be added weather an ex t e rna l f i l e i s
48 % used or not . Their p r op e r t i e s are de f ined in the ' i s ' ob j e c t . Use
49 % i s . n=0 i f no no i s e i s needed , and i s . p (1 )=0 i f no ranodm gaus s i ans are
50 % needed .
51 in i t methd = 0 ;
52 % Use only i f in i t methd=0, s e t s the number o f spec t ra to opt imize
53 i n i t nb = 1 ;
54
55 % Warning : each f i l e must conta in x and y ax i s in the r i g h t un i t s .
56 in i t f name = {} ;
57
58 % Set the r e f e r e n c e spec t ra f i l e l o c a t i o n
59 % These spec t ra are ' f i xed ' , they w i l l be NOT modi f i ed by the a lgor i thm
60 % i f no r e f e r e n c e s are needed , use i n i t f name = {} ;
61 %
62 % Warning : each f i l e must conta in x and y ax i s in the r i g h t un i t s .
63 re f fname = {'LondonExFilmRef . txt ' } ;
64
65 % Set the unce r ta in ty e s t imat ion method
66 % 0 Uniform
67 % Each point has the same e r r o r .
68 % 1 Propor t i ona l
69 % The unce r ta in ty o f each po int i s p r opo r t i ona l to the smoothed value
70 % at that po int . n c on t r o l s the smoothing and should be b igge r than
71 % the ac tua l smoothing used on the data .
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72 % 2 S ingu la r Value Decomposition
73 % Uses the f i r s t k terms o f the SVD and uses the smoothed d i f f e r e n c e
74 % with the TA data to es t imate e r r o r . n c on t r o l s the smoothing .
75 % 3 Standard Deviat ion
76 % Estimates the e r r o r with the STD of the po in t s conta ined in a 2*n+1
77 % square around the po int .
78 % 4 pre ( t=0) standard dev i a t i on
79 % Look at the f l u c t u a t i o n in the t < 0 , by measuring the STD
80 % In t h i s case , n i s the number o f po in t s be f o r e the s t a r t o f the
81 % ch i rp .
82 unc methd = 3 ;
83 k = 10 ;
84 %n = 16 ;
85 n = 2 ;
86
87 % Set i n i t i a l i z a t i o n parameters f o r GA.m
88 % params = {npop ; nrun ; i s ; r r ; mut ; con } ;
89 %
90 % gen . npop : i s the number o f s p e c i e s in the populat ion , must be even
91 % gen . nrun : number o f runs
92 % gen . r r : Refresh ra t e o f the f i g u r e showing evo lu t i on
93 %
94 % i s . n : Amplitude o f no i s e added to i n i t i a l guess spec t ra
95 % i s . no : O f f s e t o f i s n with r e sp e c t to i t ' s mean ( 0 . 5 )
96 % i s . p : Parameters o f the gaus s i ans used to generate i n i t i a l spe c t ra
97 % [ Amplitude Mean Width ] . * rand (1 , 3 )
98 % Mean and Width are f r a c t i o n o f the t o t a l number o f po in t s .
99 % e . g . i f the wavelength vec to r i s from 500nm to 900nm and
100 % there are 100 points , Width=0.5 corresponds to 50 po in t s
101 % ( or (900nm 5 0 0nm) *0 .5 = 200nm) .
102 % i s . ng : Number o f gauss ian used to generate i n i t i a l spe c t ra
103 %
104 % mut . bms : Big mutation s t r enght ( amplitude )
105 % mut . bmr : Big mutation decay : Decrease the amplitude o f b ig mutations
106 % every 'bmd' s tep by / c e i l ( i /bmd)
107 % mut . sms : Small mutations s t r enght ( amplitude )
108 % mut . smd : Small mutation decay Decrease the amplitude o f b ig mutations
109 % every 'smd' s tep by / c e i l ( i /smd)
110 %
111 % con . nkp : Negative k i n e t i c pena l ty ( con s t r a i n ) , t h i s i s a c o r r e c t i o n
112 % app l i ed to the r e s i d u a l to p ena l i z e negat ive k i n e t i c s by :
113 % 1+nkp *( f r a c t i o n o f negat ive po in t s )
114 % Use nkp = 0 i f the s i gn o f the spec t ra i s expected to change .
115 % con . spes : Spectrum s ign ( con s t r a i n ) , must be de f ined f o r each spectrum
116 % in ' i n i t ' (n by 1 vec to r )
117 % [ 0 ] no con s t r a i n
118 % [ 1 ] p o s i t i v e s e c t r a only (GSB,SE)
119 % [ 1 ] negat ive spec t ra only (PIA)
120
121 gen . npop = 1000 ;
122 gen . nrun = 30 ;
123 gen . r r = 10 ;
124
125 i s . n = 0 . 3 ;
126 i s . no = 0 . 5 ;
127 i s . p = [1 1 0 . 2 5 ] ;
128 i s . ng = 5 ;
129
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130 mut . bms = 0 . 1 ;
131 mut . bmr = 120000;
132 mut . sms = 0 . 0 5 ;
133 mut . smr = 60000 ;
134 mut . e = 2 ;
135
136 con . nkp = 5 ;
137 con . spes = [ 1 ] ;
138
139 % Parameters c o n t r o l l i n g the i t e r a t i v e runs o f GA
140
141 % Number o f i t e r a t i o n s performed
142 n b o f i t e r = 50 ;
143
144 % Decrease o f the random no i s e added to the i n i t i a l guess at each i t e r a t i o n
145 no i s e r e d = 1 . 0 2 ;
146
147 save GAros param .mat
148 [ wl , spe , t , t t ] = GAros ( 'GAros param .mat' ) ;
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